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PERRYVILLE, MISSOURI, OCTOBER, 1957

HELP FOR FORMOSA
In accord with the stated provincial
policy of assigning two additional confreres each year for missionary work
on Formosa, Father Vincent Aherne
and Father Thomas Cawley have been
dispatched to that post this year. At
present they are in Hong Kong awaiting entry to the island.
Father Aherne is a native of Ireland.
Before coming to the United States
last year, he was engaged in parish
work in England. Previous to that he
served as professor at Sybil Hill, St.
Paul's College, D'ublin. In this country
he was stationed as assistant pastor
at St. Boniface Church in Perryville.
On occasion he used to come over to
the seminary to play handball or to
do a bit of gymnastics. We found him
to be a very friendly and affable
Irishman. We are sure that such a
sociable spirit will be a great asset to
him in his missionary labors.
Father Cawley is a very familiar
figure to all of us here at Perryville,
since he was ordained only last June.
He is a native Kansan. He entered
our novitiate in June, 1948, after completing his high school training at St.
John's Preparatory Seminary in Kansas City, Missouri. After pronouncing
his vows in June, 1950, he moved over
to the scholasticate to begin his philosophical and theological studies.
While a student, Father Cawley stood
out especially in his devotion to the
Crusade Correspondent Courses. He
efficiently managed a heavy load of
correspondents from his earliest days
on the scholasticate. In 1955 he was
appointed director of the Courses, a job
which he handled with merit.
We pray that these two young priests
may find success with their confreres
in a mission field of great promise,
Formosa.

CONGRATULATIONS

We wish to extend our sincere congratulations to our Most Honored
Father, William J. Slattery, C.M.,
upon his being awarded the Cross of
the Legion of Honor by the French
government.
Father Slattery, former provincial of
the Eastern Province of the United
States, is the first American to become
the superior general of the Congregation of the Mission. The sixteenth successor of St. Vincent de Paul, Father
Slattery last July completed ten years
as head of the Vincentians.

NUMBER 1

NEW SUPERIOR AT BARRENS

Father James Fischer, C.M.

Father Daniel Martin, C.M.

Our new superior, Father James
Fischer, and his predecessor, Father
Daniel Martin, are well-known to one
another, chiefly through their common interest in the study of Sacred
Scripture, and in the methods of
spreading knowledge of the Bible.
They are co-authors of the popular
Search the Scriptures, a religious series
which is a four-year cycle course designed for high-school students, two
years being devoted to the Old Testament, two years to the New Testament.
Our former superior came to the
Barrens in December of 1951 to replace Father Michael O'Connell as
head of the seminary. Many outstanding events took. place during his administration. Chief among them were
the completion of a long-awaited
library-classroom building. Another,
one in which he played a major share,
was the construction of new recreational facilities here at the seminary,
including a new gymnasium, swimming
pool, and bowling alleys.
Father Martin has long been concerned with the activities of the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine. And
so it happened during his term of
office, in February, 1954, that the first
seminarians' institute of the CCD in
the United States was conducted here
at the seminary. This was at the instignation of Father Martin. Through

this institute the scholastics and
novices were given the opportunity to
learn of the complex workings of the
CCD in preparation for their own work
in the ministry. Some of the chief
members of the CCD administration
were on hand to help make the institute a successful one.
Father Fischer was ordained in
1943. His first appointment sent him
to St. John's Seminary in San Antonio, Texas. Then in 1945 he returned
to the Barrens, where he taught a
number of subjects. After the three
years spent here he attended the
Catholic University of America in
Washington, D. C., where he .was
awarded a licentiate in Sacred Theology. The year 1951 found him studying in the Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome, from which he departed
in 1953 to spend two months in the
Middle East. In the autumn of the
same year he was back in the United
States, at St. Mary's Seminary, then
located in LaPorte, Texas, but which
was moved to Houston a short time
later. He was appointed to the Assumption Seminary in San Antonio,
Texas, in 1956, his last post before
coming to Perryville.
We wish our new superior the ut-.
most success in his term of office, and
we promise him our prayers for that
end.
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expense of our arms and in the sweat
of our brow.
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mention here that in a very short time
more housing facilities will have to be
built at Montebello in order to take in
additional candidates for the priesthood. This involves heavy expense.
We trust that this need will be met
with generous contributions. At present
there are forty-three novices here in
Perryville, including four
novice
brothers. This is one of the highest
totals in recent years.
There are two new full-time vocation directors this year. On the West
Coast, Father Edward Sullivan will
work out of Montebello. Father James
Cashman has replaced Father William
Pittman as vocational director in the
St. Louis area. Father Stephen Ganel,
who is stationed at the minor seminary in Lemont, will continue his work
for vocations in Chicago and its suburbs. May God bless them in so vital
a task.

DEDICATION

HELP WANTED

This issue of the De Andrein, the
first issue of the school year, is respectfully dedicated to our former
superior, Father Daniel Martin.
As superior at the Barrens, Father
Martin had a number of vital objectives to accomplish. Among them
were to instill a love of prayer and
study into the community and to develop among his subjects a deep love
for the community. These he achieved
to a high degree.
The accomplishments of Father Martin in the sphere of spiritual activity
deserve the highest praise. But of
major importance also was his devotion to maintaining sound physical
and mental health among the scholastics, a thing of great weight in the
over-all development of future priests.
It was Father Martin who was the
driving force behind the construction
of our splendid recreational facilities
here at the Barrens. God alone
knows how much time and effort he
spent in helping plan the building,
in trying to raise funds, in overseeing
the actual construction. We owe him
a great debt of gratitude for his zeal
in this matter.

With this paper most of you have
received remittance slips with return
envelopes. We ask that you send the
subscription price to us as soon as you
conveniently can. Your doing this will
be a great aid to the circulation managers.
Many of our subscribers have found
it desirable to subscribe to the De
Andrein for two-year periods. This
eliminates any trouble with the fiftycent piece involved in a one-year subscription. Also, many confreres see to
it that their parents and others interested in the works of the community
receive subscriptions to the De Andrein.
Information of interest to readers of
the De Andrein is always wecome. We
especially request that those called
upon to be correspondents be regular
in sending in their reports. The deadline for news will be the fifteenth of
each month.

We pray that God may grant Father
Martin improved health, so that he
may continue to work in a community
to which he is intensely devoted. May
he come back to visit with us often.

VOCATIONS
Thanks be to God. Vocations in our
minor seminaries and novitiate continue to increase. Lemont leads our
minor seminaries with ninety-two in
three years. Next comes Cape with
sixty-three in four years. Montebello
completes the list. It has enrolled

thirty-three young men in the first and
seconds years. We think it well to

STAMPS
At the beginning of another school
year we call upon you our readers
to save stamps for the Vincentian
Foreign Mission Society. Many of you
have done so very generously in the
past, and we beg you to continue
your valuable work. Every penny made
from the sale of stamps is used to
support the work of our Vincentian
missioners on Formosa.
There is one important suggestion
we would like to make in this matter.
Please leave about one-quarter of an
inch margin of paper around each
stamp. This serves to protect the
stamp's perforation. You may send your
parcels and bags of stamps to the
Vincentian Foreign Mission Society, St.
Mary's Seminary, Perryville, Missouri.
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FELIX DE ANDREIS
F. Agnew, C.M.

October 15 marks the anniversary of
the death of Felix De Andreis, the first
superior of the Congregation of the
Mission in the United States. The
following account of his life is written
to commemorate that anniversary.-Ed.

It was the fifteenth day of October.
The Mass of St. Theresa of Avila had
been said and the people of the dreary
little river-post village of St. Louis
were about the usual affairs of the
day. Soon the report spread among
them that the Italian priest, De Andreis, was dead. Life is strange. It
brought this man of delicate health
and brilliant intellect from the congenial physical and cultural climate
of northern Italy to live and to die
in a rough new frontier town of the
American wilderness, where the only
church was a dilapidated log hut and
where during the winter the Blood of
Christ froze in the chalice before it
could be consumed.
Records of the life of Father De
Andreis are rather scant, and his most
complete biography is written in a style
which, to say the least, is unfortunate.
That his holiness was saintly cannot be
rationally questioned. That he, being
human, must have had some failings
is in many respects more a tribute to
his sanctity than a reflection upon it.
To overcome is better than to have no
cause to struggle. (Perhaps the cynic
who said, "a saint is a sinner revised
and re-edited," came closer to the
truth than he understood, though he
probably never regarded the saint himself as his own editor.)
On December 12, 1778, a son was
born to Maurizio De Andreis, lesser
civil official of the town of Demonte
in Piedmont. He was given the name
(Continued on Page Ten)
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LEFT TO RIGHT, BOTTOM ROW: MELITO, BERKBIGLER, FORTENBERRY, McCARTHY, DiGRAZIA, CORERA, MOORE. SECOND ROW: VALENCIA, HUERGA, SCHLADE, KEELEY, MORQUILLAS, LAVANWAY, FATHER
FALANGA, ZABALZA, MADDEN, PRIETO, O'BRIEN, HERRERO. THIRD ROW: O'DONNELL, OVERKAMP, RAMSON, BOYLE, COLLINS, KELLY, McEVOY, CHRISTENSEN, PERSICH, BYRNE, BREWER. FOURTH ROW: RUHL,
GRACE, ROPPEL, SEGHERS, WIESNER, ROUSSEAU, VILLAROYA, ROHRICH, FLOERSH, SCHERER. FIFTH ROW:
FUENTES, KING, AGNEW, O'MALLEY, GOLDEN, BELTER, KOTNOUR, GAGNEPAIN, HINNI, SAUERHAGE.
LAST ROW: HURLEY, ROBELLO.
Summer has ended, and with it
vacation and camp. Camp was most
enjoyable for all concerned. It was not
a season composed of outstanding
events, but one that was woven of
many small and enjoyable occurrences.
For example, there was the truck-hike
to Ironton and Lake Killarney. The
students who went golfing that day
will long remember Tom Grace and
how he shot a 96 and 82, i.e., a 96 on
the first nine and an 82 on the second.
There were many improvements
made at camp itself. The main improvement pertained to the chapel,
where we added a fifteen-foot addition.
Chapel was also refitted with more
pews. The refectory received remodeling and a new interior coat of paint.
Now the only places copperheads are
found, it would seem, is in the dark
corners of the refectory bread box. The
paths leading down to the pier have all
been bordered with young sycamores,
by courtesy of the Missouri Conservation Department.
Further advancements consisted in
the addition of numerous electrical
outlets in the huts, "Cinemascope"
movies, and a Zenith "Trans-Oceanic"
radio, donated by Fr. Coupal.
In the field of sports, two new backstops were built, and horseshoe pits and
a rather gaudy nine hole miniature
golf course (par 30) were laid out.
Frank Byrne, under the auspices of

Mike Boyle, the president of the Tam
O'Shanty course, put up a $1.50 jackpot for the student who could shoot the
lowest score. Bob Rousseau eliminated
all competition with his 29. Along with
the laying out of the golf course went
the erection of what we shall euphemistically term a "library-clubhouse."
Again this summer, hunting and fishing were quite poor. About two dozen
squirrels were brought in and about
the same amount of good-sized fish. As
a result of the scarcity of fish and
game it was only natural that interests
would shift. In consequence, hiking
picked up with Humphrey the hound
turning out to be the most consistent
hiker of the season. He averaged three
hikes a week. Fully grown, weighing
circa 140 lbs., "Humph" at times found
himself burdened with one or two
canteens on a hike. Once he, Lou
Fortenberry, Gus Melito, Jack Shine
and Bob Roppel started at five in
the morning for Silver Mine via Rock
Creek. The party got themselves lost
and staggered in about nine at night.
Maybe the next time our fledglings will
have enough sense to make their first
hikes with someone who knows the
terrain.
A field day was held, and Denny
Brewer walked away with top honors in
both the swimming and field events.
Neal Belter finally won himself a batting championship. Hurley, Kelly and

Melito tied for champs in the "sackout" contest.
Scoffs were directed by the doyen
and his assistant, Boyle and Rich
O'Brien, along with the aid of Ron
Ramson. A large burden fell on the
shoulders of these men when Brother
Peter fell ill. They, along with the
cooking staff of Jordan, Shine, Sauerhage, Overcamp and Weber did an admirable job of turning out the meals,
and received special commendation
from both Father Falanga and Father
Fischer. Speaking of cooking our Spanish confreres came up with a dish
known as an "omeletto." Principal ingredient of the dish was eggs, although
within it there was contained anything
left over from previous meals, plus .. .
It amounted to the Spanish version of
hash and could be consumed three
times a day, seven days a week, with
certain restrictions for fast days.
Someone made the mistake of teaching these same confreres how to play
pinochle. Either that or they got mixed
up in the object of the game, for their
bids seemed always to start in the
neighborhood of thirty-amid many
gestures and much parlance-and the
result of the scores and length of the
games can be imagined.
This is but a little of what went
into making the camp season of 1957
a most memorable and happy occasion
for the student body.
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AT SUMMER SCHOOL...
THE BARRENS
J. SHINE, C.M.
Summer school at the Barrens began this year in the first part of July
and ended in the first part of the following month.
There were a number of courses
taught. Most of those in the third
year of philosophy took a course in
analytic geometry under the direction
of Father George Weber, as well as a
course in teaching methods, taught by
Father William Horan. The majority of
the first and second year philosophers
studied biology. The professor for this
course was Father John Farris. And
then there was the group of aspiring
organists, Philip Floersch, John Overkamp, and John Sauerhage. These men
practiced at the organ about four
hours each day, besides taking formal
lessons three times a week.
All these studies required a good
deal of time and effort. But there
was ample time for relaxation as well.
The swimming pool was always available for a cooling dip, and the open
country around the seminary proved
ideal for afternoon walks. Then there
was the Fourth of July, the day that
Father Oscar Miller brought us on an
outing to a nearby lake. And just a
couple of days later we went down to
Cape to visit with our conferes studying at the State College.
School ended on July 13, and three
days later we were on our way to
Camp St. Vincent to get it ready for
the rest of the student body.

ST. LOUIS
M. VALENCIA, C.M.
On the twelfth of June, a little company of five Vincentians left Perryville
to spend the following six weeks attending summer school classes in St.
Louis. Our home for the summer was
to be the house on Cass Avenue, with
Father H. Guyot as our superior.
Every morning, except Saturdays
and Sundays, after morning prayers
and Mass, we were driven by cab to
the University. On arriving there, we
all hurried to our different classes.
Roger Roberts hastened to his courses
on "Social Anthropology," and "The
Reconstruction Period;'" Pat Keeley,
"Latin and Literature," and "Linguistics for Greek Majors;" Alfred Baude,
"Methods in Teaching Speech," and
"Ancient Rhetorical Theory;'" Jack
La Vanway apd. Miguel
Valencia,
"Spanish Drama during the Sixteenth
Century," and "Advanced Spanish Composition." These were
the courses
which kept us busy during the summer
school session.

CHICAGO
H. O'DONNELL, C.M.

On Saturday, June twenty-second,
fifteen first and second year theologians from the Barrens left for summer
school in Chicago. This is the second
year that Perryville students have attended summer sessions at De Paul
University, and it is a deep-seated hope
of many that this is the beginning of
a fine tradition. Having travelled by car
all day, we arrived towards evening at
St. Vincent Seminary of Fournier
Institute near Lemont. We were cordially welcomed by Father Schulte and
the other members of the faculty, and
settled down to making ourselves at
home for the next six weeks.
Not long after our arrival we were
struck by the fact that living conditions at Lemont were as ideal as could
be desired. The modern study hall
and chapel serve to instance the fine
physical set-up of the seminary. The
scenic and well-kept grounds offered
abundant room for walking and other
outdoor recreation. But one thing
more than any other single item drew
comments of praise and approval-the
presence of the Josephine Sisters. In
their work, their charity, their deeply
religious spirit and their constant
cheerfulness, they were a source of edification to everyone.
On Monday morning, the twentyfourth, we piled into our two station
wagons for the long trek from Lemont
to De Paul-the first of many such
for the weeks to come. It was a source
of honest pride and satisfaction to be
attending a university administered
and staffed by confreres.
July first, the first
day of
class, found our students scattered
about through four major fields of
study. English was the subject which
engaged the largest number of confreres. Ronald King, Edward O'Malley,
Donald Spitzka and Frank Agnew, all
of whom were veterans of one year, and
two new rookies, Timothy Madden and
Robert McEvoy, made up the roster for
the study of the mother tongue. Latin,
with Roy Persich, Theodore Wiesner,
Hugh O'Donnell, Robert Scherer and
Richard Miller, was the second largest
field of study. Degrees in the history
department were being sought in both
the American and European fields.
Charles Persil, Richard Hurley, Neal
Belter and Robert Rohrich were the
history men.
We are happy to acknowledge a debt
of gratitude to Father Schulte, our
superior, and to Father Derbes, our
director, for the successful summer we
had.

CAPE
D. BERKBIGLER, C.M.
Before the sun had set on June 2,
Ordination Day at Perryville, twentytwo of us students had arrived .- t
St. Vincent's College at Cape in preparation for summer school at Southeast
Missouri State College in that city.
They do things quickly at Cape, and
so the very next day we were immediately swallowed up in the hectic
activity of registering. A more gruelling task is hard to imagine!
There were seven fourth-year theologians at Cape. Dick McCarthy and
Bob Gordon signed up to do their
practice teaching. Dick was given a
class in general science and another
in English, and Bob had two classes
in English. Joe Schlade took courses
in speech correctior6and college grammar. Since all the Spanish confreres
were to take English, Frank Prieto had
courses in American and contemporary
literature; Frucluoso Morquillas and
Jim Corera both/had courses in American literature and English composition; Louis Huerga took American literature and a Shakespeare course.
All the third-year theologians were
there for the summer session. Mike
Boyle taught two English classes and
Ron Ramson took courses in math of
finance and adolescent psyscology;
Nick Herrero enrolled in courses in
American literature and English composition; Valentine Hoyos and Pete
Villarroya had American and contemporary literature; Fidel Fuentes
took two courses in American literature; Frank Zabalza had one course in
American literature and another in
phonetics.
Only four of the second-year theologians were at Cape. John Golden
and Don Berkbigler took courses in
bacteriology and adolescent psychology;
Dick O'Brien took physics and adolescent psychology; Paul Di Grazia had
two physical education courses.
Though the ten weeks were long,
they were not unenjoyable. The days
of study were broken up by such things
as the weekly night out for a movie,
the all-day trip to Kentucky Lake,
and the visit of the novices and philosophers from Perryville. Then, too,
we had the added advantage of the
swimming pool, the handball
and
tennis courts, the T. V. set and the
hi fi machine. In short, there was
plenty of good recreation.
The roster of officers was headed by
Father William Lynch, who was
our most kind director. Don Berkbigler was dean, Nick Herrer'o the assistant, and Dick O'Brien was care
of poverty and scoff master.
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Montebello
The enrollment for the school year consists of 21 Freshmen and 12 Sophomores.

Lemont (continued)

:

Five Sisters of St. Joseph from iexico
arrived on the first of September to
take over the culinary department. A
sixth sister arrived on the fourteenth.
The new faculty building and convent have
been held up by strikes, but the kitchen and
dining room were ready for use at the end
of September .
The sisters are using the Pansini residence, formerly occupied by the faculty,
as a temporary convent. The faculty has
scattered to the dormitory, classrooms, and
old garage.
The chapel, for which His Eminence, Cardinal
McIntyre, graciously consented to break
ground on the nineteenth of July, is being
built by Mrs. Edward Doheny as a gift to the
comm unityo It will seat two hundred
and will dominate the other buildings.

aher Trapp received his Master
Degree
in History from St. Louis U. during the
past summer.
Work on the remodelling of a two-story
laboratory-classroom building for a 200-bed
dormitory began about the fourteenth of
September.
The enrollment for the school year -48
Freshmen, 55 Sophomores, and 11 Juniors.
Thanks to the students who helped paint
the corridors of the administration building
during the past summer.
Foreign Missions
Very Rev. Thomas J. Smith celebrated his
Silver Sacerdotal Jubilee at St. Stephen s
in New Orleans on Sept-. 15th. At the Solemn
Mass of Thanksgiving, Father Stakelum
Was D:eacon and Father Kammer was Subdeacono
Father Stephen D:.unker ,delivered the sermon
Fathers Aherne and Cawley arrived safely

Lemont
Recently Madre Maria de Jesus, superioress
of the Josephine Sisters here, successfully
passed a serious operation. We thank the
many priests and sisters who offered
prayers for hero

in Hong Kong on, September

rd.

On August 15th, Father Fox blessed::-ew
mission station in Tainan.
It is dedicated
to Our Lady of the Assumption.
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Perryville (continued)

On October 6th, the Daughters of Charity
celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of
their arrival in this city. In the morning
at eleven o'clock a Solemn Mass was celebrated in the Seminary Church. From two to
four in the afternoon a reception was held at
the high school.
Fathers Falanga, Miller, and Sheehy represented the house at the centenary celebration of the Ladies of Charity in St. Louis.
Congratulations To the new Deacons: Rev. Messrs. Keeley,
McCarthy, LaVanway, Baude, Prieto, Morquillas, Corera, and Huerga.
To the new Subdeacons: Messrs. Schlade
and Gordon.
To the vow men: Bro Paul Joseph, Messrs.
Ruhl, Bildhauer, and H. LeFevre.
To the newly received: Messrs. Walsh, Sullivan,
Lawbaugh, Boland, Congui, Steenbergen, Navickas, and Ruder.
To the new postulant brothers: Brs. James
Steinbach, Daniel Young, and Leo Murray.

Two Spanish confreres, Fathers Cabanas and
Lucena, are staying at the Barrens to study
the English language and: to becoe acquainted

with American customs.
C.ape
On September 29th- Bishop Helmsing dedicated
the new StO Vincentls Grammar School which
opened on September 5rd-with an enrollment
of 250 pupils.
Father Dimond Ryan conducted a Miraculous
Medal Novena at Holy Family Parish during
the first week in September.
There are 65 seminarians enrolled for the
current school year - 24 Freshmen, 19
Sophomores, 9 Juniors, and 11 Seniors.
During the past summer, an extensive
painting job was done on the exterior of
the buildings.
Plans are being made for the installation
of tennis courts behind the gymnasium.

Provincial Appointments - 1957
Vincentian Foreign Mission House - Fr.
Norbert Miller.
Provincial House - Frs. T. McIntyre (Sec.
to Visitor and Assto to Provincial Econome)
and J. Cashman (Vocation Director).
Camarillo - Frs. Koeper and Pansini.
Cape Girardeau - Frs. F. Fischer and Crowley,
and Mr. Roberts.
Chicago - DePaul - Frs. Barrett, Bogetto,
Pelliteri, and Bronars.
St. Vincent's Parish - Frs. Moynihan and Vandenberg.
Dallas -Fr. Sherlock.
Denver - Seminary - Frs. J. Danagher (Sup.),
F. Murphy, G. Guyot, Yallaly, Wagner
Housey, and Willemsen.
Parish - Fr. J. Murphy.Kansas City - Parish - Fr. Clark.
Seminary - Frs. J. Hogan (Sup.)
and Menard.
Lemont - Frs. Durbin, Culligan, and Bro Paul.
Long Beach - Fr. Shaughnessy.
Los Angeles - Fr. O'Donnell.

MontebelloFrs. E. Ho Sullivan and Brown.
New Orleans -St.
Stephens - Frs. McCarthy
(Sup. and Pastor) and Pittman.
Sto Katherine's - Fr. Frommell.
St. Joseph's - Fr. P. Murphy.
Pampa - Frs. Meyer (Pastor) and Lang.
Phoenix - Fr. M: Barr.
Perryville - Seminary
Frs. J. Fischer (Sup.)
and J. Q. O'Connell.
Parish
.Frs. Kearney and Horan.
St. Louis - St. Vincent's - Frs. W. Flynn (Sup.
and Pastor), Dolan, and DeWitt.
San Antonio -Assumption
Seminary - Frs. Fred
Martinez, Kenneally, and
SL.O.Zimmerman....
San Fernando - Frs. D. Flynn, Wood, and Lee.
Tucson - Fr. Franz.
Washington - Frs. Pfiefer and Dowd.
Hong Kong-Formosa - Frs Aherne and Cawley.
Rome - Frs. Ho Persich and Lynch.

The DeAndrein
Daughters of Charity Appointments - 1957
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister

Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister

Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister

Philippa Boudreaux
Anne Casey
Rosalie Garvey
Dolores Davis
Mary Genevieve Moonier
Mercedes Jeffery
Mary Helen Sullivan
Alberta Levy
Mary Frances Doolan
Regis Holland
Oliva Grimaud
Mary Angele Pera
Mary Rose Richardson
Adelaide Kulhanek
Mary Thomas McNeela
Vincent Thomas
Clare Kelly
Clement Schindler
Virginia Dunker
Margaret Mary Bannister
Regina Priller
Veronica Purpura
Cephas McGoey
Alphonsa Renn
Mary Ruth Maher
Mary Alice Rault
Josephine Burns
Frances Sullivan
Veronica O'Neill
Felicita Quinn
Vincent Valz
Beatrice Chenevert
Geraldine Simonds
Mary Louise Happich
Lucy McEnerney
Columba Connolly
Agnes Phoenix
Mary Rose Kohn
Vincentine Lancaster
Margaret Brou
Patricia Sullivan
Jean Juliano
Noreen Creen
Cecilia Daly
Mary John Lindner
Mary William Junkin
Laurentia Feltz
Agnes Davey
Mary Stephen O'Bryan
Anne Francis Nolan
Marguerite Flynn
Edith Thompson
Teresa Winker
Marie Agnew
Elizabeth Merkel
Louise O'Neill

St. Louis, St. Louise de Marillac
New Orleans, St. Elizabeth's
San Francisco, St. Patrick's
San Francisco, St. Vincent High
Carson City, St. Teresa School
Santa Barbara, Sto Vincent's
Keokuk, St. Vincent's
Los Angeles, Our Lady of Talpa
Mayaguez, I.C.A.
Marillac College Faculty
Marillac College Faculty
Montebello, Marian School
New Orleans, St. Stephen's
Salt Lake City, St, Ambrose
Los Angeles, Maryvale
Mobile, Providence Hospital
New Orleans, St. Stephen's
St. Louis, Laboure High
Keokuk, St. Vincent School
New Orleans, St. Stephen's
Full time study in Library Science
Price, Notre Dame School
Chicago, St. Patrick's
San Francisco, Sto Vincent de Paul
San Francisco, St. Vincent de Paul
Los Angeles, St. Vincent Hospital
Full time study at Marquette U.
Mobile, St. Mary's
St. Louis, St. Louise de Marillac
Los Angeles, Our Lady of Talpa
Full time study at St. Louis U.

St. Louis, St. Catherine's
St. Louis, St. Patrick's
Montebello, Marian School
Dallas, Holy Trinity
Montebello, Marian School
Perryville
Marillac College Faculty
Keokuk
Los Angeles, Our Lady of Talpa
New Orleans, St. Joseph School
Mayaguez, I.C.A.
Full time study at Marquette U.
Marillac College Faculty
Marillac College Faculty
Marillac - full time study at St. Louis U.
San Francisco, St. Vincent de Paul
Carson City, St. Teresa School
San Francisco, R.CoOo
Carson City, St. Teresa School
Salt Lake City, St. Ambrose School
Dallas, Holy Trinity
Carson City, Sto Teresa School
St. Louis, Laboure High School
Long Beach, St. Thomas School
Donaldsonville
New Orleans, St, Joseph School
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Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister
Sister

Annina McDonald
Loretto Hull
Carol Marie Backer
Gloria Briganti
Kathleen Carney
Marie Charles Cozzi
Deborah Giannone
Audrey Gibson
Leo Keigher
Davidica Keppers
Julie Pigman
Edwarda Riely
John Gabriel Serr
Joanne Tumberger
Stanislaus Wilmore
Cornelia Wolf
Sylvia Parks
Anna Meagher
Mary Ann Neelley
Josephine Makovec
Adelaide Bentz
Vincent David
Christine Myers
Mary Ellen Sullivan
Clare Leaumont
Teresa Kelly

Judith Hilterman
Marian Noel
Ambrose Kennedy
Mary James McGloin
Felicita Henry
Constance Gideon
Alexandrine Sorg
Damian Wetzel

Maurice Naquin
Leo Marie Sibille
Amelia Lenz
Alicia Bacon
Hilary Ridge
Mary Joseph Strebler
Elizabeth Ann Burke
Genevieve Sullivan
Mary Lawrence Ryan
Patricia Ann Deitzen
Sebastian Casey
Joanne Dewald
Paschal Leitao
Agatha Marie Mims
Joannes Panchot
Rosalind England
Mary David Schlebecker
Regina Henley
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San Francisco, St. Vincent High
Chicago, St. Patrick School
Carson City, St. Teresa School

St. Louis, St. Catherine Laboure
Salt Lake City, St. Ambrose
New Orleans, St. Joseph School
St. Louis, St. Mal.achy School
New Orleans, St. Theresa School
Perryville, St. Vincent School
New Orleans, St. Stephen School

Sto Louis., St. Catherine Laboure
Natchez, Cathedral Schools
LaSalle, St. Patrick School
St. Louis, St. Louise de Marillac
Salt Lake City, St. Ambrose
Mobile, St. Maryss Home
Los Angeles, Our Lady of Talpa
St. Louis, St. Ann's Infirmary
Austin, Seton Hospital
St. Louis, St. Ann's Home
Birmingham, St. Vincent Hospital
Alton, St. Joseph Hospital
Evansville, St. Mary Hospital
Marillac - study at St. Louis U.
Indianapolis, St. Vincent Hospital
Evansville, St. Mary Hospital
El Paso, Hotel Dieu
New Orleans, Hotel Dieu

St. Louis, St. Vincent Hospital
Montgomery, St. Margaret Hospital
Birmingham, St. Vincent Hospital
Full time study at Catholic U.
Marillac Seminary Dietary Department
Marillac College for study
Mobile, Providence Hospital
Chicago, Marillac House
Carville
St. Louis, St. Ann's Home
St. Louis, De Paul Hospital
Milwaukee, St. Mary Hospital
New Orleans, Hotel Dieu
Full time study at Catholic U.
Full time study at Catholic Ue
Marillac College for study
San Francisco, Mary s Help
Chicago, St. Joseph-Hospital
Montgomery, St. Margaret Hospital
St. Louis, De Paul Hospital
Waco, Providence Hospital
Austin, Seton Hospital
Birmingham, St. Vincent Hospital
Los Angeles, St. Vincent Hospital
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FATHER MOULIS
Our dear departed confrere, Father
Emile Moulis, is warmly remembered
by the many missioners in China
whom he helped during the almost
forty years he spent there.
It was in 1918 that Father Moulis
first entered China. His first ten
years there were quiet ones devoted to
teaching philosophy in the Chinese
Southern Province seminary at Kashing, Checkinag. But then he was called
to a much more active ministry. In 1928
he was appointed superior of the
Shanghai Procure, a house directly
under the control of the superior general.

FATHER GEORGE DOLAN, C.M.

NEW D. C. DIRECTOR
During his long life, St. Vincent accomplished many and various things.
He had many interests, all of which
were meant in some way to bring men
closer to God; but his chief interests,
the ones which were closest to his
heart, were always his community of
priests and the Daughters of Charity.
He saw in the Daughters a kind of
complement to the priests, one which
goes to make up the term so familiar to
us today-the Double Family. It was
his wish that this bond be kept close,
and, in order to insure this continued
unity, he intended that the Daughters
be subject to the superior general of
the Vincentians and that they have as
their directors priests of the community.
Father George Dolan was recently
appointed director of the Western
Province of the Daughters of Charity.
There is no need here to dwell upon
the responsibilities of such a position.
Father, no doubt, has already had this
forcefully brought home to him. And
he realizes his own insufficiency-that
he alone can do nothing, but that
with God's grace he can do all things.
It was about thirty-five years ago
that Father John J. Cronin received
this same appointment. Through all'
these years Father exercised his office, sometimes easy and sometimes difficult, in the spirit of St. Vincent. He
worked as he thought St. Vincent

would want him to. He made spiritual
visitations of the houses of the Daughters throughout the province. It was
his duty to hear external communications of the nuns and to be available to
them as an adviser on any problems
they would care to write him about.
And now these duties have been turned over to Father Dolan.
On June 15, 1941, George Dolan became Father Dolan of the Congregation of the Mission. His first assignment after ordination was to St. John's
Seminary in San Antonio, Texas, where
he remained until the fall of 1945. In
that year he began work at Catholic
University toward a licentiate in
Sacred Theology, which he obtained in
1946. In 1948, after completing work
for his doctorate, Father Dolan was
assigned to the faculty of St. John's
Seminary in Camarillo, California,
where he taught fundamental and
special theology for the past decade.
The thoroughness with which he conducted his classes revealed his intense
mastery of this great science.
Father, you have a big job on your
hands, but you also have a major consolation in your new duties. You may
be assured of many prayers rising from
the hearts of the members of the
Double Family. May God bless you
and shower his choicest blessings upon
your work.

In Shanghai, Father Moulis handled
the finances of all Vincentian missioners in the Far East, and those
of several other communities in China
as well. He carried out this very important task with extraordinary success.
Yet what Father Moulis is best remembered for was his open-handed
hospitality to all missioners entering
and departing from the Chinese missions. This warm charity was above
all exercised during the Japanese occupation, when some eighty priests
were placed under his care after the
Japanese had turned the Procure into
an internment camp.
In 1949, Father Moulis was visiting
the United States when he learned that
the Chinese Reds had taken over
Shanghai. Determinedly he set out
for Hong Kong, and succeeded in
smuggling himself into China. But he
was expelled upon discovery. About
two years later he established his headquarters in Hong Kong, and from this
post he continued his valuable work
of handling mission finances and aiding missioners. He again visited the
United States last spring and early
summer.
There was only one person with
Father Moulis when he died. That was
Father William O'Hara, his assistant
from the first days of the establishment in Hong Kong. In a letter written shortly after Father Moulis' death,
Father O'Hara writes: ". . . Father
Moulis was-as we all know so wellnot just liked and esteemed; somehow
his radiant personality left on everyone
who ever came into contact with
him. ., a lasting impression. He had
a way all of his own ... " And further:
" ... It is still difficult to realize
that he is no longer here. His spirit,
however, will long remain. His memory (will long remain) too, for so
many people knew him and enjoyed so
thoroughly his hospitality: always of
the very best, always ready, never con-

sidered-by himself alone-as, sufficient and adequate. God rest his soul!"'
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FELIX DE ANDREIS (Continued from Page Two)
Andrew John Felix Bartholomew, but
life was not so complicated and he
was called simply Felix. The professors
of the school in Cuneo where he came
for his first formal schooling were immediately impressed with the boy's

intellectual potentialities. At sixteen he
came to Turin to begin the study of
theology, and at eighteen asked to be
accepted as a novice of the Congregation of the Mission. Father Laugeri,
the superior of the missionaries in
Turin, gave him little encouragement.
Extraordinary scholastic achievement
and the imagination of a poet were
not regarded as the necessary qualifications of a Vincentian vocation. The
preaching of missions to the people of
the countryside and the ministrations
to clerics, the practical charities to
which the priests of St. Vincent De
Paul applied themselves, required a
sound but not a refined knowledge of
theology and could go along quite
smoothly without the embellishments
of poetic fancy. He was told to return
in a year, and only after this trial was
he admitted as a novice. This was in
1797.
On September 21, 1800, he made his
vows in the Congregation. The ordinary
two years of probation had been prolonged because of the supression of the
Vincentians for a time by an antigovernment
revolutionary
clerical
which came to power in 1799. He completed his studies at Piacenza and was
ordained towards the end of 1801.
After ordination he came to Rome, to
the motherhouse of the Italian province, Montecitorio. Here he did the
works of his calling-missions, retreats
for clerics, the Tuesday conferences,
and the others. He taught theology
to the scholastics of the Congregation,
and later to those of the Propaganda
College. Nine years passed in these
pursuits.
His skill as a theologian won him a
reputation throughout the city. Proficiency in languages came easily to
him, and besides the theological and
scriptural languages he had acquired
a knowledge of Spanish, French, and
English. (It is significant to note that
before there was any question of the
mission to America he had advised a
young confrere, Joseph Rosati, to give
up the study of Hebrew for English
which, he said, would be the language
of both their priesthoods.) Spiritually,
he had been formed in the tradition of
St. Vincent and saw in his rule a solid
and simple way to the end proposed.
His reputation for holiness did not need
to hide behind the name he had made
for himself as a speculative theologian.

Gulf of Mexico to St. Louis just below
the mouth of the Missouri river, and
far to the north and west, where it lost
itself in the wild uncertainties of midNorth America. He came to Rome in
the hope of finding workers for this
vast territory. While visiting Montecitorio he came upon a young priest
addressing an assembly of laymen with
such obvious success that the bishop
stopped for a moment to listen. Later,
he asked the name of the priest and
was told that he was Felix De Andreis.
DuBourg began to look for ways of
bringing him to Louisiana. He proposed
to establish a seminary in his diocese
under the care of the Vincentian
Fathers, and asked for De Andreis as
superior. The Vicar General of the
Congregation had no intention of parting with a subject like De Andreis and
positively refused. The bishop repeated
his request several times, always receiving a polite but firm refusal from
the Vicar General. Finally, he appealed
to the pope, and Pius VII, after hearing
both sides of the question, decided in
favor of the bishop.
De Andreis was pleased. With three
other priests and a lay brother he was
commissioned to make the first foundation of the Congregation of the
Mission in America. They traveled
from Rome to Bordeaux, and on June
12, 1816, they sailed. Their passage was
on an American ship, The Ranger,
whose captain, a bluff old Yankee, affirmed quite candidly that he preferred
dollars to souls, and this world's goods
to the next. (One admires his frankness if not his philosophy, but then
perhaps his problem is an easier one
to cope with than that of the man who
sets out to make the best of both
worlds but cheats a good deal on the
wrong side.) After a long uncertain
voyage, the missionaries landed at Baltimore on July 23 and were hospitably
welcomed by the Sulpician Fathers of
St. Mary's Seminary.
The party made its way by stagecoach from Baltimore to Pittsburgh,
over roads which have apparently improved considerably since Father De
Andreis wrote his accounts of them to
his superiors in Rome. From Pittsburgh, at the head of the Ohio river,

In 1815 a young missionary bishop
came on a visit to Rome. Louis Du
Bourg was the head of a diocese which

where the padres celebrated Mass for
a small Catholic congregation, they
took passage for Kentucky on a flat
boat. This was the least expensive, if
not the most comfortable, means of
travel, and, like good Vincentians, they
never had much money. The beauties
of the landscape in some respects made
up for the inconveniences of the voyage, and De Andreis wrote that, "There,
where human voice had never been
heard, we took great pleasure in causing to sound for the first time the
beautiful names of Jesus and Mary."

stretched from New Orleans on the

(Continued Next Month)

Father Alexander Schorsch, C.M.
It was just last December that the
deceased Father Schorsch celebrated
his golden jubilee of ordination to
the priesthood. At that time he was
able to look back upon a life well
spent in the service of the church and
the community.
Thirty of those fifty years had been
spent at DePaul University in Chicago.
Previous to that time he had been
stationed here at the Barrens and at
the old St. Louis Preparatory Seminary
on Cass Avenue. In 1925 he had received a doctorate at the Louvain in
Belgium, and two years later had been
assigned to DePaul University.
At
DePaul
University
Father
Schorsch served as dean of the graduate school for a period lasting from
1928 to 1951, when he retired. It was
while at DePaul that he became intensely concerned with the religious
text books being used by children in
Catholic elementary schools. Together
with his sister, Sister M. Dolores, O. S.
B., a professor of religious education
at DePaul, he authored some excellent
progressive religious workbooks. That
they were of high caliber is attested
to by the fact that they were soon
adopted by the Archdiocese of Chicago as its official elementary texts.
Their excellence became known to
Catholic educators of other dioceses as
well, so that the role of Father
Schorsch and his sister became quite
significant' in the field of religious
education.
These were some of the accomplishmeits Father Schorsch had to look
back upon last December at the time
of his fiftieth anniversary. From December almost to his death he worked
on revisions of his earlier works. It
was in the late spring that his health
took a decided turn for the worse.
He was enfeebled to a marked degree.
But, as his confreres assure us, he accepted his ill health in the true spirit
of St. Vincent.
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NATIONAL LADIES OF CHARITY MEET

Sister Catherine Sullivan, Visitatrix of the Daughters of Charity of the
Western Province, presents a summary of seminar discussions to the general
assembly.
The centennial celebration of the establishment of the Ladies of Charity in
the United States, in St. Vincent's
parish, St. Louis, Missouri, was held
in St. Louis on September 28 to 29.
Originally planned as a local celebration, the commemoration developed
into a national meeting of the Ladies
of Charity.
Confraternities of Charity, originally
founded in France by St. Vincent de
Paul, have been spreading throughout
the United States these past hundred
years, bringing help to God's beloved
poor through the personal service of
the Ladies of Charity. Although affiliated with the mother branch in Paris,
they have lacked the support of a
united front found in a national organization. This deeply-felt need has
resulted in an enthusiastic and unanimous cry for union, culminating
in the formation of a planning committee to lay plans for a national convention. The members serving on this
committee are: Mrs. Eileen Jeffers,
Los Angeles, Calif.; Mrs. Raymond
Moon, Keokuk, Ia.; Mrs. Ruth Block,
New Orleans, La.; Mrs. Edward Ryan,
New York City, N. Y.; Mrs. Oscar
Reuter, Milwaukee, Wis.; Miss Dorothy
Huntzinger, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (alternate); Father William McClimont,
C. M., Baltimore, Md.; Father Eugene
McCarthy, C. M., New Orleans, La.;
Sister Catherine, Visitatrix, Western
Province; Sister Isabelle, Visitatrix,

Eastern Province.
The first day's celebration, held at
Laboure High School, began with the
formal opening address of Father William Flynn, C. M., director of two of
the local groups, which was followed
by a message of welcome delivered by
Mrs. Oscar Hunt, president of the
celebrating group from St. Vincent's
parish. Following this, there was presented an original pageant, "In the
Footsteps of Louise," a warm and vibrant portrayal of the life of St. Louise
de Marillac.
In the afternoon, seminar discussions were conducted, under the leadership of seven Vincentian priests:
Fathers Nicholas Persich, Oscar Miller,
Joseph McIntyre, Anthony Falanga,
Robert Coerver, Maurice Sheehy, and
Eugene McCarthy. The groups discussed the spirit, end, and works of
the Association as formulated in the
Manual of the Ladies of Charity. It

was through these discussions that
the need for greater unity was expressed by the Ladies. Much time was devoted to considering ways to make practical the service of the poor. At the
general assembly which followed, Sister Catherine summarized the material
discussed at the seminar. A resolution was unanimously agreed upon to
work toward a national council which
might consolidate the strength of the
various groups of Ladies of Charity.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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DePaul University
Honored
DePaul University of Chicago has
been canonically erected. During the
past month Pope Pius XII issued a
decree declaring the university canonically erected, and also provided that
DePaul's School of Sacred Music
and its faculty be affiliated with
the Pontifical Institute of Sacred
Music in Rome. Under the provisions of
this pronouncement, DePaul's baccalaureate degree in sacred music will
be regarded as equivalent to that offered by the Pontifical Institute.
On October 24, His Eminence Samuel Cardinal' Stritch, Archbishop of
Chicago, addressed 3500 students,
faculty members, administrators, and
lay trustees of the university at a special convocation held at Alumni Hall
to solemnize the pontifical honors accorded the university.
Cardinal Stritch told the audience
of the value of genuine leadership to
our country, and of the Church's part
in developing such leadership through
Catholic colleges and universities. "Indiscretely used, it (leadership) may
mean simply something in mass psychology which imprisons minds or
silences minds, and permits the socalled leader to be the sole mind and
actor of a group." He went on to say,
"The decree which has been promulgated here this morning is a welcomed
and appreciated act of the Holy Father,
which, in bestowing a canonical status
on DePaul University, challenges it to
carry on the very highest type of leadership, and serve both church and
country.
"The act of the Holy See does not
withdraw DePaul University from a
strict observance of the required and
accepted standards of universities in
our country. In fact, the degree stresses
the contribution which DePaul does
and will make to our civil life. The
decree places confidence in this university in its carrying on its work
in the light of all known truth."
The Cardinal concluded his speech
by saying, "Holy Mother the Church
envisions that from out of DePaul University there will come men and
women so trained, so formed as to be
in the highest and noblest sense, leaders who will contribute richly to the
spiritual and to the social and civil
needs of our country."
The convocation was concluded with
the celebration of Solemn Benediction
of the Most Blessed Sacrament by the
Most Rev. William D. O'Brien, Auxiliary of Chicago.
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Ladies of Charity
If St. Vincent de Paul regarded his
beloved Daughters of Charity as his
right hand in carrying out the multiple
works of charity to which God directed
him, he also looked upon his dear Servants of the Poor (Ladies of Charity)
as an indispensable source of aid in
carrying out these works. How else
could he have accomplished his manifold aims without the steady charity
of these devoted women?
For one hundred years the Ladies of
Charity in the United States have
continued the work of charity begun
by their predecessors in France almost three hundred and fifty years
ago. We congratulate them on the
work they have accomplished during
that time. We also feel encouraged at
the additional benefit which the proposed national organization promises
to bring about. We pray for its success.

The De Andrein

FELIX DeANDREIS (continued from last month)
F. Agnew, C.M.
This is the second and concluding installment of the life of Felix DeAndreis,
C. M., the first superior of the Congregation in the United States, and
the first Vicar General of the Diocese
of St. Louis. The small party of Vincentians has departed from Pittsburgh by flatboat on the Ohio River,
and has headed for Kentucky.-Ed.
The stops made at various places
along the river gave the party opportunities of contacting some of the
people of the area, and they remarked
a very favorable interest in Catholicity.
In November they landed at Louisville,
where they were met by Bishop Flaget
of Bardstown, who accommodated
them at his seminary, a log and clay
building dedicated to St. Thomas. De
Andreis had been named Vicar General
of Louisiana, and was anxious to move
on, but was prevailed upon by Flaget
to break his journey because of the
coming winter. Here the priests taught
theology and practiced their English.

We extend our sincere congratulations to DePaul University upon its
canonical erection. This honor adds
another jewel to an already illustrious history. For almost sixty years, this
university has been serving the cause
of higher education in the Chicago
area.

After a year at Bardstown, De Andreis was ready to move on to St. Louis,
for the new foundation was to be in
Upper Louisiana. DuBourg had in the
meantime decided to make his residence in St. Louis, and so Flaget and
De Andreis set out for that city to
prepare for his coming. The journey
took eleven days. The travelers passed
through Kaskaskia and Ste. Genevieve, then a rival in importance to
St. Louis. Bishop DuBourg did his
work in St. Louis successfully and
started back to Kentucky. De Andreis
stayed in Ste. Genevieve to take the
place of the regular parish priest, who
was preparing a place for the bishop in
St. Louis. Here he enjoyed the same
success with the people which had accompanied his work in Rome. Then
the bishop came north, and they proceeded to St. Louis.
Religion was not thriving. The church
was in bad repair. Many had drifted
from the faith. The new parish priest,
De Andreis, set to work. With DuBourg's help, a new brick cathedral
was started. People began to notice the
frail Italian priest as he went about

Today DePaul University is in the
process of a well-planned expansion
program. Much of this program has
already been accomplished, but much
still remains to be done. A good deal
of money will be required for this end,
and, like most other private universities with little endowment, De Paul
must turn towards its friends to obtain this support. We wish the university the utmost success in obtaining
this help. With this aid, De Paul University will be enabled to fulfill what
has been aptly termed the challenge

doing good and, like the people of Ste.
Genevieve, made an effort to live up to
his example.
He had never taken to the job of
superior, and as time passed he became more desirous of giving it up.
His letters to Rome are filled with reflections on his own shortcomings and
requests that Rosati be named superior
in his place. Rosati's letters objected
strenuously to his superior's point of
view, and insisted upon his suitability
for office. He evidently regarded him
as a man far advanced in prayer, as

introduced by the decree of canonical
erection: a challenge to leadership.

well as in learning and in the spirit
of the Congregation.

DePaul University

In 1817 an appeal had come to DuBourg from the people of a small settlement about ninety miles south of
St. Louis. Here a group of English
Catholics from Kentucky had made
their homes in a place which they
called "The Barrens," and which later
became known as Perryville. It was,
to say the least, a very unworldly little
place. These people asked for a resident
priest and, knowing that there was
question of the foundation of a seminary, offered a tract of land for the
purpose. The bishop accepted, and De
Andreis sent Joseph Rosati to be first
superior of St. Mary's of the Barrens,
first seminary and oldest institution
of higher learning west of the Mississippi.
Three years of life remained to De
Andreis after the foundation of the
seminary at the Barrens. He had never
been very strong. Hard work and
wretched living conditions gradually
wore him down. When only forty-one
years old, he died, a victim of consumption. Bishop DuBourg had given
him the last sacraments. While his
body lay in state, a star was seen
shining at midday over the place of
its repose. Several instantaneous cures
were obtained by touching his body,
and a large crowd followed the funeral
procession to the Barrens. Manifestations of the esteem in which he was
held by the people were repeated at
Kaskaskia and Ste. Genevieve, and, it
is said, the same mysterious star followed the path of the journey. He was
buried near the church which Rosati had built at the Barrens. Since
then his bones have been moved inside
the seminary church of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and
are marked by a plain marble slab.
Benedict XV introduced the cause of
the beatification of Felix De Andreis,
C. M. in 1916. The following approved
prayer has been composed for petitioning that effect:
Lord Jesus Christ, Savior of the
world, Who, for the conversion of the
nations, hast founded Thy Church
and established the Holy Order of
Thy Priesthood; and Who in Thy
beneficent providence wast pleased to
call to the same Holy Priesthood, Thy
faithful servant Felix De Andreis, and
to endow him with so many apostolic
gifts and virtues, deign we beseech
Thee, 0 most gracious Lord and
Savior, to glorify this same Felix De
Andreis by signs of Thy infinite power
and goodness manifested in his favor,
so that in the judgment of Thy Holy
Church he may be found worthy to be
enrolled among Thy saints. May this
our humble petition be graciously heard
by Thee, 0 Lord, Who in unity with

the Father and the Holy Ghost, livest
and reignest forever and ever. Amen.
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The Barrens

Father Miller conducted the student retreat at Kenrick Seminary.
Father Falanga recently conducted a
retreat for the students of St. Patrick
High School in Chicago.
Congratulations to Brother Micheal Nevle
who pronounced his temporary vows on November 5
The brothers recently completed construction of a ventilating system for the
laundry building. Brothers Mark, Edward,
Daniel, and Micheal worked on the project.
Some new articles have been added to the
Sheehan Museum. These are items which were
given to Father Stakelum on the occasion
of his visit to Formosa. A special case has
been set aside for these and for all articles
which may be received from Formosa in the
future.

Bethany - St. Francis Seminary
(The following is a direct quote from the
letter of our correspondent regarding the
construction of the new seminary building.)
"The last time I was out to look at the
building it was as follows: all the concrete structure of the two-story main building had been poured; the bricklayers had been
on the job about a month, and are concentrating on the gym and the two shower rooms
on the east and west sides of the gym (this
area will be used for storage space for the
time being); partitions within the building
proper haven't been put up; the builders
have hopes of having it enclosed by the
end of December, and we all hope that the
seminary will be ready for use by the time
school starts in September. As you know,
it is being built for six years - up to the
second year of college. However, we don't
know as yet with how many years it will
open."

The enrollment for the school year is 28.
Lemont - St

Vincent's Seminary
San Antonio - St. Leo's Parish

The little seminary newspaper, the
"Lemont Vincentian", has been instrumental during the past two years in fostering
vocations to the community. A number of
young men now attending Lemont attribute
their interest in the Community to this
paper. Every issue has stressed vocations
and the happiness enjoyed by the seminarians because of their participation
in seminary activities.

The population of St. Leo's Parish is
increasing and the parish may have to split
soon. There are no definite plans yet.
Father Raymond O'Brien is planning a new
rectory in the parish at Losaya and a convent
for the Daughters of Charity there, who will
come to help him in his catechetical work.
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San Antonio - Assumption Seminary
Father Kenneally preached at the ocs
casion of the annual Christ the King Procession on October 27. The newspapers estimated the crowd at 17,000.
Father Kavanaugh conducted a retreat .
for the Sisters of St. Joseph in Tucson at
the end of October.
The enrollment for the school year is

172.
Father Kenneally delivered the sermon
at the Golden Jubilee celebration of Holy
Trinity Parish in Dallas on November 5.

Dallas - Holy Trinity Parish
SThe parish observed its golden anniversary on November 5. The Most Rev. Thomas
German, Bishop of Dallas Fort-.4rth, celebrated a' S.olemn Mass of thanksgiving for`the
blessings given to the parish during the
fifty years of its existence.
first"
The Deacon of the Mass was' Father O'Dea
of St. Joseph's Parish, New Orleans, and the
Subdeacon was Father Stanton, chaplain of
Both
St. Vincent's Hospital, Los Angeles.
of these confreres are former pastors of the
parish.

New Orleans - St. Joseph's Parish
Two of the quonset huts that were formerly used as classrooms have been moved
from the seminary to Sts. Peter and Paul
Orphanage.
Father Zimmerman has been made a member of the Music Commission for the Archdiocese of San Antonio.

San Antonio -St.

John's Seminary

Throughout the month of the Holy Rosary,
the priests of the parish recited the Rosary
at the City Hall, at the request of a large
Within a few
group of interested people.
days, the group grew beyond the space of the
tiny City Hall prayer chapel, so the Rosary
Program was moved into the beautiful and
spacious Council Chambers.
Father Hymel gave the invocation at the
12th Anniversary United Nations Program.

Father Grass is attending Our Lady of
the Lake University in San Antonio in pursuance of a Master's Degree in Education.
He expects to be awarded the degree in 1959.

The Oil Progress Week Program saw Father
Miget invoking God's blessing upon the assembly.

Father Leonard was released from Santa
Rosa Hospital on October 25 after undergoing
an operation.

State Nurses'

The Christ the King Procession and the
Forty Hours Devotion that terminated on
October 25 were conducted by Father Hoernig in Sacred Heart Parish, Floresville,
Texas.

Cape Girardeau - St. Vincent's

Father.Smith attended and spoke at the

Convention.

Father O'Dea attended the Golden Jubilee
celebration at Holy Trinity Parish in Dallas.
Father Preston Murphy preached at the White
Mass on October 18 in St. Joseph's Church
before a large assembly of doctors, nurses,
medical technicians, aides, and others in
hospital work.

ollege

Father Begue preached at the closing
of the Thirteen Hours Devotion at Charleston,
Father Crowley at Benton, and Father Ross
at Illmo.
Father Gagnepain gave a Day of Recollection to the ladies of the parish at
Jackson.

Father Marsch has led the Rosary recitation in October in a number of downtown
stores.
Father Dicharry has been engaged in giving
Pre-Cana Conferences.
Fathers Hymel and Dicharry attended the
Parish meeting in Perryville.
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New Orleans - St.

Stephen's Parish

St. Stephen's Boys' School, formerly a
seminary and the first in New Orleans, is
a century old this year. Throughout its
long history, it has been staffed by the
confreres.

New Orleans - Charity Hospital
A plaque honoring the Daughters of Charity
for their 125 years of service at Charity
Hospital was dedicated Sunday, October 27,
in the main lobby of the hospital.
Eddie Doherty, who gained fame as a re,porter, editor, and author, is in New Orleans
gathering material for a biography of the
late Sister Stanislaus Malone of the Daughters of Charity, who was stationed at Charity
Hospital for many years.
New Orleans - DePaul Hospital
A new, modernly equipped laundry building
went into operation at DePaul Hospital on
October 21. Construction of Guadalupe
Hall, a three-story brick nurses' residence,
is well under way.

Kansas City -St.

John's Seminary

St. John's has undergone several changes
since last spring. Physically, the dormitories, washrooms, and prefects' quarters
have had all the plumbing replaced, copper
pipe being used this time. This section of
the building was built during World War II
when copper pipe was not available. All
of this wing has been repainted and the
dormitories have had built-in lockers
installed. A fire escape has been built at
the south end of the wing for the use of
those in the two large dormitories.
In its organization, St. John's has
changed. Two years of college have been
dropped and now St. John's offers only a
,four uear high school course. This change
was made in order to meet requirements
when application is made for state and North
Central Association accreditation.
Father North is studying chemistry full
time at Kansas City University.

Tucson - Regina Cleri Seminary
At the diocesan meeting of the NCWC held
in Tucson on October 12, Father Mahoney
addressed a work shop on vocations.
The enrollment for the school year is 57.
Early in October Father Burger spoke to
a group of high school students from Catalina Methodist Church in Tucson. His topic
was "Fundamental Doctrines of the Catholic
Church." A period of discussion followed
the talk.
On October 19, Father Franz was interviewed on station KOLD-TV in connection
with the first anniversary of the seminary's
dedication.

Camarillo - St. John's Seminary
Father Richardson attended and spoke at
ceremonies dedicating the $100,000 California School of Hebrew Union College-Jewish

Institute of Religion in Hollywood Hills.
Father Beutler attended the summer school
in Ascetical and Mystical Theology conducted
by the Dominicans in River Forest, Illinois.-

Father Falanga is engaged in giving a series
of instructions on the Sacraments to the Sisters of Mercy of St. John's Hospital in
Oxnard.
Father Miller attended summer classes in
speech at the University of Southern California.
Father O'Brien gave the students' retreat
at St. Thomas Seminary in Denver.

Washington-

House of Studies

There are ten confreres living at the
House of Studies this year. Four of these
are from the Eastern Province. Those of the
Western Province are Father Virgets, who is
studying philosophy, Father Rebenack, who is
working for his doctorate in Latin, and Father
Schwane, who is working for his doctorate in
chemistry. Father Jordan is in library science, Father Pfiefer is in education, and
Father Dowd is in English.
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Denver - St. Thomas Seminary
Father Harold Persich received his MasDegree in General Physics from Denver
ter's
':::
University in the early part of October.

Chicago

DePaul University.

erts from letters

:

received from the

.:confrere s:in' Formo sa:
E:iLast Saturday we had Cardinal Tien here
Sfor Benediction and a banquet.....
He said
hat:
the American Vincentians were progressive
Father:Callier recently returned from vaca-

/

A student campaign to raise funds for the
:bildi.:ng.
remodelling of the former Kimballb
the
'tomake
The pla is
has been started.

tion in Hong Kong.

efficient educational centers."

Fath er
'Hara, some 20 years teacher in
the major seminary of Ningpo, Chekiang, and
n
in theMission Procu e of Stanley, Hong

From Father Fox

building into one of the. nation s : most

The gift of the Kimball Building w:as made
L':ewis3
to DePaul in 1955 by the Frank J.-;

Foundation.

Kn,

i n

n thi

sland for a flying

The money is needed to convert.

office space in the 'building.into cassroom and other student and administrative
When thi*s phase- of the .DeiPaul
facilities.
development is completedl, a downton enroll
ment of 12,000 can be 'handled -easily. Two
colleges, Music and. Law, already occupy th
The School of Music:,:.the firs
building.

Each M•nday afterncon Father Fox brings
here with his mission ambulance, Doctor
ihow, a -pagan, nd Miss Mary, A Catholic
nurse.
:he doctor cares for all
the patients
iwho come:along, te
nurse takes care of disributinIg -medicines.:

l'
e drviis,.:

I
Cotulla - Sacred Heart Parish'

One week Tat.her. Fox

dirves down and the next week an air force
officer drives...

to move, has been in Lewis Center. s:in:e
last February, and the Coliege.of La-w is e
semester in :the 'newi: qarter
joying its first

;:i.; ::'

I.-.am -als some kind of a quack.
igave medicine ' to, 25 people...

Yesterday

From Father Meijer
Attempts are being made to ::acquire pro-::
T:.:::he
perty upon which to build a new church.
:
recently enlarged highway that runs .in'.fr'ont
of the old church has taken away a part::of:
the property that was already too -smaill..-:-:

"The:church. run by the confreres at Kaohsi.ung:.,:Taiwan-,has: been extended to nearly
double its former size and the interior
nicely remodelled
The doors at the entrance
:of the church are so constructed that they can
.: easily .be :removed in sections so that if there
is .an overflow crowd for some big feast we
can put seats outside and the ones sitting
there can easily .see the altar. .

San Fernando - Our Lady Queen' of Angels
020. year:is
The enrollment for the school
There is .room at the seminary for only .00J:::
so 20 of the freshmen were forced t:o attend.: '
as day students.
Father Wood is
in

attending, evening classes .

astronomy and geology atU.-C.L.A.-::

Father Haley addressed the Captain :Jack .
Kennedy Council of the Knights of Csolumbus:::i•-

on October 2;.
Father Tom Smith stopped at the seminary
on his way to Formosa:.

-

A kindergarten has been opened this year...
The teachers are postulants of a newly organized community here in .Kaohsiung-.
A few
of .tthese:- postulants had been schoo l teachers
:previous to their entrance "into the community.

^here. is a:.apl.ayground for the kiddies in back
p.of' the kindergarten, with: sand: pile, merry•go-round ;•.and an eight seat swing.
These
keep them busy.,
'From Father Hickey
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Vincentian Seminary
Auxiliary
D. Martin, C.M.
Every day, when sitting down to
study, we at Perryville are reminded
of a special group of Vincentian
friends. For our desk lamps are labeled
"Donated by the Vincentian Seminary
Auxiliary." This is a group of lay
people, most of whom are our personal
friends or relatives, who take time
out from their ordinary duties to help
us.
Besides the desk lamps, the organization has furnished almost all of our
seminary's gym equipment, swimming
pool cleaning equipment, lawn chairs
for camp, and a new baseball backstop. But these aren't just material
donations. They represent the time and
effort spent by the members of the
Auxiliary to plan parties and socials
so that we may have these gifts. The
members of the St. Louis and Chicago
Auxiliaries have sewn quilts, begged
prizes, and conducted card games for
some time past. And a new Auxiliary,
from Lemont, Illinois, joins the ranks
this year. There, too, the members
will give up their time and effort to
give help to seminarians.
All the members of the Auxiliaries
enjoy spiritual benefits. A Mass novena
is celebrated monthly for the members,
special Masses are said annually, and
the prayers of the seminary faculty
and students are promised. In this
way the beneficiaries hope to show
their appreciation for the tireless work
of the Auxiliary members. In addition,
the members attend a day of recollection annually.
So there is much more meaning attached to being a member than helping
conduct a card party. All membersactive, auxiliary, or deceased-participate in these spiritual benefits. An active member attends the meetings and
takes part in the organization of the
projects. An auxiliary member supports
these propects in some way. And of
course whenever a member dies, he
participates in the Masses and prayers.
Our congratulations to Mrs. Heslep,
Mrs. Franz, Mrs. Murphy and Mrs.
Moore, the officers in the St. Louis
Auxiliary, on their recent successful
party. Fr. Vincent Kaiser, their chaplain, has so increased the Vincentian
spirit that the membership has more
than doubled in the past few years.
We wish success to Mr. Mucker, Mrs.
Lalley, and Mrs. Bailey, the new officers in Lemont. Fr. Stephen Ganel is
serving as their chaplain.
Mrs. Bailey, Miss Wilson, and Miss
Engelmann, the Chicago officers, have
been handling Auxiliary affairs there
with great success.

We seminarians are grateful for the
work of the Auxiliary members. They
may be assured of frequent remembrance in our prayers.

Aoay o

ainamt uatnerine Laboure resting at Virgo Potens Altar,
Chapel of the Apparitions, Paris

A VISION TO CATHERINE

Some ten years have passed since
St. Catherine Laboure, French Daughter of Charity, was solemnly canonized
as a saint of God. On the twentyeighth of November we shall again
celebrate her feast, on the day after the
Feast of the Miraculous Medal, with
which her life was so intimately connected. We are all aware of the several
times that the Blessed Virgin Mary
appeared to St. Catherine to tell of
her desire to have a medal struck in
honor of her Immaculate Conception.
We also know the fascinating story of
how this medal came to be known as
the Miraculous Medal, and how it
spread throughout the Catholic world.
But how many are familiar with
the first apparition of the Blessed Virgin to St. Catherine, the one previous
to those visions pertaining to the
Miraculous Medal? We speak of the
apparition of July 18-19, 1830. This
occurrence is worthy of the consideration of all those interested in the
Double Family, for this vision and its
fulfillment show the intimate love with
which the Blessed Virgin cherishes both
Communities.
On the night in question, the Blessed Virgin said to Catherine: "My
child, I especially love to bestow favors
upon the Community. Well do I love
it. ..

There will come great misfor-

tunes. The danger will be imminent,
but do not fear. .. You will recognize

my visit and the protection of God and
St. Vincent over both Communities. It
will not be so with other communities. There will be victims. ..

" And

another prophecy: "There will be a
marvelous increase in the two families
of St. Vincent de Paul."
History shows us the fulfillment of
these prophecies. Mary protected the
Double Family during the terrible
revolution of 1830 in France, when the

members of several religious orders,
many of the clergy of Paris, and
even the Archbishop of Paris, suffered violent deaths.
Yet the lives
and property of the Priests of the Mission and the Daughters of Charity were
spared. As to the promise of the spread
of the Double Family, it has been stated
by a student of both Communities that
"the nineteenth century was for the
Congregation of the Mission and the
Company of Daughters of Charity an
epoch of extraordinary fecundity and
expansion." How else explain this uncommon progress but by the promised
intercession of Mary Immaculate?
Another great blessing came upon
the Double Family soon after this apparition. Father Etienne, who has been
styled the Second Founder of both
Communities, was elected Superior
General. Upon taking office, he began
a marvelous work of reform. The extraordinary success of these efforts he
credited to the Immaculate Virgin
Mary. As he said, "It is her powerful
mediation which has procured from
God that our two families should not
perish though encompassed by evil,
and that moreover He should make
them His instruments in reanimating
faith." By 1845, just fifteen years after
the apparition of the Blessed Virgin,
the Double Family had returned to a
primitive observance of the Rule, and
was expanding rapidly.
So when we think of the role of the
Immaculate Conception in the life of
the Congregation of the Mission and
the Daughters of Charity, a predomimant idea might well be the very personal role which Mary Immaculate
has played and is continuing to play
in the development of both. This is
what the first apparition of the Blessed Virgin to St. Catherine Laboure
tells us.
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Niagara University

vi.i....

J. Sauerhage, C. M.
"To stand still now would really
mean retreat." These were the words
of Father Vincent T. Swords, C. M.,
president of Niagara University, upon
the recent inauguration of the university's new ten year development program. They are also a summary of the
history and tradition of the college
ever since its foundation.
Niagara University, one of only
two pontifical Catholic universities in
the United States, was originally
founded as an ecclesiastical seminary
by the Vincentian Fathers John J.
L yn c h,
(later first Archbishop
of Toronto), and John Timon,
(first Bishop of Buffalo), on November
21, 1856, in Buffalo, New York. Within
less than six months the institution
was transferred to its present site in
Niagara, New York. By 1883, with the
opening of its doors to students preparing for other careers, the institution had evolved into a combination
college-seminary. Even today Our Lady
of Angels Seminary is one of the six
above is the sanctuary in the students' chapel schools comprising Niagara University.
TI ofPictured
-EM
the Vincentian minor seminary in Lemont, Illinois. The
other half of the building in which the chapel is located is occupied by a study Through the years the university has
hall. Until last year, the whole building was used as a machine shop. Another blossomed into one of the outstanding
major improvement at the seminary is well on its way to completion. A two- Catholic educational institutions in our
story building on the Fournier Institute grounds is being converted into a country, with an enrollment at the
dormitory which can house as many as two hundred seminarians. The superior present time of over 1300 students.
at Lemont, Father Carl Schulte, expects that the building will be ready for ocNot content to rest on the past laurels
cupancy before Easter.
of Niagara, Father Swords, Father
Francis L. Meade, the past president
of the university, and other university officials announced the new development plan last year at the very
(Continued from Page One)
Father Luigi Bisoglio, C. M., postutime when Niagara was celebrating its
lator
of
the
cause
of
Mother
Seton,
The program terminated with a reCentennial. As was announced, the enfounder of the American Congregation
quiem mass for deceased members.
rollment according to the latest estiof
the
Sisters
of
Charity,
estimated
On the second day of the convenmates will climb to over 2000 by 1967,
recently
that
the
beatification
cause
tion-at the Solemn Mass of Thankscould be completed by 1959. The and the university must be able to
giving, celebrated in St. Vincent's
beatification of Mother Seton would handle the increase.
Church in the presence of the Most RevThe first goal of the ten year plan
erend Joseph Ritter, Archbishop of St. make her the first native-born citizen is the erection of a million dollar
Louis-the Most Reverend Leo Byrne, of the United States to be a blessed. science building by the spring of 1959.
Auxiliary Bishop of St. Louis, gave a
An important step in the process Other less immediate ends are the
presentation of the distinguishing spirit of beatification was completed recent- erection of library and administration
of the Association of the Ladies of ly when the Sacred Congregation of buildings, maintenance improvements,
Charity. At the close of the Mass, Rites forwarded a summation of Mother a larger and better-paid faculty for the
which was celebrated by Father James Seton's life and writings to Clemente increase in students, and a fund for
Stakelum, provincial of the Vincen- Cardinal Micara, proposer of the cause. scolarships, fellowships, and an endowtians' Western Province, Archbishop
The entire testimony, with only one ed chair, which in total cost will be
Ritter read a letter from His Holi- exception, is taken from documentary about 6.7 million dollars.
ness Pope Pius XII, by which he was evidence written before the cause was
In most of the sections of the deempowered to extend the papal bless- begun. This fact bears favorable velopment plan, Niagara is faced with
ing to the Ladies of Charity attending weight in the cause.
the usual difficulties and problems of
the centennial celebration. The Archany expanding university. But in grantMother Seton was born Elizabeth
bishop named the day a feast day of
ing a sum for a larger and better paid
the lay apostolate, and remarked that Ann Bayley in New York City in 1774. faculty, the university is not only imthis was the first time he had had the A devout Episcopalian, she married proving its internal morale, but also
honor of extending the papal blessing William Seton in 1794. After his death showing the way to all institutes of
in 1803, she was left with five children
to a specific group.
higher learning in this matter. As the
to care for. She was converted to the School's officials have pointed out, to
These memorable moments of the Catholic Church in 1805, and just four have competent high-caliber instruccentennial found a fitting close in years later founded the American Contors, the salaries must be high enough
the Benediction of the Most Blessed gregation of the Sisters of Charity. to meet the enticements of other emSacrament which was given at Marillac This institute was established upon
ployments.
Seminary, in an atmosphere of peace the principles of the Daughters of
The university is calling upon its
and joy, leaving with each delegate Charity of St. Vincent dePaul. In 1850
alumni and friends for the financial
the desire to be a true Lady of Charity, the Sisters in the United States were support needed in this giant undertaka Lady of God's Love.
united with the French Community.
ing.
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Annual Provincial
Education Meeting

Parish Priests
Meet at Barrens

Rev. J. Q. O'Connel, C.M.

The fifth annual meeting of the parish
priests of the Western Province was
held at the Barrens on last November
12-13. Here we will set down the matters discussed in the convention in the
order indicated by the minutes of the
secretary, Father Thomas McIntyre.
FIRST SESSION:
After a welcome and exhortation to
the assembly by the chairman, Father
Charles Rice, Father James Stakelum,
the provincial, urged that every effort should be employed in our parishes
each year to solemnize the feast of St.
Vincent de Paul. Then the first major
topic on the agenda was presented by
the Right Rev. Bernard O'Flynn, a
St. Louis pastor. The topic: "Census
Taking."
Msgr. O'Flynn stated that the purpose of the parish census was to obtain a record of the physical, social,
spiritual, and financial condition of the
parish. The best one to handle this
task is the priest. He should interview
personally all the members of his
parish. The speaker noted the absolute necessity of keeping census rcords
secret lest parishioners lose confidence
in their priests. At this point sample
census cards were distributed and commented upon. Some practical suggestions for making the census of great
profit were pointed out by Msgr.
O'Flynn. He also indicated other means
besides personal contact by the priest
as possibilities for gathering the
parish censls. It was shown that to
keep the census up to date, the priests
of the parish should be continuously
engaged in census taking. A lively discussion period followed the talk.
During this first session, there was
also a discussion of the best manner
of celebrating the feast of St. Vincent
de Paul each year. The feast of the
Death of St. Vincent (Sept. 27) was
thought a more practical date than
July 19 for a greater solemnization in
some parishes. It was decided that each
pastor will approve the time and manner of the solemnization of Holy Founder's feast in his own parish.
SECOND SESSION:

Confreres from all of the Vincentian educational institutions in the
Western Province gathered at St.
John's Seminary in Kansas City over
Thanksgiving to attend the eleventh
annual Provincial Education Meeting.
Father Jeremiah Hogan, rector of the
seminary, extended the hospitality of
the house to thirty or more delegates.
Three formal sessions were held, the
first Thanksgiving afternoon, Nov. 18,
the second and third on the following
day. Father Daniel Martin, provincial education director, was unable
to be present for reasons of health.
In his absence, Father Nicholas Persich, rector of Kenrick Seminary, St.
Louis, held the Chair.
Father Stakelum, the provincial, in
a brief introductory address, set the
general theme for the meeting: the
relationship of philosophy to various
other elements of the seminary curriculum.
The keynote speech, scheduled to be
delivered by the Most Rev. John P.
Cody, Bishop of Kansas City, at the
opening session, was postponed until the following day when His Excellency found himself delayed by
other commitments. Father Joseph
D'aspit of Assumption Seminary in San
Antonio, Texas, read the first paper:
"The Role of the Classics as a Preparation for Philosophy." Father Daspit
reported on an experimental method
for the teaching of Latin which he and
collaborators are developing. The plan
calls for the extensive use of visual
and auditory aids in addition to the
traditional teaching techniques.
The second paper at this session,
"The Role of Philosophy in the Teaching of Theology," was presented by
Father Newman Eberhardt of St. John's
Seminary in Camarillo, California. On
the following day, Father Persich examined the same material object under
a different formal aspect when he
discussed "The Role of Philosophy in
the Teaching of Theology."
Father Edward Riley, superior at the
St. Louis Preparatory Seminary in St.
Louis, departed from the general theme
at a practical level in his paper: "The
Training of the Seminarian in Initiative and Responsibility."
Bishop Cody spoke informally of the
ties that bind a bishop to his seminary,
and of the episcopal responsibility for
(Continued on Page Two)

Father Raphael Kuchler
Dies in Saint Louis
We were all saddened by the news
of the death of Father Raphael Kuchler, who died of a heart ailment in
St. Louis last December 4. He was
fifty-three years of age. A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered for the repose of his soul on December 6 in
St. Vincent's Church by Father J.
Godden Menard, his nephew. At this
Mass, Father James Stakelum, provincial of the Western Province and a
former classmate of Father Kuchler,
delivered the customary eulogy. The
place of burial was in Calvary Cemetery.
Father Kuchler was a native of
New Orleans. He received his minor
seminary training at St. Vincent's College in Cape Girardeau, Missouri, and
from there he advanced to the novitiate
in Perryville, where he pronounced
vows on May 30, 1924. He was ordained
to the priesthood in June, 1931, by the
Most Rev. Edward Sheehan, C. M.
After ordination, the deceased was
assigned to a succession of duties in
the teaching and pastoral fields. For
the past seven years he had been stationed in St. Louis, where at the
time of his death he was serving as
the assistant director of the Vincentian Press.
We at Perryville have a special reason for praying for the repose of his
soul, for Father Kuchler was one of
the most generous benefactors of the
seminary. He greatly appreciated all
the seminary had done for him, and he
manifested his gratitude by helping us.
May God be generous to him.

Father Edward Cashman began the
session's activity with a review of the
book, Catholic Action and the Parish,
by Michonneau and Meurice. After
Father Cashman's report there was a
period of discussion. The main theme
of the discussion was the methods
available to the parish priest for in(Continued on Page Eight)
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Our Parish Priests
It has been called to our attention
on several occasions lately how important a part of community activity
the parish has become in the Western
Province. The mere enumeration of our
parishes at present is an impressive
indication of the growth of parish work
in the past few years.
In all things, Vincentians are called
upon to be models for the secular clergy. This is especially true in the parish.
If the minutes of the recent meeting
of the parish priests here at the Barrens are taken as an indication of the
interest of our parish priests in their
work, then it must be said that they
are a zealous and devoted group of men.
Their conduct presents an excellent example for those of us who will be
called upon to work with them in the
future.
Parish work today differs in many
ways from what it was in the past
decades. The modern way of life brings
with it modern problems. It gives us a
aense of honest pride in our parish
priests to see how well they are meeting
with these problems.

Education Meeting
(Continued from Page One)
the proper selection and training of
worthy candidates for the priesthood.
He concluded his remarks with a discussion of recent Roman decrees and
directions relating to seminary operations.
Brief reports from various committees were heard. Next year's meeting
was tentatively scheduled to be held at
the Barrens, either at Thanksgiving
time, or during the Christmas holidays.
The session was formally closed with
a prayer by Father Stakelum, after all
business had been finished, late Friday
afternoon, November 29th.

A Blessed New Year

to All Our Readers

Death came as no surprise to Father
Robert Brennan, who died last December 14. He was informed in advance
that his cancerous condition was a
deadly one. It was last summer that
he first became seriously ill. But he
rallied sufficiently to be able to visit
with his brother, Father George Brennan, pastor in Brewer, Missouri. Here
he took a turn for the worse, and was
quickly sent back to St. Joseph's Hospital in Chicago, where he died. He was
only thirty-seven years of age at his
death, a priest but ten years.
Funeral services were held at St.
Vincent's Church in Chicago. The
Solemn Requiem Mass was celebrated
by Father Joseph Brennan of DePaul
Academy, also a brother. Father William Gillespie of the St. Louis Preparatory Seminary assisted as deacon,
and Father Bernard Guibord, chaplain at St. Joseph's Hospital, was subdeacon. The president of DePaul University, Father Comerford O'Malley, delivered the sermon. Bishop Hillinger
presided. An earlier Mass which the
DePaul Academy freshmen attended
was offered by Father George Brennan.
Father Brennan was stationed during most of his priestly career at the
St. Louis Preparatory Seminary. It
was in 1955 that he came to DePaul
Academy in Chicago as principal. He
was well-liked at the Academy, as is
evidenced by the great number of
prayers said for him by the students
during his illness. Father Brennan's
last days, painful ones because of his
eancerous condition, were marked by
a spirit of resignation to God's will,
a resignation to the fact that God was
calling him to Himself while still in
the infancy of his ministry.

Holy Trinity: Dallas

D F. Spitzka, C.M.
What makes a good parish? A broad,
safe answer would be the successful
working together of the priests and
parishioners for the salvation of all. A
parish is achieving its goal if its people
are following the guidance of their
priests with confidence and devotion.
The essential ingredients, therefore, of
a good parish are devoted, zealous,
fatherly priests and docile, enthusiastic, devout, well-instructed parishioners.
Where do the physical aspects of the
parish-the size and beauty of church,
school, and rectory-fit in? They are
merely the reflection, according to the
conditions and means at hand, of the
zeal and devotion of the parish.
If this be our gauge for a successful
parish, Holy Trinity parish in Dallas,
Texas, has every reason to claim its
place among the foremost parishes in
the Southwest. On November 3, Holy
Trinity marked its golden jubilee. Those
fifty years have been a glorious testimony of the parish's cooperation with
God's apparent generous blessings. With
justifiable pride did this parish join
the Most Rev. Thomas Gorman, Bishop
of Dallas-Fort Worth, in Solemn Mass
of thanksgiving.
The history of Holy Trinity parish
virtually parallels the work of the
Vincentian priests in the diocese. For
it was in 1906 that the first Vincentians arrived in Dallas to open a high
school and college for boys. Father
Patrick Finney, first president of the
University of Dallas, was called upon
to be the first pastor of Holy Trinity.
The Church he built in 1907 was a
small frame structure, which was to
serve the parish for some thirty-five
years. It was not until 1942 that the
present Church, a beautiful Romanesque building, was completed under the
pastorship of Father James O'Dea.
In the past ten years, the parish's
physical improvement has been outstanding. In 1947 the parish school was
remodeled and expanded. The year 1953
saw the completion of the new convent
for the Daughters of Charity, who have
staffed the school since 1914. Just last
year the interior of the Church was
redecorated. A short time ago, a fitting
commemoration of the jubilee year
was realized in the erection of the
library-information center, a concrete
sign of the active, progressive spirit in
the parish.
So 1957 has marked a half century
of development from a small frame
Church to a modern, well-equipped
parish plant, the materialization of
the hopes and ideals not of just a few
leaders but of the entire parish. The
library-information center is a good
case in point. Begun as a project
of a parish society, encouraged by the
pastor, this library evolved from a
modest but determined effort at im-

proving the religious education of the
parish. The original collection of 150
(Continued on Page Seven)
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steps of God", under the direction of
Ronald Ramson nerDonald Snitzka.
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Th.e Barrens

There was nothing essentially different
about Christmas at the Barrens this year.
There were the Solemn. Masses,: the -olays,
the banauets, the bunco narty, all of.
which are on the orogram year after year.
And yet there is always something different about Christmas here at PerryWhen the season is nast, this
ville.
the
best
one in comoarison with
was
There
z.nd so it went this year.
others,
is no e7.la ining this, except nerhaps
by the fact thst as each year passes
we enjoy more and more Christmas as
observed by the community.

I

his mastercollector who kent all
The notpieces locked in a vault.

too-honest art dealer was nortrayed
by Donald Berkbigler while Miguel
Valencia did a good job in the Dart
of the modern art expert,.
The other major entertainment item
was a variety show, ably
roduced and
This show
directed by Francis Agnew.
had everything from calyoso singers

to square dancers to French Christmas
carols.
Philip and Henry LeFevre
nearly stole the show with their
guitar and banjo selections, accompanied by a few, shall we say, corny
jokes. A great part of the success
of this show is due to Philip Floersh

the music.
who directed
formed very well in the role of the
and
William
faith
his
lost
who
had
oriest
In our acknowledgement of those who
Kelly was convincing as the middle-.
took
large parts in making our Christhimself
"hanged"
he
aged man who finds
mas
season
enjoyable, we shouldn't
on
was
play
The
in his early teens.
forget
our
choir director, Father
the heavy side and as such was very
Kwakman.
He
is the one who had to
are agreed
to nroduce, but all
difficult
virtue
of long-suffering
-practice
the
.
was a success.
that
it
when he was forced to call numerous
practices ,- but when. the Midnight
The other nlay was on the lighter side,
Mass
came along, I believe it is safe
"Dipped in immortality", a comedy under
to
say
that we were all thankful
Theothe direction of Hugh O'Donnell.
for
the
time spent in 'orenaring the
dore Wiesner had one of the major roles,

that of an eccentric millionaire art

Mass.
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Kenrick Sem.inary

On December 8, Father Coerver made his

second annearance on the popular "Aska-Priest" television program on Station
KTVI.
Chicago -

DePaul University

The drive to obtain funds for the downtown Lewis Center moves ahead. Recently
a gift of $75,000 from the McCormick
Charitable Trust was nresented to.the
university for this nurnose. A group
of lawyers has organized "Lawyers
for DePaul" which has as its goal the
raising of $300,000 for the College
of Law.
Now firmly established in the Frank
J. Lewis Downtown Center, the College
of Law .is well ecuinNed to handle the
exnected increase in enrollment. Occupying the seventh and eighth floors
of Lewis Center,-the school has 32,000
square feet of sPace, two and one half
times as much as in the former accommodations in the 64 E. Lake Street
building.
The building at 64. E. Lake Street

will be vacated by DePaul at the beginning of next summer and all downtown
divisions of the university will be
housed in their new cuarters in Lewis
Center.
Father Bogetto has received his M.A.

Lemont -

St.

Vincent's

Seminary

Father Trapn conducted a Day o, Recollection for the Altar and Rosary
Society of Sacred .Heart Parish in
Palos Heights.
Father Ganel has been. bringing boys
from various parishes to the seminary
To date. he has brought
for visits.
fifty-five boys for an afternoon of
visiting and for supper with the
On. each trip Father
seminarians.
drives from five to a dozen boys
from their resnective marishes to the
seminary for this special vocational
visit, and sometime after supner
drives them home again.
The new "Vincentian Auxiliary of
Lemont" has gotten off to a successAnproximately 650
ful beginning.
neonle were nresent for the first
narty which was held on November 24.
Work is progressing on the renovation
Much
of the new dormitory building.

of the plumbing and electrical systems have already been installed.
Father Derbes renresented the house
at the educational meeting in Kansas
City.
Denver - St.

Thomas Seminary

Father Francis Murphy conducted a
Day of Recollection for the diocesan
priests at El Pomar, Colorado Springs

in English and is teaching that subject

in the university.
Father Zimney is chaplain to the Josenhine Sisters. Two new sisters are
due to arrive in January.

Fathers Gaydos, Yallaly, and Danagher
represented the seminary at the
educational meeting.

Cape - St. Vincent's College
Father Winn was recently made an honorary member of the Veterans' Club at
Father Ryan attended the educational
the university. At the same time, Father meeting In Kansas City.
Bronars became moderator.
Father Fred Fisher preached at the
The School of Commerce has been adclosing of the Forty Hours Devbtion
mitted to membershin in the American
at St. Vincent's Parish and Father
Association of Schools of Commerce.
Crowley at St, Francis Hospital.

Fi~
Fve
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San Antonio -

New Orleans
The attemnt to organize the alumni
of the "Ca-,e" seems to be successful.
A meeting was held in St. Stenhen's
Parish, hall

on November

20, under

the direction of Father Wi.lliam
Pittman, in anticipation of organEight priests
izing permanently.
and over forty laymen attended the
Plans were made to hold'
meeting.
a Christmas luncheon on December
28 to honor those youths currently
There were eightyattending Cape.
this luncheon, infor
-resent
four
cluding thirteen priests, five seminarians of Cape and their parents,
and ten nrosnective vocations with
their families.
Another gathering
of the group is planned .for early
February.
In the November 17 issue of Catholic
Action of the South, the archdiocesan
newsnaper,

there

apneared

a two page

renort on the history and work of
The
the Vincentians in Louisiana.
article noted the fact that much, of
the early church history of the
territory is also the history of the
early Vincentians in that land.
Brief biographies of some of the
Vincentian bishons were given, along
with an a,-nrraisal

St.

John's Seminary

Father Danagher gave a Day of Recollection to the boys and girls of
SchulenBishon Forest High School in
He also
berg, Teas on December 6.
delivered

on "TheMethod

a talk

of

Mas,-in Meditation" to a city-wide
gathering of the moderators of the
various sodalities of Our Lady on
December 8.
Fathers Leonard. and Hoernig attended
the educational meeting in Kansas
City.
San. Fernando-

-

Our Lady Queen of

Angels
Father McCoy attended the Western
College Association meeting at San.
Jose State College.
Father Roden represented the seminary
at the educational meeting in Kansas
City.

Father Rudolnh Miller addressed the
St.

Anne's Sodality in Granada Hills.

Phili.pine Islands

of the nresent

day situation of the congregation
in this territory.
San Francisco - St.

Charles Parish

Father Walsh has organized the "Vincentian 'Club" for the men of the
The nurnose of the club Is
narisho

Since their arrival in the Philin-oine
Islands in the mid-1860's, the Vincentians have educated almost 5,000
Of the
members of the native clergy.
1430 Filinino
nriests
now in. the
islands, 1012 are graduates of Vin-

Of the 23 Filicentian seminaries.
pino archbishops and bishops, 18 were
trained by the Vincentians.

needs, especially
parish
to assist
About forty
in the care of youth.

men have shown' interest and enthusiasm
for this new narish nroject.
going ahead to reaPlans are still
the building of a new convent
lize
who teach
for the Holy Cross SistersPerhans in
at St. Charles School.
begin.
the Snring construction will

China
Bishop
Joseph Hu, C.Mo,
of Taichow
has been sentenced to ten to twenty
years in prison by the Chinese Communist government.
He is one of the
two survivors of the six Chinese nriesl
who were consecrated in Rome 31 years
ago.
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Formosa
A statue of Our Lady has taken the
place of a nagan goddess in a public
The
park of a suburb of Taine.l

Quotes from letters received from the
confreres in Formosa:

park was originally dedicated to
Ma Tsu, goddess of the seas. At
the instigation of Father Herriggers, a Dutch Vincentian, an eightfoot statue of the Immaculate Conception has been ordered and will
soon be set up in the park.

"Once in a while I play indoor baseball with Father Callier.
As I am
writing this letter I can hear Father

Because our confreres are nlaying
such a major role in the missionary
work in Formosa, a few statistics

of the status of the church on that
island may be of interest. The most
recent figures we could obtain are
those of June .0, 1L56, but even
though over a year old, they still
reflect the amazing nrogress which
Catholicism is making in Formosa.
On the island: 440 nriests, 41
brothers, 258 sisters, 81.712 Catholics, 48,932 catechumens.
(In
1952 there were 20,112 Catholics on
the island.)
There are seventeen different orders of priests and brothers working
on the island and nineteen different
orders of sisters.
In the Vincentian missions:
(1952
figures in parentheses) Tainan 6000 Catholics (73), Kaohsiung 3180 (8), Kangshan - 2850 (107).
In Tainan there are five Vincentian
nriests - Fathers Fox, Johnson, Callier, Kao, and Huang. In Kangshan
there are two - Fathers Meijer and

Des Lautriers.
are five -

Callier busy with one of his English
classes.
Monday nights he teaches
songs - altho I've never heard him
sing.
Does it all
with a tape recorder."

From Father Fox (Dec.

2.)

"A couple of days ago Father Cawley
came into the possession of a huge
police dog.
It came from a man who
at one time was a Russian general under
the Czar.
The dog's name is Shy though
he doesn't look very shy.
The dog is
trained to obey commands in Russian
so Father doesn't know if he should
learn some Russian or the dog should
learn English.
I think it will be
the latter."

From Father Hickey

(Nov.

25)

"As you might know, people in the
Far East like very much the exterior
things.
They think they are very
important.
So everything has to
be celebrated in a noisy way, even
funerals.
We have to adant ourselves
to this mentality if possible.. Last
November 2 we had Mass in the cemetery, with firecrackers of course.
It was the first
time our Catholics
came in the open as a group.
Some
were a little
shy because of -onlooking
We
Dagan friends, but they liked it.
had proved that the Catholic Church
does not forget the dead nor the
ancestors.
That is very imnortant here

In Kaohsiung there

Bishon Quinn, Fathers

From-Father DeKort

(Nov.

22)

Smith, Hickey, Gallagher, and Chi,
On the island the average number of
adult converts is fifty-six per
nriest,
It must be remembered that
on continental China this average
never surpassed 1 twenty-one per
nriest.

"Hong Kong must be one of the most
beautiful mplaces on this earth during
the fall.
I have never seen anything
as good as it yet-."
From Father Aherne

(Nov.

22)
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NINE GRADUATE ON ST. CATHERINE'S DAY

Seven

Ladies of Charity
J. H. Golden, C.M.

Left to right: Messrs R. Rohrich, R. Hurley, R. McEvoy, J. Franszczak, R. Miller, N. Belter, T. Madden, R. Scherer, H. O'Donnell.
On the feast of St. Catherine of the most of student life, not only inAlexandria (Nov. 25), the patron of tellectually, but physically and spiritphilosophers, our superior, Father ually as well. He also stressed the
James Fischer, conferred the bacca- fact that more Vincentians will be aslaureate on the nine first year the- signed to parish work in the future
than was possible in the past. He noted
ologians who had successfully completed their three year course in philoso- that with present-day demands, the
phy. This was but one of the high- parish priest has little time to set
lights in a program in honor of St. aside for personal study, and that, consequently, the student of today must
Catherine.
Inciuded in this program was the make the most of his scholasticate in
reading of two scholarly papers. The acquiring knowledge, sacred and profane, in order to be able to deal with
first was "Being and Two Philosophers:
Parmenides and Aristotle," which was all types of people, "to be all things
delivered by Mr. William Kelly, C.M. to all men." He stressed particularly the
The other paper was entitled "Being: need there is today for the confessor
One and Many," which was read by Mr. and spiritual director to have knowPhilip LeFevre, C. M. The student ledge of the mind and its weaknesses
Falso Bardoni, under the direction of and ills. Father concluded his talk by
Mr. Nicholas Herrero, C. M., provided reminding the students that wherever
some fine musical entertainment with the Vincentian is, whatever his job, he
is frequehtly sought out by the secular
their renditions of "Dominus regit
priest as one who is expected to have
me" (Ps. 22) and "Old Black Joe."
Father Charles Rice, pastor of the the answers to various moral and
Assumption and St. Boniface parishes liturgical problems. He is looked up to
in Perryville, delivered the customary as a model because of the Vincentian
allocution. In his talk Father Rice heritage as teachers of the secular
emphasized the necessity of our making clergy.

EXPANSION PROJECT AT MARILLAC
Sister Catherine Sullivan, Visitatrix
of the Duaghters of Charity of the
Western Province, recently announced
that an expansion project is to take
place at Marillac Seminary, Normandy,
Missouri. The project will include: (1)
A novitiate wing which will double the
capacity from sixty to one hundred
twenty, to be constructed at the south
end of the present main seminary
building. This new wing is necessary
because of the increase in vocations
to the community; the novitiate is at
present filled to capacity. (2) A new
administraion wing, to be built between the main seminary building and
the present Villa Louise. This will
provide an accounting department on
the ground floor, and private rooms for
sisters on the two upper floors. (3) Expansion of the refectory, immediately

north of the present Marillac chapel.
The Daughters only recently completed a college building on the seminary grounds.

Holy Trinity: Dallas
(Continued from Page Two)
donated books has swelled to about
4000. This is the kind of generosity of
time, money, and effort, of interest
and enthusiam for the spiritual and
intellectual betterment of the whole
parish that has made Holy Trinity a
worthy tribute to the diocese and the
Church. Our sincere congratulations to
the parishioners, to Father Charles
Cannon and his assistants, and to the
Daughters of Charity for carrying on
the work so well conceived and worthily
achieved.

This year marks the centennial of
the foundation of the Ladies of Charity in the United States. It was in St.
Louis, Missouri, on December 8, 1857,
that the organization had its beginning.
Mrs. Catherine Harkins, a pious woman
of St. Vincent's parish, had what she
called a dream, in which she saw
St. Vincent taking up abandoned infants and sheltering them under his
cloak. The saint invited Mrs. Harkins
to do the same, and to help the poor.
After this dream had recurred on two
subsequent occasions, she decided to
confide the matter to her confessor,
Father Gagnepain, C. M. She was told
that this was more than a dream, and
that she should join him in praying
for guidance.
Gradually, and almost imperceptibly,
as is often the case in God's works,
plans for the organization began to take
shape. Soon Mrs. Harkins had grouped about her eleven women of the
parish who called themselves Ladies of
Charity, not knowing that there was
already a society in Paris bearing that
name. Later they secured the rules of
the organization from Paris, and were
incorporated into the society of the
Ladies of Charity founded by St. Vincent de Paul.
From St. Louis, the organization of
the Ladies of Charity spread from city
to city all across the United States. Today there are thirty-eight groups, totaling more than sixteen thousand
members.
The work that has been done and is
done today by these zealous women is
the same as that done by St. Louise
de Marillac and the other Ladies of
Charity in the time of St. Vincent: namely, the caring for God's poor
in whatever way the Charity of Christ
urges them. Today, in the United
States, the active members of the
Ladies of Charity carry on such work as
visiting the sick and poor in their
homes, visiting hospitals and prisons,
distributing clothing to the needy, conducting sewing circles for the benefit of the poor, and working in settlement houses and nurseries.
There are also less active Ladies
of Charity, who contribute what time
and alms they can spare to the activities of the society, and support the
work by their prayers and good example. Many of the members in this
group are mothers of families
or
women or girls holding jobs or going
to school. All find time to spend in
helping the poor of Christ.
The aim of the charity of these
ladies does not, of course, end in the
material betterment of the poor, but

has as its main objective the winning
of souls to Christ. That is the purpose
for which St. Vincent de Paul founded the organization. That is the driving
force behind its activity.

Page Eight

Parish Priests Meet
(Continued from Page One)
stilling the spirit of Catholic Action in
his parishioners.
The next item on the agenda had to
do with alcoholism. There was present
at the meeting a member of Alcoholics
Anonymous who explained to the
gathering the various aspects of alcoholism and how the A. A. helps many
alcoholics return to a normal life. He
stressed the fact that the reawakening
of the spiritual life of an alcoholic is
the basis of the A. A. program. The
prayer and twleve steps of the A. A.
method were then presen'.'
THIRD SESSION:

Father Stephen Dunker opened this
session with a report on the Vincentian Foreign Mission Society. He said
that the past year has witnessed less
time being spent on the making of converts (14,000 at present) on Formosa,
and that more time is being devoted to
consolidation through Confirmation
classes, sodalities, etc. The parish
paper of Father Thomas Smith now
enjoys island-wide circulation. Father
Leo Fox has had excellent success in
his program for teenagers. An indication of the size of Father Fox's parish
is the fact that there are ten Masses
celebrated each Sunday in the parish
church. Yet the twelve confreres on
Formosa still face a serious problem
in regard to the school program. There
are only kindergartens, and no sisters
are available.
After this report on the V. F. M. S.,
Father Harold Dicharry was called upon to present the matter of "P'arochial
Home Study and Discussion Groups."
Father Dicharry was quick to point
out from the writings of various authorities that this program should be
under the guidance of a priest. The
program has as its major object the
preparing of laymen for Catholic Action. The speaker proposed a three-year
plan for the parish priests' consideration. Under this program, religious discussion clubs are set up in each parish.
Meetings might be held during two
eight-week periods each year. Approved
texts are used as a basis for discussion.
The number of people in each group
might range from five to twleve, with
each group having its own leader.
Father Dicharry then proposed some
practical steps which might be followed in setting up discussion clubs,
and how the actual meetings are to be
conducted.
A steering committee for next year's
meeting was appointed: Fathers Eugene McCarthy (president), William
Ward, and William Flynn. Various
topics were then suggested by the assembly as possible subjects for next

year's agenda. Questionnaires were distributed to each pastor. The results of
these questionnaires are to be published
in booklet form. The meeting was then
adjourned by the chairman until next
year.
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Newman Club Work.
The following is taken from an article
which appeared in the Autumn, 1957,
edition of the Evangelist, the excellent
quarterly of St. John's Seminary,
Camarillo, California.-Ed.
Father Francis Koeper, C. M., now
stationed at St. John's Seminary, spent
the past two years in Newman Club
work at a large California university.
There he learned first hand what a
Catholic faces on a secular campus.
Some statistics given by Father
Koeper reveal the sad plight of many
Catholic collegians. One-eighth of the
Catholics who attend the college where
Father Koeper was stationed have
either lost the Faith before enrolling
or will loselit prior 4to graduation. Another eighth' becomes remiss in: the
practice of their religion because of
the university's influence.
The cause of, so many defections?
Here are some of the reasons Father
Koeper has come up with. The text
used in a required history course contains so many heresies and historical
half-truths that it would require volumes to refute them. The professors
continually ridicule Catholics by dragging out well-worn false historical objections. Courses in Spanish, philosophy, and English literature require a
good deal of outside reading, much of
which is on the Index. Yet the most
pernicious attack on Catholics is seen
to be ridicule. This comes from both
professors and fellow students. One professor asked the first day of class if
any were Catholic. When a Catholic
girl raised her hand in affirmation, the
professor told her to leave. He doesn't
like Catholics. Another form of attack
comes through the student paper. This
is a sample of some silly items insulting
to Catholics which have appeared:
"The bible is a conglomeration of histories, essays, poetry and stories compiled by the intellectuals of the Catholic Church during the Dark Ages."
Father Koeper's findings show that
most of the defections from the Faith
arise among those living in fraternity
of sorority houses, or in dormitories on
the campus.
As to the solutions of these problems,

Vocation Project
At the Barrens
M. J. Boyle, C.M.

With the Vincentian Western Province becoming more and more vocation conscious, there does not appear
to be any one group more conscious
of vocations, or the lack of them, than
the students. We can see this lack without searching very far: this year's ordination class will have only six new
priests for our province, and next
year there will be even fewer. With
this in mind, the student body, under
the sponsorship of its mission society,
has begun to do something that it
hopes will help the confreres in their
quest for vocations to our Community.
During the idle days of summer
camp, the idea was born of making a
series of colored slides on vocations
that might be of some help to the vocation directors. Such a series, it was
thought, would give some idea of what
the seminary is like to those who cannot make the trip to the Barrens to
see for themselves. And so from that
time the idea grew and began to take
shape, until now there is something
to offer.
In beginning this project, it soon
became evident that a full treatment of
a vocation from the minor seminary all
the way up to the priesthood was too
broad a subject for one series of slides.
So we began two complete series, one
on the minor seminary and the other
on the novitiate and the scholasticate.
We have completed the series on the
latter and expect to finish the former in the near future. In both, the
theme is the Vincentian Priesthood.
They begin with pictures of actual
ordinations, and then turn to St. Vincent as the founder of the Community
into which these men were ordained.
Then, each series branches off and explains how one is trained in the Vincentian spirit in the major and minor
seminary. There are enough pictures
in each series to give general ideas of
what the seminaries look like and
of the kind of life that is led there.

In order to facilitate showing these
Father Koeper has stressed these two:
slides, we have prepared a script to
(1) To found Catholic fraternities, sorgo along with it. This script can be
orities, and dormitories on the secular
had in outline or in complete form,
campus. (2) To make the Newman Club with indications made for slide changes.
a university within a university. The
latter solution is the one upon which
How to Get These Slides
Father concentrated most of his enerThe only series that is ready for
gy. Since the Newman Club is a volunshowing now is the one on the Bartary organization, he met with the
rens. All that is necessary to show
serious problem of getting the Cathlic students to attend. Of more than- these pictures is a screen and a 35 mm
projector. If you wish to use these picthree thousand Catholics only about
tures or wish more information, write
one hundred belonged to the Newman
to: Student Mission Society, St. Mary's
Club. Few Catholic students seemed to
be aware of their need of further in- Seminary, Perryville, Mo. Please give

struction in the Faith. That seems to
be a good reason why many of them are
no longer Catholics.

us more than one date if you wish to
show the pictures, just in case the
slides are out when you request them.
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Father Marshall F. Winne Dies

The body of Father Marshall F.
Winne, former provincial, today rests
in the tiny community cemetery here
at the mother-house of the Western
Province. His remains were brought
here from Montebello, California,
where he served as first pastor of Our
Lady of the Miraculous Medal Church.
Father Winne spent nearly fifty
years in the Vincentian community,
almost forty-five of which were employed as a priest. His responsibilities
during those years were as varied as
they were important. Being ordained
in old St. Vincent's Church in Los
Angeles in 1913, he was appointed in
the same year to serve as director of
discipline and professor of sociology
at the University of Dallas, which was
then operated by the Vincentians.
While there he was granted a doctorate
in philosophy. In 1917 he was transferred to Kenrick Seminary in St.
Louis to fill the post of professor of
ethics and natural theology, but in
the same year he returned to the University of Dallas to assume the office of
vice-president. He became the president
of the institution in the following year,
although he was only thirty-two years
old at the time. Under his direction the
University increased its enrollment,
new departments were added, and the

finances of the institution were bolstered. After spending almost five
years in that position, he was assigned to Kenrick Seminary once more,
where he served for two years, and
then he was sent to St. Thomas Seminary in Denver as professor and director of students. Chicago was his
next post, as principal of DePaul
Academy. He was soon entrusted with
another important position when in
1926 he was appointed president of
the Los Angeles Preparatory Seminary.
He remained there for a term of six
years.
At the end of his term in Los Angeles,
Father Winne was destined to enter
quite a different field than that of formal education. For in 1932 he was appointed by the provincial, Father
Timothy Flavian, to be assistant pastor
of St. Vincent's parish in Kansas City,
where he soon succeeded to the pastorate.
In 193,8 Father Winne was chosen to
succeed Father Flavin as provincial. He
held this office until 1950, when he
was in turn succeeded by Father
James Stakelum. Upon his departure
from the provincialate, Father Winne
again undertook parish work, this
time in his native California.
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DePaul Settlement
If there is a shortage of recreational
facilities on Chicago's near north side,
the Double Family of St. Vincent de
Paul cannot be charged with failure
to meet the need. For within recent
times they have erected no less than
three recreational centers in that
area to provide facilities needed in
modern urban recreation. All three
centers, the St. Vincent de Paul parish
recreational center, DePaul University's
all-purpose Alumni Hall, and the most
recently erected De Paul Settlement
activities building, are located within
a few blocks of each other. The De
Paul Settlement building was dedicated early in January by Cardinal
Stritch of Chicago.
The De Paul Settlement, operated
by the Daughters of Charity, has for
many years been of invaluable assistance to great numbers of people of
all races and beliefs in dozens of ways.
It has been an admirable continuation of the works of charity begun by
the Daughters' Holy Founder. And now
with the opening of the new activities
building, even more help can be offered
to all who want it.
The new structure, costing more than
a quarter-million, houses three basketball courts, a pool room with five
tables, a spacious game room, a snack
bar, shower and locker rooms. The gym
can accommodate simultaneously a
basketball and volleyball game, with
enough additional room for boxing,
tumbling and fencing. It is turned into
a roller skating rink three afternoons
and evenings each week in an effort
to provide for the recreational needs of
a great number of children. In addition, families are encouraged to join
in the skating one night each week,
and on another night an invitation is
extended to young adults.
Sister Jane Frances, superior at the
De Paul Settlement house, has said
that it is the children who will "make"
the well thought-out program. Every effort is being made to offer a great
variety of active participation sports
rather than those of a spectator nature. All of the activities are under
the charge of a physical education
director. Many men and women have
donated their services for one night
each week to help keep the program in
full operation.
Approximately half of the funds for
the structure were raised by several
groups and individuals. The remaining
debt will be paid by contributions and
fund-raising activities.
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Father Winne

Some time ago a public figure remarked that a certain country had
been fortunate in its leaders. The same
might well be said of our province,
while attributing our good fortune to
the favor of God. The names of
Fathers Thomas Smith, William Barnwell, Thomas Finney, William Barr,
Timothy Flavin, Marshall Winne and
James Stakelum bring to mind men of
outstanding character and foresight.
It seems fitting that we should pay
tribute here to one of these men, to
Father Marshall Winne, so recently deceased. We write with some hesitancy,
since it was not our good fortune to
know the man intimately. Yet from
a thorough reading of accounts of his
priestly activity and personal correspondence, and from the eulogy which
Father Stakelum delivered here in
the 'Assumption Church on the day of
his burial, we have come to some appreciation of what a great man he was.
His abilities as an administrator, as
an educator, as a speaker cannot be
challenged. But what impressed us
more than these gifts were the gentle
good humor, the kindliness evident
in his personal correspondence. He took
a personal interest in everyone. To him
no one was insignificant. One example
of his thoughfulness which quickly
comes to mind was his cordial advice to
the editors of the De Andrein. He was
ready to help them whenever he could.
The province has suffered a great
loss in the death of Father Winne.
May God grant him eternal rest.

Student Raffle
As many of you already know, the
raffle which was formerly held at
the same time as the Student Bazaar
will be had this year on St. Patrick's
Day, March 17. Prizes being offered are
an electric typewriter, a movie camera,
an air conditioner and a handstitched

quilt. Proceeds from the raffle will
benefit the mission fund and the stu-

In the village church of Folleville, a
hamlet near the river Comme in the
quaint old province of Picardy, a
priest vested, went to the altar, and
said his Mass. One of the texts told
an often-repeated story. From Jerusalem, northward through Galilee,
and out across the Syrian desert toward Damascus there rode one morning a short, stocky, rather ugly little
Jew. He was that rare kind of individual who, having settled upon a
course of action, spares nature nothing
in its achievement; and just now he
was hurrying toward Damascus to
bring to justice a group of religious
rebels who had turned away from
the law of Moses and the religion of
the prophets. Suddenly, a bolt of light
shot down from heaven. Down from
his horse fell Saul of Tarsus, zealot,
Pharisee, persecutor of the Church, and
up from the ground rose Paul, Apostle,
vessle of election, missionary of the
nations. The priest finished his Mass,
paused briefly before the altar, and
went to the pulpit. There he preached
a sermon on the practice of general
confession. The results were amazing.
So many people wished to approach
the sacraments that other priests had
to be called in order that all might
be accommodated. Vincent De Paul
had preached the first sermon of the
mission, and another great missionary
undertaking had been begun in the
Church. This was on January 25, 1617,
the feast of the Conversion of St. Paul.
Some years later, the noble family
de Gondi provided St. Vincent De
Paul with a fund of money for the establishment of a congregation to carry
on the work of preaching missions to
the poor people of the countryside. A
house was acquired in Paris and soon
Vincent and his disciples (leaving the
keys of their dwelling with neighbors,
and having but one sermon which was
twisted and turned a thousand different ways) were making regular tours
of neglected country districts. As this
work began to spread, that of training
seminarians was undertaken as the
natural complement of the first, along
with works of charity in general.
In the lifetime of St. Vincent, the
works of his congregation passed beyond the borders of France to Italy,
Poland, Ireland, Scotland, North Africa, and Madagascar. Before his death
more than eight hundred missions had
been preached from the mother-house

dent activities fund. We have been
informed that at present the Daughters
of Charity are well in the lead in donations made. Our special thanks to
them.

alone and there were twenty-five other
foundations dedicated to this work.
The seminaries under Vincentian direction also flourished. At the time of the
French revolution over fifty seminaries
were conducted by the community in
France.
Shortly before the Revolution the first
missions were established in China,
and it was during the period of political and religious unrest which followed
the Napoleonic wars that the first missionaries came to America - Italian
members of a French community coming
to minister to an English-speaking
population. At the very time when
the community was suffering great
losses in the country of its birth, new
lands became the scene of its labors.
Within one hundred years there were
provinces or houses of the community
in most of the countries of central and
western Europe, the Americas, the Near
East, and the English, French, and
Dutch colonies of Southern Asia and
Australasia, where the works of
preaching missions, training the clergy,
and other charitable undertakings were
and are carried on according to the
plan of St. Vincent.
The province of the United States
was established in 1835, and was separated into two provinces in 1888.
There are also a Polish vice-province
and houses of Italian and Spanish Vincentians who care for the needs of
people speaking their mother tongues.
Members of the congregation in the
United States number 827 priests, 145
students, 65 novices, and 28 lay brothers. There are thirty-four houses in the
Western Province and twenty-six in
the Eastern Province, with missions
conducted in the Canal Zone and Formosa. The works of the community
have been faithfully carried on in
America since its foundation in 1817 to
the present time. Besides the training of priests and the preaching of
missions, the administration of parishes
and chaplaincies and the conduction
of novenas in honor of the Miraculous Medal are among the other important works done by Vincentians
throughout the country. Three universities are conducted: St. John's in
Brooklyn, Niagara in Niagara Falls,
New York, and De Paul in Chicago,
Illinois. The purpose of these schools
is to bring the benefit of Catholic
higher education to a wider number of
lay Catholics.
Three hundred and forty-one years
have passed since, on the feast of the
conversion of the great Apostle, Vincent De Paul preached the first sermon of the mission to the people of
Folleville; and the sound of his voice,
like that of his great namesake, has
truly "gone forth into all the earth. ..
to the ends of the world."
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Twenty Years of Service
By Hugh O'Donnell, C.M.

February 2, the feast of the Purifi- the Mass, the Papal Encyclicals, Moral
Guidance, and two advanced courses
cation of Our Blessed Mother, marked
based on Chapters in Religion, by
the twentieth anniversary of the start
of the Crusade Correspondence Courses Father Carlton A. Prindeville, C. M.,
and A Map of Life, by Frank J. Sheed.
here at St. Mary's Seminary. It is on
This made it possible for correspondan occasion such as an anniversary
that the heritage which we as stu- ents to continue their study of the
dents have received from those who Church's teachings, and thus deepen
have gone before us is able to be ap- and fortify their Faith. The plan was
preciated. The opportunity of begin- not only to have many study, but also
ning active apostolic work while still to, give to those who had the ability
here at the seminary, the occasion of- and desire the opportunity of knowing
fered for translating the technical the Faith better.
knowledge come by in the classroom
Presently, due to a number of cirinto language that is clear and readily cumstances, we are teaching only two
intelligible, the privilege of helping courses: the Encyclical Letters of the
others know God and the Church betPopes, and Moral Guidance. The course
ter: all these are things we have re- on the Papal Encyclicals makes availceived from former generations of stu- able to our correspondents the teachdents, and it is to them that we ex- ings of recent popes on the most imtend our sincere gratitude.
portant topics of our age. The subThe beginning of the Courses was jects covered range from marriage and
humble, unpretentious, 'and of a re- the social order to the Mystical Body
stricted scope. On February 3, 1938, and the liturgy. Completing the list
ten persons who were deemed to be are the encyclicals on education, Comprospective students for a religion-bymunism, liberty, and Pope Pius XII's
mail course were contacted by letter'. letter to the American hierarchy. Rev.
Only four responded. But this sufficed
Gerald C. Treacy, S. J.'s simplified
to give reality and meaning to the new editions of these encyclical letters form
work. The following months were the basis of this course. They are
months of rapid growth until, on the very valuable because, while avoiding
second anniversary, the students conthe lenghty and involved sentence
tacted numbered eight hundred twen- structure of the strict translation, he
ty-nine. Twenty-five percent of these has succeeded in retaining the subhad graduated by February 2, 1940, so stance of the thought.
that there were over two hundred gradOur second course is based upon
uates from the coursees in the first two Moral Guidance, by Edwin Healy, S. J.
years.
It is principally a text written for colThe zeal and enthusiasm that in- leges, but one which we have found
augurated this mail-bag apostolate has well suited to our work in correspondcontinued through the years. A reali- ence instruction. The text is enlightening and has proved to be thoughtzation of the usefulness of an expanded
program led to the introduction of provoking. Moral principles are first esfive new courses in the ensuing year. tablished and discussed, and are then
The original course was based upon followed by practical cases in the soBishop Noll's Father Smith Instructs lution of which the ramifications of
(Continued on Page Eight)
Jackson. To this were added courses on
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Letters From
The Crusade Files

Dear Reverend Father,
"My most ardent desire is to be baptized a Catholic and to receive the
Sacraments . . . (A year and a half

later this person was baptized. Shortly
after that he wrote again.) "I am going
to be confirmed, and I think you know
how important this is to me. I want
you to comment on it. .. ."
*
*
*
*
Dear Instructor,
"This one (encyclical) is well-thumbed, and I have given a lot of thought
to the passages. It is amazing: the
amount of material covered in these
few pages . . . Your encouragement

and interest in my progress has been
an added incentive, not only for mastering the material presented, but for
its practical application as well. .. ."
From Denver, a completely disabled
veteran applied. The man's body was
ruined by war, but his mind was still
clear. We sent him the Chapters
course, which he finished in two
months. Evidently, the questions were
read to him, he thought them over,
and the answers were written down
by a friend. Next he took the encyclical
course. When he studied the encyclical
on the Mystical Body (when one suffers, all suffer), there was an abrupt
stop. We do not know the outcome
of this story, but we hope that we
have helped him.
Dear Instructor,
"I am happy to write that through
the study of these encyclicals I am
gaining a deeper and wider knowledge
of the Catholic Faith. I find that the
tests that cover each encyclical are
quite helpful . . . Besides being helpful,

these encyclicals are quite interesting;
and one has the satisfaction of knowing that it is the true and right way
to live and believe . . . My thanks to
you . . . I am sure that when I have

completed this study I will know and
love God much better ....

"

A young convert from Connecticut
kept a high average through the
courses. She put her knowledge to work
and was instrumental in converting
her brother and her mother and
father.
In
her final letter she
thanked her instructor for the encouragement and help that he had given. Her last remark was that she was
to enter a convent of Franciscan nuns.
A Catholic, having returned to the
practice of his Faith, writes, "I thank
you very much for giving me this
opportunity to learn more about
Catholicism. With this knowledge I can
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truly live an intelligent Catholic life,
and perhaps help others like myself.
Rest assured that I will offer up my
prayers for your success."
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Vocations .
The following article is taken from
the December, 1957 issue of Vincentiana, a Community newsletter. It has
been translated by Mister Theodore
Wiesner, C. M.-Ed.

Today's young men have opportunities for many jobs paying large salaries.
They are above all attracted by commerce and industry, by the army, and
even by athletics. And in the very
comparison of opportunities to see
which is better for their future life, the
gentle voice of God inviting them to
the priesthood is very easily passed
over. Hence it is necessary to help these
young men hear the voice of the Divine Master among the confused callings and attractions of the world, and
to help them follow that call.
This is the work of "Director of
Vocations."
Father John Lawlor, C. M., living
at the house of the Eastern Province
in Philadelphia, seeks out vocations
among the young men in the schools,
especially in the Catholic schools. Each
year he visits at least twenty dioceses,
covering about twelve thousand miles,
and in more than two hundred parochial and high schools he speaks to
students, setting before them the Vincenian life with its attractions of work
and reward, but not the attractions of
scholarship and salary as offered by
others who wish to attract them.
His search for vocations is not in
vain. Here and there the spark of a
vocation to the priesthood appears
among the students, especially among
those in Catholic schools, who ask
for further information on the life
and customs of the Vincentians. Their
desire is satisfied by letters and pamphlets sent by the Director. If one of
them seeks admission to the College of
St. Joseph, Father Lawlor then visits
the boy's pastor, professors, and family in order to gather more easily the
necessary knowledge of his character,
disposition, and family and scholastic
training. The visit to the family and
the knowledge gained thereby has a
very special value since, as recent investigations show, six out of every ten
candidates for the- priesthood entered
the seminary with parents objecting or
entirely opposed to it. Contact with
the family helps to clarify the notion
of the priest's life, the character and
fitness of the young man, and opens
the way to the free consent of the
parents.
When the visits are completed, all
the useful information on the candidate is compiled and presented to the
superior to consider the candidate's
petition and determine the date of admission.

Notwithstanding the noise and attractions of modern progress, which
promises a pleasant life to seekers of
the lay "professional" vocation, there
(Continued on Page Eight)

Two Vincentian Martyrs

St. Patrick's: LaSalle

During this first part of the year,
the Vincentian Community commemorates two of its members who have
been raised to the dignity of being
called "blessed," Blessed Francis Regis
Clet and Blessed Peter Rene Rogue,
both martyrs for the faith.
Blessed Peter is the lesser known of
the pair. He was born in Vannes, France
in 1758. After completing his ecclesiastical studies in that city, he was ordained in 1782, and some four years
later he went to Paris to join the Congregation of the Mission. Even before
his noviceship was completed, he was
-dispatched by his superiors to act as
professor of theology in his native
town. It was there that his mettle
was severely tested. For when the
Revolution broke out, he showed the
utmost heroism in devoting himself to
the various forms of apostolic work.
He refused to take the Constitutional
oath, and so was forced to live disguised and in hiding for some time.
He was finally betrayed, and so he
was arrested by the revolutionaries.
Yet even confinement in prison could
not interrupt his works of zeal, for he
found means to write in defense of
religion and to be of great service to
his fellow-prisoners. He was guillotined
on March 1, 1796, and as soon as
peace was restored to the Church an
episcopal process was set in motion
with a view to his beatification. Blessed
Peter was declared "blessed" in 1934,
and in the same year his remains were
enshrined in the Vannes Cathedral.
Blessed Francis Regis Clet was also
a martyr. He is probably better known
because of the similarity of his missionary career to that of another illustrious Vincentian martyr, Blessed
John Gabriel Perboyre. Born in Grenoble, France, in 1748, Blessed Francis
became a Vincentian novice at the age
of twenty-one. He served as professor
of theology and as novice master before volunteering for the mission in
China. For some thirty arduous years
he served his Chinese flock devotedly.
The district into which he came was
imbued with an atmosphere of suspicion caused by much disaffection
and even open rebellion. The few
priests in the vast province gradually

St. Patrick's parish in La Salle,
Illinois, is constructing a new parish
school under the supervision of the
pastor, Father Bernard Degan. Cost of
the structure is estimated at two-fifths
of a million dollars, and it will cover
an area in excess of twenty-seven
thousand square feet.
Because the site on which the
building is being erected is depressed
fifteeen feet below street level, the
structure has been designed so that
it will have two stories on its south
side and a single story on the north.
The exterior of the building is to be
of brick with white stone trim. The
corridors and stairs within the building are to be surfaced entirely with
terrazzo.

died or were apprehended by the civil
powers. For three years he carried on
his work absolutely alone. His health
broke down repeatedly under the hardships. Yet it is related that he was
greatly loved, and he had the frequent
consolation of witnessing the faithfulness of his converts under severe trials.
Like Blessed Peter, Father Clet was
betrayed and imprisoned, and though
he was seventy-two years of age he had
to endure scourgings, cruel confinement and many other terrible torments. On February 18, 1820, he was

executed by strangling. Some eighty
years later he was declared "blessed"
by Pope Leo XIII.

Most Modern Facilities

There are to be twelve modern classrooms in the building, each thirty-two
by twenty-four feet. Besides the classrooms, there are to be a number of
other facilities for the benefit of the
Daughters of Charity who staff the
school as well as for the benefit of
the pupils. The largest facility is what
is termed a multi-purpose room, which
is to measure seventy-eight by sixtyeight feet. Here will be contained a
basketball court, a kitchen, in-wall
tables for cafeteria service, locker
rooms and showers.
To Be Ready By September

Some more facilities to be included
in the structure are a sisters' lounge,
principal's office, an infirmary. There
are to be recessed lockers in all corridors. There is to be an intercommunication system throughout the building,
with outside speakers on the playground. Father Degan hopes that the
classrooms will be ready for occupancy
before next September.
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Perryville - The Barrens
Father Miller conducted a retreat at
St. John's Seminary in Kansas City
during the latter part of January.
The retreat at Assumption Seminary,
San Antonio, was under the direction of
Father Falanga.
The Mission Society presented a program in honor of Blessed Clet on the
evening of February 16. Mr. Byrne
read a brief biography of the martyred
confrere, which was followed by two
Gregorian Chant selections under the
direction of Mr. Herrero and Mr. Floersh.
The highlight of the program was a colorslide lecture by Father Stephen Dunker.
These were slides taken in Hong Kong and
Formosa by Father Callier. They attempted
to portray various elements of Oriental
life and civilization and, with the help
of Father Dunker's comments, a general
view of life on the missions was given.
The program was closed with some few
congratulatory remarks: by Father Fischer
to the Mission Society for its successful
presentation.
The annual raffle will be held on
March 17. The bazaar is planned for a
later date.
A new course in developmental reading:g,
has been instituted under the direction
of Father Miller and Mr:. Philip LeFevre.::
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Washington - House of Studies
Father Philip Walshe, a confrere from Ireland, has been stationed at the House of
He has
Studies for the present semester.
come to this country to learn our method of
teaching catechetics.
For this same purpose,
he is scheduled to attend Notre Dame during
the summer.

Chicago - DePaul University
Father Munster has been officially appointee
to the position of Principal of the Academy,
in which capacity he has been acting since
the death of Father Robert Brennan in December.
Father Discon has been appointed to fill
the vacated position of Father Munster as
Dean of Discipline in the Academy.
Father Bagen gave a retreat at Lemont,
Father Gaughan at St. Louis Prep., and Father
Fitzgerald at Cape.
The confreres engaged in the series of
S;unday morning talks, in the program called
"The Pulpit", have distinguished themselves
and brought much favorable notice to the
university.
At the mid year convocation of DePaul University, the honorary degree of Doctor of
Laws was conferred upon Monsignor William
McManus.
The Monsignor at present serves as
superintendent of Chicago's parochial school
system. *-
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Montebello - St. Vincent's Seminary

Catholic Boy Scouts.

During the past semester, the fac1uty-

Father Aisa, a confrere of Monterey, Mexico,
preached a mission at Cotulla.

administration building, the kitchenrefectory, and the convent for the sisters
were completed. The convent can comfortably house ten sisters and the faculty building has suites for eight.
Two other- buildings are under construction at present. These are the
When
chapel and a two-story dormitory.
completed, all the seminary buildings,
with the exception of the convent, will
be connected by roofed ambulatories. The
chapel will be large enough to seat two
hundred people and it is probable that it
will be used on Sundays by the Catholics
in the area who must at present travel
some distance to attend Mass.
When the two-story dormitory is completed, the seminary will be able to
handle at least 120 students. Present
construction is expected to be finished
within two months.

San Antonio - Assumption Seminary
Fathers McOwen and Kenneally participated in the recent Sister Formation
Conference, Southern Region, held at
Our Lady of the Lake College. Father
McOwen acted as consultant at one of
the general sessions; Father Kenneally
addressed the assembly.

San Antonio - St. John's Seminary
The seminary basketball team, coached
by Father Hoernig, made a fine showing in
a Catholic basketball tournament. To
quote the coach: 'I was pleasantly surprised to find my boys in the finals,
even though on the consolation round."
Father Leonard acted as consultant in
the Sister Formation Conference in San
Antonio.

St. Leo's Parish - San Antonio
Father Singleton was appointed by Archbishop Lucey district chaplain of the

St. Louis Preparatory Seminary
Father Riley gave a retreat at St. Vincent's
Hospital, Los Angeles.
After completing one semester at Catholic
University, Father Jordan has again been
stationed in St. Louis.
His topic for his
master s thesis in Library Science was given
to him before he left the university.

Denver - St. Thomas Seminary
Father Vawter will give two courses on the
Bible and specialized subjects related to it
this summer at the Catholic University.
Father Karssen iS taking classes in Spanish
and French at Denver University.
During the week of January 19, Father Gaydos gave a retreat At St. Louis Prep.

Kansas City - St. John's Seminary
The confreres in Kansas City enjoyed two
unscheduled holidays last month when the city
was blanketed with A fifteen-inch snowfall.
Father Hogan is durrently giving a series
of lectures on Eschaitology to a group of COD
instructors at St. Theresa's Academy.

Tucson - Regina

Q.leri Seminary

A new dormitory wing was begun the last part
of January. It will have room for 24 additional
beds-on the upper floor plus a prefect's shuite.
On the lower floor there will be a temporary
auditorium plus various other minor facilities,
e.g., a student stor'e. The purpose of the
building is to give the necessary room neededi
for an increase- in the student body. The buiildin|
should be finished by the beginning of the new
school year.
Father Mahoney gave a talk to a group of
St. Anthony's Guild members on February 14.
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The Green Scapular

HELPERS FROM SOUTH OF THE BORDER

By Richard O'Brien, C.M.

Like the Miraculous Medal, the less
famous Green Scapular was entrusted
to a Daughter of Charity. In 1839 Justine Bisqueyburu entered the novitiate
of the Daughters of Charity in Paris.
On January twenty-eighth in the following year, Justine was making her
first retreat when Our Lady appeared
to her. Mary was clothed in a long
white flowing robe, and her hair fell
loosely over her shoulders. In her
hands Mary held her heart, from the
top of which came brilliant rays.
Throughout her novitiate days, on four
or five principal feasts of the Blessed
Virgin, Justine had this same apparition, which seemed to have no other
purpose than to increase in her a tender devotion to Mary Immaculate.
On September eighth, Sister Bisqueyburu, now stationed at Blangy, was
again favored with an apparition. Mary
held her heart surrounded by flames in
her right hand; in her left hand there
was a scapular, which consisted of one
piece of green cloth to which was attached a cord of the same color. On
one side of the scapular was a picture
of the Blessed Virgin as she had shown
herself in the visions. On the other
side of the Scapular was a heart inflamed with rays and pierced with a
sword. The heart was surrounded by an
oval inscription with a cross slightly
elevated. The inscription read, "Immaculate heart of Mary, pray for us
now and at the hour of our death."
At the same time Sister Bisqueyburu
was instructecT that this new Scapular,
to be distributed by the Sisters of
Charity, would contribute to the conversion of those who have no faith,
and would above all procure for them a
happy death.
Since the Green Scapular is not a
badge of a confraternity, the formalities of a Scapular are not required for
its benediction and imposition. It suffices that it be blessed by a priest,
and be worn on the person, or be placed
in the clothing or on the bed or in
the room of the one for whom it is intended. The only prayer to be recited
is the inscription on the Scapular. This
prayer should be repeated daily: if not

---I-

Some of the Josephine Sisters working in this country are shown aoove.
With them is Father Carl Schulte, Superior at St. Vincent's Seminary, Lemont,
Illinois.

There is an order of Mexican sisters years after the founder's death. The
which is playing a somewhat humble cause for Father Vilaseca's beatification
has been introduced. The order of sisbut an important and expanding role in
the work of the Vincentians in the ters which he established today numWestern Province. They are the "Her- bers more than fifteen hundred. In addition to undertaking domestic work,
manas Josefinas" or Josephine Sisters,
who specialize in domestic work in this they also staff hospitals, sanitorias,
country. It was some forty-five years colleges and morman schools. Their
activity in the United States is at
ago that they first entered the United
States, when they took over domestic present confined to domestic occupaduties at the major seminary in San tions.
Antonia. That was well before the VinThere are two types of sisters in the
centians were asked to take charge of
Josephine order, choir sisters and lay
the institution. Since that time they sisters. They are easily distinguished
have also worked for the Paulist by the difference in habit. Both enFathers in Washington, D. C., and for
gage in the same kind of work. One
the Franciscans at their seminary in
of the sisters, Sister Louisa, has been
New York. But today all their work in the United States for thirty-eight
in the United States is confined to years, easily the longest time spent in
Vincentian houses. Such a situation this country by a member. She is now
is not surprising, since the order was stationed at St. Vincent's Seminary in
founded by a former Spanish VincenLemont, Illinos. Sister de Angelis, who
tian priest, Father Jose Maria Vilaseca. is at present engaged at the De Paul
Father Vilaseca was born in Igualda, house in Chicago, has been in this
in the province of Barcelona on Janu- country for almost twenty-five years.
Another sister, Madre Esperanza, who
ary 19, 1831. He entered the secular
seminary at Barcelona when eighteen died about five years ago, served at
years old. While still a theologian he the major seminary in San Antonio
for seventeen years, during fourteen
volunteered to work on the Mexican
of which she acted as superioress. It
missions when a Vincentian missionary
made a recruiting visit to the seminary. was she who was largely responsible
for the establishment of the order in
He pronounced vows in the Congregation in 1855, and was ordained priest in Vincentian houses in this country. She
the following year. His ministry was was distinguished as a woman of unusual holiness and piety.
to prove a difficult one, for the Mexican Constitution of 1857 declared "freeAt present, Sister Maria de Jesu
dom of religion" in the country.
Esquivel is superioress at Lemont, while
resees,
their
of
Bishops were deprived
Sister Dolores is in charge at De Paul
ligious communities were expelled: the and Sister Maria Louisa at Montechurch of Mexico was to undergo long bello, California. The last-named was
suffering.
formerly the novice mistress for most
It was in 1872, with the aid of Sister of the sisters working in all three
Cesarea de Esparza y Davalos and houses. It has frequently been comafter he had been given permission to mented that just having the Josephine
Sisters in a community house is a great
leave the Congregation of the Mission, that he founded a Double Family blessing in itself, aside from the firstof priests and sisters in honor of St. rate work which they perform. Their
Joseph. Its constitutions were approv- example and their prayers are a
ed by the Holy See in 1920, some ten precious treasure,

by the one wearing the Scapular, then
by the one giving it. The Green Scapular was approved on two occasions by
Pius IX, who on the second occasion
said of it, "Write to these good Sisters
that I authorize them to make and distribute it."
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St. John's Catechism

An idea conceived by a prominent seen dramatized. He also proposes apVincentian educator of our Eastern propriate prayers, and encourages the
Province some nine years ago resulted children to form practical resolutions
in a project which has proved a boon related to the lesson learned. In this
to the teaching of catechism. It was in way an attempt is made to have the
1949 that Father Michael Mullen of catechism enter the daily life of the
St. John's University, Brooklyn, de- children. Experience has shown that
cided to put into action a plan which the employment of the filmstrip stimhe had considered carefully for some ulates interest and discussions among
time: to teach the catechism to chil- the children, besides serving as an
aid to the memory.
dren with the aid of a recorded draBehind the finished product lies
matized story synchronized to a color
filmstrip. The result of his efforts is an immense amount of work and conthe St. John's Catechism, which has siderable cost. Financing has been unbeen shown to more than a million and dertaken by St. John's University. The
a half children in this country and work itself has been entrusted to exabroad. Somewhat unexpectedly, the perts in the field of communication.
sound-filmstrip series, though tailored It was found that only a priest, with
to the capacities of children from his background in dogmatic theology,
the fifth to the eighth grades, has also could handle the script writing propby reason of its simplicity been of erly. An artist of several years exservice to converts and discussion perience in religious art was found
groups. The work has met with the ex- to work on the filmstrip. The Catholic
plicit approval of Pope Pius XII, who Actor's Guild of America supplied the
extended his blessing to it last sum- cast needed, while a Catholic publisher
mer when Father Mullen was received agreed to distribute the sound-filmstrip to the public. A working combinain a special audience.
to suThere are thirty units in the series tion was thus achieved: priests
entire work, a well-qualiof instructions, divided equally into the pervise the
board and talented CathSacraments, the Creed, and the Com- fied advisory
cooperating to produce
olic
laymen-all
mandments. The doctrine is first presented by means of a story. Question- what is known as St. John's Cateing comes after the doctrine has been chism.
explained to the children and grasped by them. Each unit of the Cate20 Years of Service
chism opens with a scene of American
(Continued from Page Three)
life designed to catch the child's at- the abstract moral principles are
tention. There may be pictures of cow- brought to light.
boys, baseball players, or planes. This
No history of the Crusade Courses
introduction leads into the point of could be complete without an acknowdoctrine to be learned. For ten minutes ledgement of the debt we owe to our
the children hear the doctrine dra- confreres at the Religious Information
matized on the recording while they Bureau in St. Louis. Through the years
view about sixty-five colored scenes on their advice, help and encouragement
the filmstrip. After this the teacher have guided the students in their work
moves into action. Using the plan that that their correspondents may have a
accompanies each unit, he questions the "reason for the faith that is in them."
children on the matter they have just To them we sincerely say, "Thanks!"
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DePaul University
This year De Paul University of
Chicago celebrates its sixtieth anniversary. We thought it might be worthwhile to set down some salient facts
about the University:
The small St. Vincent's College which
opened its doors in 1896 with seventy
students and a faculty of ten, has
grown to a University of twelve buildings, a faculty of three hundred and
fifty, with capital assets of over six
millions.
Approximately eight-thousand are
currently enrolled in day and evening classes in the University's seven
major divisions-College of Commerce,
College of Law, College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, School of Music, College
of Physical Education, University College, and Graduate School.
Catholic, Protestant, or Jew-all have
been admitted without distinction or
restriction, as guaranteed in the articles of incorporation drafted when
St. Vincent's College became De Paul
University in 1907.
The College of Law is the largest
in the State of Illinois, with a consistently enviable record of achievement in the Illinois Bar examinations.
College of Commerce graduates regularly rank high in the Illinois State examinations for C. P. A. Certificates.
The University is one of the major
sources of school teachers in the Chicago area. More than one of every five
De Paul graduates is being trained for
the teaching profession.
DePaul University is singular among
the nation's larger universities in that,
except for the contributed services of
some fifty Vincentian priests, it has absolutely no endowment. The money saved annually by the Vincentians' teaching-without-pay is estimated as equivalent to the income from an endowment
of some five million dollars. Except for
this "living endowment," it would be
impossible for De Paul University to
make its educational services available
to the young men and women of Chicago.

Vocations
(Continued from Page Four)
are not lacking minds and hearts which
desire and seek after something higher
than external conveniences. Mothers
especially ought to receive the credit
for this. Father Lawlor cannot help but
give the example of the village of Lu in
Italy, which has twenty-five hundred
inhabitants and has given to God, the
Church, and society, more than two
hundred priests, brothers and sisters.
If one asks for an explanation of this
apostolic generosity, they answer: "Go
and ask the mothers!" For, on every

The young Chinese Catholic family pictured above is typical of
FORMOSA
the converts being made by Vincentians on the island.

Thursday evening the mothers of this
village gather in the parish church
for one hour to pray to God for vocations.
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Father Reynolds Dies

It has been estimated that visitors
last year to the Chapel of the Apparitions in Paris, where St. Catherine Laboure saw Our Lady more
than a century and a quarter ago,
outnumbered by three hundred thousand those who visited the famous
Louvre in that city.
More Lian nine hundred thousand
pilgrims attended the eleven thousand
Masses celebrated in the Chapel, which
is located in the mother-house of the
Daughters of Charity on the Rue de
Bac.
In 1830 St. Catherine, then a novice

Father Thomas J. Reynolds, who
had been living in retirement for about
two years at St. Vincent's rectory in
St. Louis, died last March 1 at De Paul
Hospital. His death was attributed to
complications from a stroke which
he suffered some two years ago. He
was seventy years of age.
A Solemn Requiem Mass for the
repose of his soul was celebrated by
the Vincentian provincial of the Western Province, Father James Stakelum,
at St. Vincent's Church. Bishop Glennon P. Flavin, Auxiliary of St. Louis,
gave the final absolution.
Father Reynolds was born in New
Orleans, Louisiana, on September 6,
1887. He was given his elementary education at St. John's school and at St.
Joseph's school in New Orleans. He attended 'St. Mary's Seminary in Perryville from 1900 to 1912. It was on
May 23, 1905, that he entered the novitiate, and he took vows two years
later. On June 11, 1912, he was raised
to the sacerdotal dignity at Kenrick
Seminary in St. Louis by the late
Archbishop of that city, John J. Glennon.
The list cf Father Reynold's appointments during his more than fortyfive years as a priest is a long and
varied one. Immediately after ordination he was assigned by the provincial
to St. Thomas Seminary in Denver.
Then came the almost ten years which
were spent in teaching at the University of Dallas. During this period
Father Reynolds was awarded a master's degree by DePaul University of
Chicago. While at the University of
Dallas, he taught German and Spanish,
served as assistant prefect, and spent
about three years as hospital chaplain.
In 1923 Father Reynolds became pastor of the parish in which he had
been raised, St. Joseph's in New Orleans. For the next ten years he was to
serve in parish work as pastor and
assistant. Then in 1933 he was appointed to Kenrick Seminary in St.
Louis as spiritual director. While carrying out this task he also taught at the
St. Louis Preparatory Seminary. Other

living in the mother-house, was granted numerous apparitions of the Blessed Virgin Mary. She was told to
have a medal struck in the likeness of
what she had seen. This was the medal
which soon came to be known as the
Miraculous Medal. Catherine kept her
identity hidden until seven months before her death in 1876. She was canonized in 1947.

posts to which he was .assigned previous to his last appointment at the St. Louis Preparatory Seminary included 'St. John's Seminary in Camarillo,
California, St. Mary's Seminary in
Perryville, and St. Vincent's Hospital
in Los Angeles.
Father Reynolds spent a long life
in the Master's service. May he be
rewarded accordingly.

Father Vincent T. Swords, C.M.,
president of Niagara University, has
announced that university officials are
in the process of locating a new site
for Our Lady of the Angels Seminary,
which is at present attached to the
university.
The reason for this change is based
upon an agreement made between
Niagara University and the Power
Authority, State of New York, for purchase by the Authority of approximately two hundred acres of university property. The university has been
compensated five million dollars for
the sixty per cent reduction in acreage.
The university administration feels
that the seminary's present location is
unsuited by reason of its proximity
to the proposed power plant.
Father Swords has also stated that
with the removal of the seminary,
the one hundred acres remaining to
the university could be adapted to the
continued effective operation of the
present plant. He also remarked that
the balance of money received by the
sale of property, after the relocation
of the seminary, would be used for
readjustment of the present university
plant.

Chapel of Apparition
In Paris
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St. Thomas Night
At The Barrens
By D. F. Spitzka, C.M.

The "dumb ox" had bellowed. "You
have written well of me, Thomas" had
been his tribute from Christ himself.
And these words which Christ addressed to St. Thomas Aquinas have
served as the theme for our tribute
to the saint in this year's academic
program in his honor. March 6, the
feast of St. Thomas, has always been
a special occasion at the Barrens, and
an old tradition marks it by presenting
an annual program in honor of St.
Thomas and the theology he loved so
much.
The entire program was characterized by design and balance. This was
effectively brought out in the stage
setting itself. The five panels framing the speaker's platform were the
work of Mr. Jose Delgado. On each
panel his prolific imagination, intelligently directed by his unifying
theme, created thought-provoking, if
unusual, representations fitted to the
occasion and conceived in geometric
figures. These figures symbolized the
perfect organization of the Thomistic
system, and the stark reality of black
and white indicated St. Thomas' direct approach to the question of God.
In the first theological paper, Mr.
Donald Spitzka treated the dogmatic
problem of "The Knowledge of God
as a Postulate of Supernatural Theology." This treatment took up some
of the historical, Scriptural, and philosophical aspects of the problem. The
Falso Bardoni under the direction of
Father Simon Kwakman followed with
a fine singing of Charles McLain's
"Crucifixion Hymn." Then Mr. Fidel
Fuentes delivered a paper on "The
Rights of the Nation to Expand by
Conquest." He dealt first with the
right of a nation to expand its territory at the expense of another's, and
then with the right to do so by military
conquest-perhaps not a too impractical and theoretical consideration
when even a United Nations commission recommends nation-wide measures
of birth control as the solution to
over-populated countries in Asia. In his
allocution at the end of the academic
program, Father Francis Germovnik
stressed the importance of broad, solid
learning in the priestly life, and pointed
out that extensive private reading is a
necessary means to acquire that learning.
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The Vincentian Brothers At Work
to the faculty of St. Vincent's Semi-

nary of Fournier Institute.

In the Shop ..

On the Farm . .
Brother William sizes up a few additions to the dairy herd. They will
have to be excellent milk-producers
if they want to compare with the present herd. The Holstein-Friesian Association recognized this fact last year
when it presented an award to the
Seminary for the high quality of its
Holstein herd. These cows produce
enough milk to supply the needs of the
Seminary, with a surplus going to a
local dairy. So we are able to make our
own butter and ice cream.
Another Seminary product is meat.
Brothers Raymond, Charles and Joseph
take care of our large herd of Angus
beef cattle. Glancing north and east of
the Seminary, one sees the black Angus
herd roaming on our pasture land,
while to the south and west one sees
the black-and-white Holsteins.
Besides tending the cattle, these
brothers carry on a multiplicity of
other farming duties. They do have the
help of several hired men. But when
it comes time to bundle up the hay
and stack it in the barn, all of them
have to work overtime. One more brother
should be mentioned under the heading "farm"-Brother Peter- for his
job is to prepare the cattle for table
consumption. During the school year
he is confined to this type of work, but
when student camp opens he has his
chance to cook for about seventy hungry young men. We all enjoy his
meals.
The dairy herd, cattle and crops
make up our farm-great material help
to the Seminary. But, more important
than this, the brothers manifest a
wondeiful Community spirit in working
for the benefit of the whole house,
and ultimately for the benefit of the
whole Congregation.

In the Office . . .
Father Sheehy and his predecessors
in the procurator's office have long
been indebted to the Brothers. In
the picture below, Brothers George
and Robert make entries in the account books. The room in which they
work is a sort of control tower for
the material needs of the confreres.
Each confrere merely fills out a slip
for some item that he needs; but these
brothers have to keep a check on the
supply and use of each article.
Several other institutions outside
Perryville benefit from the work of
the Vincention Brothers. Brother Vincent is stationed in an accounting
capacity at the St. Louis Preparatory
Seminary. Brother Bernard, located
at St. Vincent's Seminary in Montebello, California, has a number of jobs,
including landscaping. The Vincentian Press in St. Louis has the assistance of Brother Walter. In Lemont,
Illinois, Brother Paul is a great help

.

The headquarters for the maintenance crew here in Perryville is the
shop. It is amazing what can be found
inside its four walls! It stocks everything from screws to bathtubs. Engaged in sorting and repairing all
these items are Brothers Albert, John,
James, Richard, David and Louis. On
hand are a huge earthmover, a bulldozer and a tractor, all of which present many mechanical challenges.
Brothers Edward, Mark, Michael and
Francis can frequently be seen in
their GMC pick-up truck on their way
to a new job. Their duties can range
from plumbing to construction work. To
turn to a more limited field, Brother
Andrew takes care of house repairs,
while Brothers Clarence and Thomas
keep the library and recreational
buildings in excellent condition. The
laundry is Brother Matthew's special
department, although he may frequently be seen trimming and spraying the
trees scattered on our grounds.

Purpose of Brothers . . .
St. Vincent stated th a t the
Brothers should form one body
with the priests and seminarians.
His wish is realized here at St. Mary's
Seminary. Each of us has a part to
play, and the Brothers are fulfilling
their share very well.

-Dennis

Martin, C.M.
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Perryville - The Barrens
The bazaar was held on April 8
and was a success. Last Fall a
committee of students was organized
to attempt to improve the bazaar.
The success of this committee's
work was evidenced by the appearance
of new types of stands and of imaginative decorations. The students
would like to express their thanks
to the confreres at DePaul for their
donation of valuable prizes to the
bazaar.
Fathers Darling and Minogue of
DePaul accompanied a group of university students to the seminary for
a visit over the Easter holidays.
Welcome to the new postulant
brothers: Brother David Goodman,
Brother Louis Hiebl, Brother Francis Altman, and Brother Richard
Hermann.
Brother Matthew has been busy
transplanting to various sites on
the seminary grounds the small pine
trees which were obtained from the
state nursery a couple of years
ago. These trees are now being
placed in their permanent locations.

I

St. Louis - Preparatory Seminary
Father Poole received his M.A. in Spanish
from St. Louis University at the end of
the first semester. Both he and Father
McHugh are taking further studies there.
Hork on the new swimming pool, to be
located at the southwest corner of the
It
college building, began on March 25.
is expected to be completed by the end
of the school year.

Kansas Cit

- St. Vincent s Parish

Father Cook conducted the annual retreat
for the St. Vincent DePaul Society of
Kansas City.
Father Clark conducted a day of recollection for the alumnae of Loretto
Academy.
The men of the parish redecorated the
The Altar Society and the
rect'ofry.
Mother Cabrini Group furnished new curtains
for the rectory.
Father Hug is now in charge of the
Holy Name-Society.
A new monstrance has been donated to the
Church.

Pale Four

San Fernando - Queen of Angels
The Cardinal paid the seminary a
visit on March 7. He assisted at a
Solemn Mass cum cappa magna.
Fathers McNeil and McCoy represented
the college division of the seminary"
at the recent Western College Association meeting at Santa Barbara.

Lemont - St. Vincent's Seminary
A day of recollection was held at
the seminary on Sunday, March 16, for
the Lemont Seminary Auxiliary. There
were about 150 adults present.
Father Ganel gave the retreats at
St. Michael's in Orland Park and at

St. Gerald's in Oaklawn on March 15
and 14 for the Catholic students attending public high schools in the area.
Father Schulte gave the Wednesday
evening Lenten series of sermons at
Sacred Heart Church in Palos Park.

Denver - St. Thomas Seminary
In March the parochial speech tourbament was held at the seminary. Father
Herbst and Doctor Bach, a lay professor
of speech at the seminary, were the
advisors.
The vocation slides arranged by the
students at Perryville were shown at
Most Precious Blood Parish on March 10.
The series was shown to'the parish
vocation club and several favorable
comments were received.
Father F. Murphy gave a day of
recollection for the Knights of Columbus
at Grand Junction, Colorado,.on March 9.
Father Yallaly has been selected as
a member of the committee on "local
arrangments" for the 1958 meeting of
the Colorado-Wyoming Association of
Collegiate Registrars and Admissions
Officers.
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Camarillo - St. John's Seminary
Fathers Richardson and Pansini attended
the meeting of the Western College Association in Santa Barbara. The college part
of the seminary is fully accredited with
this association.
Father Miiler addressed the PTA of
Camarillo on the duties of parents toward
their children.
Father O'Brien gave a talk to the pupils
of St. Mary Magdalen School on books and
their value to us.
New Orleans - St. Stephen's Parish
St. Stephen's Grade School boys won the
city championship in basketball.
De La Salle High School, of which the
priests of St. Stephen's are chaplains,
won the state title in basketball.
The Cape Alumni of New Orleans has adopted
the constitutions of the Vincentian Seminary
Auxiliary in order to take advantage of the
many spiritual benefits of that organization.
The officers of the Alumni Association are:
Howard Hebert, Pres., Jerome Dearie, V. Pres.,
Emile Falanga, Sec., and Father Pittman, Mod.
The primary objective of the organization is
to .foster vocations.
Chicago - DePaul University
Father Robert Cortelyou gave the retreat
for the university students on Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday of Holy Week.
All downtown departments will move to the
Frank J. Lewis Center by May 51, and classes
for the summer session will be held there.
The University of Chicago's University College
will move into the old location.
Father Wangler was appointed by Governor
Stratton to a committee which will administer the state scholarship program of Illinois.
This committee will distribute up to $600,000
annually.
Father Mahoney delivered a series of Lenten
lectures at St. Cliement s Parish.
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St. Louise de Marillac

By Ronald Ramson, C.M.

On the second floor of the Seminary Library Building are located
two museums, both of which contain
treasures of beauty and art. In this
issue of the De Andrein we would like
to write about the Bishop Sheehan
Memorial Museum. In a future issue
we shall take up the Countess Estelle
Doheny Museum.
A definite aim of the Bishop Sheehan
Museum is to preserve the spirit of our
beloved confrere, Bishop Edward T.
Sheehan, who died in China almost
twenty-five years ago. His spirit, so
thoroughly the spirit of the missions,
preserved in this concrete way, contributes to the primary end of the
museum: "To foster interest in the
missions, particularly the Chinese missions of the Western Province of the
Congregation of the Mission."
There are many personal effects
of Bishop Sheehan on display in the
museum. There are also other articles:
some connected indirectly with Bishop
Sheehan, others not at all. Among
the latter articles are oriental works
of art donated to the museum by Vincentian missionaries and friends. All
these objects, however, have the same
primary purpose: to encourage us to
pray for the missions and the missionaries, to help in their support materially as best as we can, and to
make us realize that there is such a
thing as a missioner today who does
not suffer martyrdom but who does
lead the life of a saint. Such a life
was led by our beloved confrere, Bishop
Sheehan.
The Sheehan Museum is a gem of
modified Chinese art. The floor of the
room is of teak wood, laid in herringbone stitch, with an inlay of lighter
wood forming a large square in the
center. The walls and ceiling are
decorated in an oriental style, with
bright shades of gold, red and yellow. In each of the windows the coat of
arms of one of the Vincentian bishops
in China has been painted. The heavy
doors of the museum are decorated
with two elaborate carvings, displayed
under glass, representing phases of
Chinese life.

Chinese Goddess in Ivory

One of the four large display cases
in the museum contains exclusively
the personal articles of Bishop Sheehan. Here are found his choir cassock, cincture, mozzetta, calotte, and
gold mitre. Here also is his chalice,
a chalice of very simple design and
the smallest possible size, but one very
dear to the Bishop. There is on display
a porcelain plaque presented to Bishop
Sheehan on the occasion of his consecration by the Christians of Kingtehchen. The plaque is a portrait of
the bishop himself and has inscribed
on it: "His face is very kind, and the
splendor of his virtues shine forth.
He was chosen bishop for his great
faculties. Therefore, he is the bishop to
watch over the sheep, and all Christians of the four districts get his
benefit. The business of our pastor is
without end."
In 1937 the Sheehan Museum received two of its prized possessions:
an ivory statue and a jade necklace. To
possess a piece of carved ivory is itself quite a treasure. To own an elephant's tusk is likewise a prize. But
to have them so artistically combineda statue (a Chinese goddess) in which
the conture of the original tusk is
still evident-then we have a valuable
museum piece.
The jade necklace referred to is
carved from the finest of jadeitesthe almost emerald green. The high
polish of the necklace is characteristic
of excellent artistry in jade. It is truly
a work of art and beauty.
One does not often find works of
true amber. The Sheehan Museum is
fortunate to possess a set of covered
vases of amber. These vases seem to be
a reproduction of a famous piece of
carved jade work from the Peking
Summer Palace. Of oblong section, with
rounded projecting corners ending in
circular feet, the vase has two looped
dragon handles holding loose rings.
The body is carved in low relief with
encircling bands of fret, and with
six longevity characters below, each
one flanked by serpentine dragons. The
cover is surmounted by five archaic
dragons executed in pierced work.
(Continued on Page Six)

For a saint who helped found what
is today the largest community in
the world, St. Louise de Marillac is too
little known. Perhaps this article will
serve in some small way to make
her life and character stand out in
clearer light.
Not much is known of Louise's early
life. We do know that she was born
in 1591 into a high-ranking French
family. Her father was a country
gentleman of ancient lineage. Louise's
mother died while she was yet a child,
but thanks to the devotedness of her
father and some nuns to whom she
was confided, she received a good education. She seems to have been determined at an early age to become a
Capuchin sister, but was dissuaded
because of bodily weakness, a frailty
which was to prove chronic. A suitable
husband was found for her, and she
consented to marry the wealthy and
devout Anthony Le Gras. A son was
born of this marriage, Michael, to
whom Louise was warmly attached all
her life.
M. Le Gras soon fell ill of a lingering
sickness. Louise looked upon this as a
punishment for her not entering
religion. Being by nature of an introspective bent, she tortured herself
with scruples and anxieties. But when a
wise confessor allowed her to make a
vow to remain a widow should her
husband die, a great peace entered
her soul. Her husband died in 1625, and
it is in this year that Louise's mission
in life begins to take shape.
In 1625 Louise started her life-long
friendship with St. Vincent de Paul.
Her first contacts with this holy
man were in his capacity as spiritual
director. Louise felt that at last there
was someone who understood her perfectly, who could direct her safely.
(Continued on Page Six)
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Our Thanks
We are grateful to the priests, Brothers, Sisters and lay people who contributed so generously to the annual
student raffle. Half of the proceeds
will be given to charity; the remainder
will be employed for student activities.
These are the winners of the prizes:
Mr. T. Johnston, Chicago: Electric
typewriter.
Fr. J. A. Fischer, Perryville: Movie
camera.

Miss Judy Grace, Chicago: Air conditioner.
Mrs. C. J. Jeanne, Jr., Chicago:
Handstitched quilt.

Vocations
A veteran vocational director recently presented these statistics: seventy-four per cent of all Sisters in
the United States faced some form of
parental objection to their entering
the religious life; and fifty-two per
cent of all priests surveyed encountered some form of parental opposition to
their following their vocation. A newcomer in the field of vocational direction has remarked that "people
must think that a youngster has to be
almost ready to sign up before they
tell us about him."
Perhaps we who are already in the
religious state are to blame for not
presenting to lay people a clear picture of what a vocation to the religious life means, and what the
religious life is. Few parents will wax
enthusiastic about something they little know. Just a little effort to distribute vocational literature and to
deliver timely words on this matter

when the occasion bids has been known
to produce remarkable results.
The provincial of the Western Province, Father James Stakelum, has pro-

vided not only three general vocational
directors for the province, but has
appointed a vocational director for
each parish as well. These men are devoted to their work, and have been of
service to many a young man in helping him to find his true vocation.
Lay people and religious can be of
inestimable help to these directors
by indicating to them young men who
seem to have a vocation to the priesthood or Brotherhood.
Sister Bertrande of the Daughters of
Charity is directing a fine vocational
program from her headquarters at the
Central House in Normandy, Missouri.
The increase in the number of vocations in the Western Province has
compelled the Daughters to provide
for doubling their novitiate capacity.
All vocation directors agree in this,
that the need for vocations is pressing. So we urge all who are not yet
doing so to pray daily for vocations to
the priesthood, Brotherhood, and Sisterhood, in addition to carrying out
the simple suggestions outlined above.
We provide the following prayer from
the Mass for the Propagation of the
Faith for your convenience. Copies of
this prayer may be had on request.
O God, Thou dost desire that all
men be saved and come to the knowledge of Thy truth. We beseech Thee
to send laborers into Thy harvest and
to grant them grace to preach Thy
word with complete confidence. Thus
may Thy word be speedily glorified,
and may all nations come to know
Thee, the one true God, and Him
whom Thou hast sent, Jesus Christ,
Thy Son, our Lord, who with Thee
liveth and reigneth in the unity of
the Holy Spirit, world without end.
Amen.
O God, our protector, give heed and
look upon the person of Thy Messias,
who gave Himself a ransom for all.
Grant that from the rising even to
the setting of the sun Thy name may
be exalted among the Gentiles, and
that in every place a clean oblation
may be offered in sacrifice to Thy
name, through the same Lord Jesus
Christ, Thy Son, who with Thee
liveth and reigneth in the unity of
the Holy
Amen.

Spirit, world without end.

Bishop Sheehan Museum
(Continued from Page Five)
Only the most artistic or valuable
articles of the museum have been
touched upon, but the museum abounds
in beautiful objects. There are jade
cases, Chinese glassware, pieces of

porcelain, Cloisonne work, artistic perfume bottles, a wedding headdress,
Chinese shoes, letter openers, etc. All
are to be found on display.
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St. Louise De Marillac
(Continued from Page Five)
While waiting for further enlightenment as to her vocation after the
death of her husband, she lived in
the world like a nun. She followed a
strict rule of life which allowed her to
spend much of her day in devout
prayer. At times Vincent felt compelled to curb her over-eagerness in
prayer and mortification. Yet he could
see that here was a soul which could
be of great service to the Church.
Vincent was not a man to hurry. It
was not until three years after her
husband's death that he would allow
Louise to undertake active work in
the world. He needed a good woman to
visit his flourishing Confraternities
of Charity. Who better than Louise,
who had long shown a practical charity
for the poor? So Louise was sent on
inspections of the various Confraternities. She lived in an extremely
simple manner during these journeys,
convinced as she was that since she
was traveling for the poor she should
travel like the poor. On her arrival
in a place, she assembled the Confraternity members, gave them instructions, stirred up their zeal, sought
out new members. She also visited the
poor in their homes, distributed alms
and nursed the sick. She gathered
young girls around her to teach them
the truths of religion and the duties
that flow from them. All this she did
despite frequent breakdowns in health.
And so it was that for several years,
thanks to her gifts for organization
and the sound advice of her director,
Louise accomplished wonders in the
Confraternities.
Vincent was beginning to look upon
her as an almost indispensable helper.
He was rather satisfied with the
works of the Confraternities in Paris,
but he saw the evident need for a
corps of young girls who would dedicate their lives to the service of the
poor. They would act as legs and arms
for the Ladies of Charity, who were
unable for the most part to give personal service. In 1633, Margaret Naseau,
a devout peasant girl, presented herself to Vincent de Paul to do whatever work he wished. She was the
first Daughter of Charity. Soon great
numbers of young women felt attracted to do likewise. Vincent was
too burdened with other works to direct
this enterprise, and so once again
he turned to the capable Louise de
Marillac. It soon became evident that
some rule of life and stability was
desirable. Louise established a training
center in Paris, and drew up a rule
of life for the girls.
Louise de Marillac continued her

direction of the Daughters of Charity
until her death on March 16, 1660, six
months before the death of Vincent
de Paul.
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Cardiac Center
In Los Angeles

Father Tichit
Visits Barrens

Letters From
Formosa

St. Vincent's Hospital in Los Angeles,
operated by the Daughters of Charity,
this month opened the doors of its new
Cardiac Center. Its services are available to children and adults suffering
from any heart disease or defect. It is
one of only three such facilities on the
West Coast.
This new Center has a ten-man staff
made up of cardiologists, cardiac surgeons, radiologists, pediatricians and
anesthesiologists. The great advantage
of its facilities is that now persons with
congenital and acquired heart disease
can go to a central location for complete examination, consultation, diagnosis, and treatment.
Living examples of St. Vincent's advancement in heart surgery technique
are nine children who were marked for
early deaths less than a year ago. For,
each of these youngsters had a hole
in his heart. Life expectancy was set
at a maximum of five years. Yet,
thanks to surgery at St. Vincent's, each
of these youngsters can today look
forward to a normal life. Of key importance in this type of operation is a
heart-lung machine developed at the
of
University of California School
Medicine and at St. Vincent's Hospital.
This machine will be available for all
future open-heart surgical cases.
Bishop Timothy Manning, Auxiliary
of Los Angeles, has high praise for the
new center. At a press conference held
at the hospital, he stated that touching
the heart of a sickly child and restoring
that child to a useful life is a mission
worthy of the staff and the Daughters
of Charity at St. Vincent's.

On April 16 we were privileged to
have as guest at the Barrens Father
Hippolytus Tichit, a French Vincentian
and a veteran of the China mission for
a quarter of a century. The last three
years of his stay in China were spent
in prison. Physical marks of this ordeal
remain on his wrists, a reminder of the
callousness of the Red regime. He was
permitted to leave China last December and spent some time in Hong Kong
and Formosa before coming to the
United States. His office at the time
of his imprisonment was that of Visitor
of the Northern Province of China.
His present appointment is that of
superior of the Community house at
Isleworth in Middlesex, England.
Father Tichit spoke informally to
all the members of the house about
the present-day situation in China.
He was quick to point out that worthwhile information about the condition
of Vincentians and Daughters of
Charity in China is scarce and difficult
to verify. What information about
them which he was able to secure in
Hong Kong was highly questionable.
Yet the condition of the Catholic
Church in China as a whole stands
out rather clearly, as Father Tichit
noted. In the past six months or more
the Communist regime has intensified
its persecution of the Church. The
heart of this recent effort is the design
to sever all acknowledgement of Rome
by both clergy and laity in China. This
general purpose is borne out by the accounts or regional "conferences" in
many different parts of China of the
so-called "Association of Patriotic
Catholics." Both the "association" and
"conferences" are tools created by the"
government to wean the Chinese Catholic Church away from Rome. As the
Communist press reports it, the purpose of the organization is: (1) that
their
run
Catholics"
"patriotic
Churches on an independent and selfgoverning basis; and (2) that "patriotic
Catholics" conduct ample discussion of
the problem of independence and selfgovernment of the Chinese Catholic

".
During the course of next week
D.
we will distribute relief goods to the
poor. There is milk powder, flour,
and corn meal. The milk powder is
packaged, and therefore easy to distribute; but the other items come in
bulk and have to be divided up. We
have over three thousand families to
help. It promises to be a busy

Church, and the appointment of bishops independently of Rome. The Vatican comes in for unceasing bitter attacks, being identified with "imperialist forces." This satanic government
is using an often exploited device of

in the parish. This is a dream of six
years finally coming true ... "

Sister Estelle Dies
Sister Estelle McCarthy of the
Daughters of Charity was buried early
this month in Nashville, Tennessee,
where she had been stationed since
1943. She was seventy-one years of
age at the time of her death, and she
spent some forty years in religion.
Most of Sister Estelle's career was
devoted to teaching and novitiate
training. For eighteen years previous
to her Nashville appointment she was
assistant directress of novices in Normandy, Missouri. She also taught in
Keokuk, Ia., and in Santa Cruz, California.

(Continued on Page Two)

week . . . "

" ... You asked me if the Chinese
language is melodious. In comparison with English, it is. There are
several Chinese languages. The one
we speak, the national language, Mandarin . . . has four tones. One with a

musical tin ear will find Chinese an
impossible language. Not only must one
get the right pronunciation of a word,
but he must get the correct tone as
well. Many words are pronounced alike,
but their tones differ, changing the
meaning completely. So you can guess
what funny mistakes we foreigners
can make . . ."

(A description of Hong Kong) . ..
A population of two and three quarters million people helps to keep the
colony a hive of activity . . . There are

thousands of refugees here from all
parts of China. More come in every
day. You can guess what a problem
it is to feed, clothe and house these
unfortunate people. The Priests, Brothers, and Sisters are doing a wonderful
job in helping to distribute food and
clothing, in taking care of the sick
in their hospitals, and in providing
for the education of the children in
their many schools. The authorities
here often thank them for the valuable work they are doing ... "
" ...

Father Paul Huang, a Chinese

priest stationed in this house (Tainan), is sick, and the report is that he
must spend a couple of months in the
hospital. This naturally is a blow,
since he was carrying a lot of the
work . . . Like every other mission in

the world, we can always use more
men and more money .. . One piece of
good news is that we shall soon have
a couple of Chinese Sisters to help us

" . . . We had a hard winter. The
thermometer went as low as fortyfour degrees . . . But now that it is
averages
temperature
spring, the
eighty in the daytime, and sixty-five
at night . . . "
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MAINTAINING PUBLIC RELATIONS ...

TYPICAL PUBLICITY FOR THE MOTOR MISSIONS
A few weeks ago, an article written
by Archbishop Cushing of Boston appeared in America magazine, the weekly Jesuit publication. In this article, the
Archbishop points out, among other
things, the great value which proper
public relations have in the spread of
the Catholic Faith. Where there is
definite effort made by the Church
to maintain and foster cordial relations
between it and the non-Catholic body,
the Church profits. Ignorance and prejudice are dispelled, and the Church
is thus enabled to go its way unhindered.
The Catholic Motor Missions worknon-Catholic
ing in predominantly
towns of the Archdiocese of St. Louis
and the Diocese of Springfield-Cape
Girardeau have been doing such a work
of promoting good public relations between the Church and non-Catholics
since 1935. The Motor Missions are
nothing more than a form of what
is known as Street Preaching. What
distinguishes the Motor Missions is
that an automobile is used in traveling
from town to town. The usual procedure at present is for four units to be
working at one time during four to
six weeks in July and August. Each unit
is complete in itself. It consists of a
(usually), one or
Vincentian priest
more seminarians, and an automobile
carrying all necessary equipment. This
includes powerful lights, a public address system, platform, question box,
reference library, phonograph and
records, and leaflets and pamphlets
for distribution. The entire program
is under the sponsorship of the Rural

Life and Home Missions Conference of
the Archdiocese of St. Louis.
Twenty-three years of experience in
conducting Motor Missions have established a smooth-running operation.
Arrangements for preaching in each
town are made through the Bishop.
The nearest priest is contacted beforehand to gain his approval. Then the
town official is asked for permission
to hold a mission for a week. Since
there is probably quite a bit of antiCatholic sentiment in the area, it is
pointed out that the purpose of the
preaching is only to give information
on the Catholic Church. No attacks
will be made on other religions. No
collection will be taken up, and all
literature and religious articles will be
given free. In most cases, the official
graciously gives permission for the
missions, and permits the askers to
choose the place in town most suitable
for their purposes.
The next step is to send handbills
through the mail. If there is a newspaper in town, an advertisement is
placed in the paper, and the editor
is requested to print some news about
the forthcoming mission. Other means
of publicity used are the radio and
the distribution of posters about town.
The mission begins each evening
about seven-thirty, and lasts about two
hours. Music is played for the first
half hour. This serves as an attraction. At eight o'clock the speaker
to
ascends the portable platform
acquaint the townspeople with the
(Continued on Page Six)

FATHER TICHIT
(Continued from Page One)
tyrants: mark Christian forces as antinational.
And what is the result of all the pressure being put on bishops, priests, laity
to join the "Association of Patriotic
Catholics?" Father Tichit feels that no
great numbers of the clergy and laity
have become schismatic. Most have resisted
government
promises
and
threats. Yet the future of the Catholic
Church in China is a dark one, for
all children are today forced to attend schools maintained by the government. Catholic parents are allowed
little control over their children. Under these circumstances it seems safe
to predict that within a generation or
two there will be an increasing number
of Catholics falling away from the
Faith.
Father Tichit gave his listeners a
graphic sketch of the vast changes in
the economic, social, and political
structures of China under the Communist government. The Chinese government is all-pervasive. It directs the
lives and fortunes of the people to the
least detail. The authorities are well
aware of the restiveness of their subjects, and maintain a huge army to
prevent any rebellion. The army is
well-fed and well-equipped.
The reason for the great amount of
restiveness among the Chinese people
is the fact that the government is not
living up to its grand promises of a
better life.
The government is attempting a
crash program of industrialization.
City dwellers are therefore better off
than their country neighbors, since the
authorities are attempting to build up
a working class in population centers.
Workers in the cities are given a meager salary, and they can obtain other
things besides the government dole.
This new development calls for a huge
government bureaucracy, in which
appointments are based chiefly on one's
being "safe" in ideology, and on knowledge and skill only secondarily. Thus
far the industrial machine is a fumbling operation. In general, the mechanism of the modern Chinese police
state-the army, the police, the government officers and even the city workers-is bleeding this vastly agricultural
country dry. And there is scant hope
that there will be any major changes
in the near future.
Father Tichit was greatly pleased
by the work which the Vincentians are
accomplishing on the island of Formosa. He stated that these missioners
are preparing a leaven in anticipation
of the day when the Chinese on the
island may freely return to the main-

land. He firmly urged us all to support
the work of the missioners with all the
zeal of which we are capable.
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San Antonio - Assumption Seminary

Perryville - The Barrens
Father Miller represented the house at
the Education Convention in Philadelphia
early in April.
Fathers Fischer and Miller attended
the meeting of the North Central Association in Chicago.
Father Kwakman recently returned from
the hospital after undergoing an operation.
All the theologians will attend summer
They will
school at DePaul this summer.
be housed at Lemont and will commute
by bus daily.

Father Lee Zimmermann is serving in an
advisory capacity on the committee of
priests headed by BishopLeven who will
direct the Motor Missions planned for the
Archdiocese of San Antonio. The missions
will be given this summer.
An open house was held at the seminary
on Sunday, May 11. This was the first time
the opportunity was provided to the public
to see the recently completed dining room
and classrooms.

San Antonio - St. John's Seminary

Messrs. Moore and Floersh presented a
very successful musical on the occasion
of the Cape trip. Messrs. Spitzka, Ramson, Hartenbach, and Sauerhage played
the lead roles and did an excellent job.

Father Hoernig gave the invocation at the
commencement of the Hot Wells baseball season

The fellows from Cape did it again!
It is
It seems the tables have turned.
fast becoming a rarity for the students

Father Leonard preached the sermon at
the annual Solemn Pontifical Military
Field Mass in honor of all the members of
the Armed Forces. The Mass was celebrated
by Bishop Garriga at the Lackland Air Force
Base Amphitheatre which seats some 12,000
people.

to win the baseball game,

just as in years

past it was a rarity for Cape
This year the score was 7-5.
bitterness to the defeat, the
won a week later by the score

to win.
And to add
Novices
of 5-5.

Father Grass recently returned from the
hospital after a long period of illness.

PafgeFour
St.
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Joseph's Parish - New Orleans

The parish rectory suffered fire and
water damage on May 5. While a painter
was burning paint off the gutters, one
of the beams caught fire and the wind
The
carried the blaze into the attic.
fire was quickly extinguished, but water
damage was estimated at $5,000.

San Antonio -St.

Fathers Yallaly, Danagher, and Gaydos
attended the Education Convention in Philadelphia in the first
week of April.
Father Danagher had an article in a
local daily newspaper.
The article was
one of a series on the views of various
clergymen of different faiths on their
ideas of Lent.

Leo's Parish

The rectory in Cotulla was moved
recently to make room for the new church.
After all the trees around the priests'
house had been cut down, a small tornado
almost made the moving unnecessary. Fortunately, no serious damage was done.
On April 27, the priests of the parish
inaugurated a fund-raising campaign to
provide for present and future needs of
A goal of $150,000 has been
the parish.
set for this "Invest to Maintain Progress"
fund.

Camarillo - St.

Denver - St. Thomas Seminary

John's Seminary

Father James O'Malley addressed the
archdiocesan clergy conference in Los
Angeles.
On May 1, His Eminence, Cardinal
McIntyre, ordained eighteen graduates
of St. John's to the sacred priesthood
In
for the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
Fresno another St. John's graduate was
ordained by Bishop Willinger for the
Diocese of Monterey-Fresno.
Father Richardson preached at the
first
Solemn Mass of Father Francis
Meskill at St. Mel's Church in Woodland Hills.
Father Miller preached at
the first
Solemn Mass of Father Raymond
Saplis at St. Casimir's Church in Los
Angeles.

Chicago - DePaul University
Father Gaughan, professor and chairman
of the Department of Sociology, is coauthor of An Introduction to Socioloy,
published by Harper and Bros.
The book
has been described as a contribution of
the Catholic viewpoint on sociology, and
has been especially praised for its handsome illustrations and excellent bibliography.
Father Comerford O'Malley spoke at the
twenty-second annual "D" Club Banquet.
He was also named by Mayor Daley to the
newly-formed cultural commission for the
city of Chicago.
Father Wangler has been appointed to the
Technical Advisory Committee of the Commission on State Scholarships, and to the
nominating committee for election of new
officers of.the Lincoln Park Conservation

Association.
Father Quigley spoke at the fortieth
annual meeting of the Life Insurance
Agency Management Association.
Father Rechtin, "The Voice on the P.A.,"
was featured in a recent issue of the
DePaul Prep.
Competing against fifteen teams from
other colleges and universities, DePaul's
ROTC drill team captured first
place in the
fourth annual National ROTC Drill team
competition

The De Andrein
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COUNTESS ESTELLE DOHENY MUSEUM

DeAndreis - Rosati

RONALD RAMSON, C.M.

Memorial Archives

Estelle
Doheny
The
Countess
Museum is the very opposite of the
Sheehan Museum, which we wrote
about last month. It is entirely
eighteenth century French in design:
deep walnut walls, trimmed with subdued gold leaf. The floor is oak, laid
in squared designs. Furniture is Louis
Quatorze, except for the table lamps,
which are antique Chinese lamps of
great workmanship and beauty. Two
Chinese figures carved in deep green
jade are mounted as lamps, and in
addition to these there are other
Chinese carvings in rose coral, rose
quartz, and rock crystal.
In this beautiful room are housed
the Estelle Doheny Collection of
American Literature, the antique glass
paperweight collection, and miscellaneous objects of art.
In 1942, Countess Doheny purchased
a collection of over eight hundred first
editions of American Literature from a
respected authority on Americana. This
gentleman spent many years in gathering the collection in his endeavor to
secure the finest possible copies. In
1944, Countess Doheny presented the
entire collection to the Barrens, designating it the Estelle Doheny Collection of American Literature.
In recent years, interest in collecting American first editions has grown
by leaps and bounds, and values of
fine copies have increased tremendously. The Barrens is now happily in
possession of one of the finest and
most comprehensive collections of its
kind in America.

ably beautiful specimens, second only
to the finest French craftsmanship,
were made in America at the Sandwich Glass Factory on Cape Cod, and
by the New England Glass Company
at Cambridge, Massachusetts. So distinct are the patterns and techniques
that it is possible to identify any given
weight as "Baccarat," "Clichy," "Cambridge," and so on.
Experts generally rank the Baccarat
weights first in quality, workmanship,
and beauty in design. The collection
at the Barrens is especially rich in
Baccarats. One of these Baccarats is
a rose-and-green snake coiled on a
white background. This has been called
"the finest snake in existence."
The Clichy weights are distinguished
by the round pink rose with green
leaves, known as the "Clichy rose,"
Which appears in nearly every one of
the weights from this factory. They
also used bright-colored opaque backgrounds, while the St. Louis weights
more often incorporate a "latticinio"
background, which is a fine-spun lattice-work in white or colored glass.
Clichy is also famous for its "millefiori."
In America "Cambridge" produced
glass of unsurpassed quality and brilliancy. The factory was famous for its
fruit paperweights. So was "Sandwich."
Probably the most sought-after of all
American paperweights is the "Millville
Rose" from the glass works of Whitall,
Tatum Company at Millville, N. Y. The
Barrens' has four fine specimens of
these rare and valuable American
paperweights.
In general it may be said that the
value of a weight lies entirely in its
Each specimen in
artistic merit.
Countess Doheny's collection was
chosen for beauty of design, perfection
of workmanship, and brilliance of coloring. As the art was lost nearly a century ago and as weights of the first
quality are extremely hard to find,

In 1943, the seminary received the
entire collection of 168 glass paperweights from Countess Doheny. Anyone having seen this collection will
testify to its indescribable beauty
and artistry.
The finest weights were made in
France between 1840 and 1870, in the
small towns of St. Louis and Baccarat
in the Vosges Mountains, and at
Clichy, a suburb of Paris. In England,
at the same time, many weights were
produced in the glass factories of
London and Bristol; and some remark-

(Continued on Page Six)

A letter from the late provincial,
Father Marshall Winne, in 1939, inaugurated the work of the DeAndreisRosati Memorial Archives at the Barrens. As (Father Winne stated in his
letter, "the general aim of the DeAndreis-Rosati Memorial will be to
perpetuate the memory of the lives
and labors of these valiant and
saintly Vincentian pioneers in the
ecclesiastical history of our country,
and to foster a similar spirit among
our young Vincentians of today."
In this letter, Father Winne carefully
outlined the means to be employed in
order to carry out the end in view:
(1) To gather, preserve, and make
available for research work documents
and historical material concerning our
pioneer confreres, and to form therefrom the DeAndreis-Rosati Archives,
a work that will be regarded as the
primary work. (2) To draw up and
preserve such matter pertaining to
current Community activities and contemporary confreres as those in charge
may deem useful to subsequent generations. (3) To gather, preserve, and
the
display articles which concern
early days of America, particularly in
regions where our confreres have labored, and most especially such articles
as they themselves possessed.
The work begun under the blessing of
in
Father Winne continues today
modern quarters in the new classroomlibrary building at the Barrens. At
present, two large projects are being
worked on: the organization of the files
on Vincentian seminaries and parishes
in the Western Province, and the compilation of statistics on candidates for
the priesthood in the Congregation of
the Mission in this province. By reason of the increase of new parishes and
seminaries and the expansion of several
existing seminaries in the past few
years, it has been found necessary to
reorganize existing material. It has
also been found to be an increasingly
formidable task to keep up with the
provincial expansion. Confreres can be
of great service to the building up of
a valuable archive by sending news
items, publications, and other material
pertaining to the parishes and seminaries of the province. Such information
will be great value to future researchers.
An archive project of the future i1
the task of preserving and reduplicating old documents of value which
have become worn and difficult to
read. These documents will be of signal

Enamel Coach

service to the historian who will one
day write the definitive history of the
province.

Page Six
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MUSEUM
(Continued from Page Five)
it would be virtually impossible to form
another such collection.
The secret of making hard paste
porcelain, long known to the Chinese,
was first discovered in Europe in 1709,
by Johann Friedrich Bottger, who
founded the famous porcelain factory
at Meissen, near Dresden. This factory
produced some of the world's finest
porcelain for more than a century.
Its porcelain was noted for its pure,
hard white paste and brillant, translucent glaze. Meissen, or Dresden, ware
of all kinds-tea and coffee services,
vases, figures and groups-has a distinctive charm and has long been
treasured by connoisseurs. One artist
in particular, Johann Joachim Kaendler, is identified with Meissen porcelain.
Beginning his work in 1731, he became
famous as the creator of "Dresden
figures." Kaendler modelled several
groups which are now highly prized by
collectors and museums, namely "The
Five Senses," "The Four Seasons," and
The tiny
"The Four Continents."
figures, exquisitely modelled and deli-

cately colored, are a perfect expression
of the taste of the Romantic Age of
two centuries ago. All of these may be
seen in the collection of fine porcelain
in the Doheny museum.
In France, the great porcelain factory at Sevres, founded in 1756 by
Louis XIV, produced china of unexcelled quality. Especially famous are
the Sevres vases and urns, painted with
allegorical or historical senses. There
is a splendid pair of these on display.
In 1943, the Barrens received
Countess Doheny's collection of miniature objects in enamel work. It forms
an interesting supplement to the porcelains. There are tiny clocks, goblets,
urns, music boxes, coaches, and so on,
all in exquisitely colored enamel on
copper.
It is one thing to write about the
Countess Doheny Museum and another
thing to see it. One must see it to
realize its beauty. The Barrens is
proud of this room of beauty and artistry.

The De Andrein
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MOTOR MISSIONS

The Red Scapular

(Continued from Page Two)

R. O'Brien, C. M.

nature and purpose of the mission. The
system to be followed throughout the
week is outlined, questions are invited (the question-box plays an important part in the mission), and the
availability of free literature is made
known. Then there is a talk on one
of the fundamental truths of the Faith.
This lasts for about twenty minutes.
After a subsequent instruction of about
ten minutes, questions are answered.
On occasion a motion picture of sound
filmstrip is added for variety's sake.

A little known means of sharing in
the abundant treasures of the Passion
of Our Lord is the use of the Red
Scapular. This "Red Scapular," revealed in a series of apparitions of our
Lord to Sister Apolline Andriveau of
the Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent
de Paul from July 26, 1846, to the feast
of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross,
September 14, 1846, was the answer of
our Lord to the prayer of His Blessed
Mother.
In 1833 Sister Apolline entered the
Community of the Daughters of Charity of Saint Vincent De Paul. At Troyes,
where subsequently she was stationed
for thirty-eight years, in the presence
of the Holy Eucharist Our Lord poured
forth into her soul the great graces
that would draw so many souls to Him.
She tells of her vision: "While in the
chapel on the evening of the octave
of the Feast of Saint Vincent De Paul
July 26, 1846, I saw, or rather thought
I saw our Blessed Lord, clad in a long
red robe and blue mantle. In His right
hand He held a scarlet scapular upon
which was a crucifix surrounded by
those instruments of the Passion which
caused His Sacred Humanity to suffer
most. I read about the Crucifix: 'Holy
Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ, protect us.' At the other end of the red
wooled braid was a picture of the
Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, the
one surrounded with thorns, the other
pierced by a lance, and both surmounted by a cross. Several days passed and
the same picture represented itself to
me d(aily. At length on the Feast ofithe
Exaltation of the Holy Cross, Our Lord
deigned to say to me: 'Priests of the
Mission alone are to have the power
of giving this Scapular, and all who
wear it blessed by these priests shall
receive every Friday entire remission
of their sins and an increase of faith,
hope and charity.' "
In a rescript dated June 25,1847, Pope
Pius IX gave his approval to the Red
Scapular called "The Scapular of the
Passion of our Lord and of the Sacred
Hearts of Jesus and Mary." Great indulgences were attached to its use.

While the preacher is speaking, the
other(s) in the unit circulate through
the crowd. Literature is distributed,
and an effort is made to contact each
person. Those showing special interests
are introduced to the nearest parish
priest, if this is at all possible.i
And all are given the opportunity to enroll in the free religion-by-mail course offered by the
Religious Information Bureau in St.
Louis. The program is concluded at
about nine-thirty, and the listeners
are invited to remain for conversation.
We have before us a summary of the
report of last summer's Motor Mission's
activities in the Missouri area. It shows
that a total of two hundred forty talks
were delivered by eight Vincentian
priests, two Passionist priests,
and
twenty seminarians from Kenrick
Seminary in St. Louis. Some forty-one
hundred people were in attendance at
the talks. About two hundred and ten
questions were asked. About fifty persons requested further information by
mail, while about a dozen requested the
course of instruction by mail. To listeners, more than fifteen thousand reprints of K. of C. magazine advertisements were distributed, as well as five
thousand K. of C. booklets and some
three thousand pamphlets published by
others. Rural parishes were the beneficiaries of three thousand more pamphlets. Almost twenty-five thousand
miles were covered in conducting the
missions.
Father Oscar Miller, C.M., director,
has drawn up his estimate of what
was accomplished by last year's Motor
Missions. His report reflects both satisfaction and disappointment. Poor attendance was the disappointing factor.
Even in areas where the missions had
not been held for several years, crowds
were meager. Television is looked upon
as a prime cause of attendance slump.
Yet there is some consolation found in
the fact that those who did attend
the missions last summer showed remarkable interest.

And it must be kept in mind that
the Motor Missions once again brought
into contact with a Catholic priest

Both the Red Scapular and the Green
Scapular may be obtained from:
Marian Center
St. Joseph Central House
Emmitsburg, Maryland
people who would otherwise not have
had such an opportunity. The large
amount of literature distributed should
produce good results. The personal contact of priests and seminarians continues to break down rural antipathy
toward the Catholic Church. It con-

tinues to foster good public relations
between the Church and the non-Catholic body.
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PERRYVILLE, MISSOURI,

TU ES SACERDOS
TEN ORDAINED
ON JUNE 1
On June 1, the Community was
gladdened by the ordination of ten
Vincentians to the holy priesthood. It
was a day, like the bud of a spring
flower, full of the promise of the future-of ten more men to do the
works of the priesthood and of the
Community. Five of the new priests
will work in our own country, four will
be sent to the Philippine Islands, and
one is promised for the missions in Formosa. All, wherever their mission takes
them, go to do their part that the
earth be filled with the glory of God.
We are grateful to God for this
blessing granted to the Church and to
the Community and pray Him to fill
the newly ordained with the spirit of
St. Vincent de Paul, the spirit of
simplicity, which in the wonderfully
profound words of our holy founder is
the virtue basic to the vocation of
a Vincentian, for, it is the absence
of this spirit (if one may venture an
opinion on such a controversial subject) that is responsible for the troubles
of the world. Every priest is ordained
for the troubles of the world. God
bless them and may the Virgin be for
them an advocate.
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REV. JOSEPH SCHLADE, C.M.

Father Joseph Schlade's ordination
to the Sacred Priesthood on June 1
1958 marks the end of a long and persevering period of preparation. Perhaps Father Schlade's stay at the
seminary can best be described by the
word "perseverance." The usual thirteen years of minor and major seminary preparation are indeed a test of
anyone's perseverance and trust in
God's providence. But Father Schlade's
seminary life was interrupted by his
being drafted into the Armed Forces
during the Second World War in which
he served for a period of three and
one half years, seeing action with the
Ninth Army in Europe. During his
scholasticate, his health failed because
of a service-contracted disability which
caused a two year hospitalization. In
spite of these obstacles Father Schlade
has ". . fought the good fight. . ."; he
has " . .. finished the course."

The ordinand, son of Mrs. Lillian
Schlade, was born in Chicago on July
24, 1922 and received his primary
education at the Anderson Public
School. Later he attended Holy Trinity
High School and completed a year at
DePaul University. He attributes his
entrance into the Vincentian community to the example and friendliness
of the priests at DePaul.
Father Schlade will offer his first
Solemn Mass on Sunday, June 8, 1958
at Holy Trinity Church, Chicago, at
10:30 a. m. The Very Rev. Stanislaus
Lisewski, C.S.C., pastor of Holy Trinity Church, will serve as archpriest.
The Rev. Herman-Joseph Ziemba,
O.F.M., will be deacon, and the Rev.
Stanley Milewski of the Springfield,
Ill., diocese will be subdeacon. The
master of ceremonies will be the Rev.
Joseph Bronars, C.M. and the sermon
will be preached by the Rev. Sergius
Wroblewski, O.F.M. This will be a
happy occasion for the parish, since all
the priests connected with the ceremony were originally from Holy Trinity Parish.

the Rev. John T. Dittoe, O.P., Subdeacon, and the Rev. Barnabas Harrington, O.S.B., Master. Also assisting will be Robert J. Gordon and
Bert Finn as acolytes, and Thomas
Gordon as thurifer. Father Edward
Roche, CM., will give the sermon.
Father Gordon was born Nov. 5,
1928, in Arcola, Ill., the son of Samuel
Bertrand Gordon and Golda Ethel
Bricker. He is one of fourteen children, ten of whom are still living.
Father Gordon attended public school
at Arcola, Cathedral Latin at St. Louis,
the St. Louis Prep. Seminary, and St.
Vincent's at Cape before entering the
Novitiate on May 19, 1949. He pronounced his temporary vows May 23,
1951 and his perpetual vows May 19,
1954.
Having been a true Vincentian
scholastic in all ways, Father Gordon's
student life had many facets. It would
take a fellow student of his with a
poor memory and extremely bad taste
buds to forget that he is an excellent
cook and that many a tasty meal at
camp was due to Bob's culinary talent.
Archivist, Dean of Students, are only
a few of the highlights of his student
career.
Father Gordon is the third member
of his immediate family to enter the
religious life for he has two sisters who
(Continued on Page Four)

REV. ROBERT GORDON, C.M.

On June 8, 1958, in St. John the
Baptist Church, Arcola, Illinois, Father

FATHER SCHLADE

Robert Gordon, C.M., will celebrate
his first Solemn Mass. To assist him
on this joyous occasion will be the
Rev. Martin J. Reidy, Archpriest, the
Rev. Frederick A. Gordon, O.P., Deacon,

FATHER GORDON
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REV. PATRICK KEELEY, C.M.

REV. RICHARD McCARTHY, C.M.

Father Patrick Joseph Keeley was
born in Chicago, Illinois, on May 16,
1930. After attending Our Lady of
Mercy Grammar School, Father Keeley
enrolled in DePaul Academy and continued there until his senior year,
when he first decided to study for the
priesthood in the Congregation of the
Mission. He began his period of seminary training at the Cape in the fall
of 1948. Father entered the Novitiate
on May 23, 1949, and pronounced his
vows two years later. When Father
completed his Philosophy, he began
work toward a Latin degree at St. Louis
University during the summer school
sessions. He has been following up
this work there for the past four
summers.
Father Keeley, as a student, had
many friends among his fellow seminarians. He seemed to share in the
spirit of fraternal charity that is
certainly characteristic of the ordi-

Father Richard McCarthy first saw
the light of day on March 12, 1931.
He received his primary education at
Queen of Angels Grammar School in
Chicago. In response to the apparent
call of God, he enrolled at Quigley
Prep. Seminary in Chicago and after
two years at this seminary, he decided to join the Vincentians, a community of which he had heard much.
Accordingly, he enrolled at the Cape
for his final two years in the prep
seminary. On May 22, 1949, Father McCarthy was received into the Novitiate
and two years later he pronounced his
first vows in the community. For the
past four summers, he has been attending classes at Southeast Missouri
College in Cape where he is majoring
in biology.
Here at the Barrens, Father McCarthy has acquired a reputation that
will long be remembered. His wide interest in many hobbies and sports made
him an interesting conversationalist.
He could discourse at length on such
diverse topics as bird watching, hunting, fishing, hiking, leather tooling,
and many of the wonders of nature.
And he was a much feared center in
the touch-tackle games.
Through the years, Father gathered
many valuable gadgets into the small
space of his room. His characteristic
order and organization prevented anything from being lost or damaged.
Many times he amazed fellow students
by immediately pointing out some
sought-after object in the seemingly
confusing array of items in his room.
For he always had a place for everything even though at times it wasn't
apparent to others.
Henceforth, when anyone attempts
to put on some sort of entertainment
for St. Patrick's Day, memories of our
(Continued on Page Four)

FATHER KEELEY

nation class of 1958. Twice Father Keeley was elected to an office
of the seminary CSMC unit, first as
vice-president, the following year as
president. He was also elected to represent St. Mary's Seminary at the
CSMC convention held at the University of Notre Dame in August of 1956.
Father also took a great deal of interest, as a student, in the Crusade
Courses, a system of giving religious
instruction by mail. During the scholastic year of 1956-57 he was director of
this program.
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Keeley will
join with their priest-son in offering
his first Solemn Mass on Sunday, June
8 in Monica's Church in Chicago.
Father will be assisted by the Rev.
Martin Culligan, C.M., Deacon, the Rev.
Richard McCarthy, C.M., Subdeacon,
and the Rev. John McCabe, Archpriest.
The sermon will be given by the Rev.
J. C. Lehane, C.M.

FATHER McCARTHY

REV. JOHN LaVANWAY,

C.M.

Father John LaVanway was born in
LaSalle, Ill., on May 8, 1931. He received his primary education at St.
Patrick's School and enrolled at the
Cape in 1945. Father LaVanway entered the Novitiate on May 23, 1949 and
pronounced his temporary vows two
years later. He pronounced his perpetual vows on May 30, 1954.
After completing his philosophical
studies, Father LaVanway studied at
St. Louis University during the summer sessions where he is majoring in
Spanish.
Jack will certainly be missed in the
years to come. When one progresses
along the student side, he normally
tends to slow down in activity, but this
wasn't the case with our newly ordained priest. Jack always gave good
example to the younger students by his
active participation in sports. Hunting
seemed to be his favorite and many
a Wednesday you would find him en-

FATHER LaVANWAY

gaging in this sport. Even though the
returns of his efforts were slight, Jack
never gave up. However, his efforts in
baseball proved disastrous, for in 1955
the students lost to the Cape for the
first time in sixteen years and our
sportsman was captain of that
"mighty" team. Students often remind
him of this incident, but since the
Cape has defeated the students two
more times since then, the bitterness
of the defeat has worn off a bit. Jack
could always say that it was the
"team" that lost, not the captain. For
in this, as in all community activities,
it is more than a one-man project.
On Sunday, June 8, Father LaVanway
will celebrate his first Solemn Mass
in St. Patrick's Church in LaSalle. He
will be assisted by the Rev. Charles
Welter, C.M., Deacon, Mr. James Sanders, S.J., Subdeacon, and the Very
Rev. Bernard Degan, C.M., Archpriest.
The Rev. William Brennan, C.M., will
deliver the sermon.
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REV. ALFRED BAUDE, C.M.

REV. FRANCISCO PRIETO, C.M.

Rev. Fructuoso Morquillas, C.M.

Father Alfred Baude, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Kievernagel, will celebrate his first Solemn Mass at St. Alphonsus Church in Chicago on June
8. The deacon for the Mass will be
the Rev. Fructuoso Morquillas, C.M.,
and the Rev. Francisco Prieto, C.M. will
act as subdeacon. The Very Rev. Paul
Schwartz, C.SS.R. will serve as archpriest and the Rev. Thomas Barrett,
C.M. will deliver the sermon.
A native of Chicago, Father Baude
was born on May 6, 1926. He attended
St. Alphonus Grammar School and
upon his graduation in 1940, entered St.
Alphonus High School for two years.
The two remaining years of high
school were spent in night school.
Upon his graduation from high school,
Father joined the Navy and spent the
following two years in the service. After his discharge, he worked for the
railroad and was also active in the
parish.
In 1949 Father took the first step
towards the priesthood by his entrance
into the Novitiate. On the completion
of his Novitiate, he took temporary
vows on September 8, 1951. The next
three years were spent in the course
of Philosophy and on September 8,
1954, he took perpetual vows.
Among other things, Father will
long be remembered for his fishing
ability while at camp. Many were the
times when he came back with his
stringer filled with the "big ones." He
also took an active part in plays and
the activities of the students. It is difficult to pinpoint just what we here
at the seminary will miss most about
Father Baude. To the author, it is
his cordiality and friendliness which
he showed to all.
After a summer vacation, Father
will leave for the missions in Formosa.
May his years there be fruitful and
may the harvest be plentiful.

Father Francisco Prieto, the oldest
of the Spanish confreres ordained here
this year, was born in San Martin
del Camino, Leon, Spain. His minor
seminary training took place at Villafranca del Bierzo, Leon; he studied
Philosophy at Hortaleza, Madrid, and
he began the study of Theology at
Cuenca, but at the end of his first
year he was chosen to come to the
United States to complete his studies.
It was a warm summer when Father
Frank and his fellow Spanish students
arrived, and it didn't take long for him
to come to know just how much warmer a summer seems when it is spent in
Southeast Missouri. Nevertheless, he
began his work of learning English as
best he could from the few American
students who could teach him. There
were many new customs to be learned
in America as well as a new vocabulary.

Father Fructuoso Morquillas Rojoa name which only Sapniards can pronounce with ease. Father Morquillas is
a missionary who will spend his priesthood in the Philippine Islands. But before he takes up his first assignment,
he will visit his family in Santovenia
de Oca, Burgos, Spain. There his
brother, Father Jesus Morquillas, an
Augustinian, and two parish priests
will assist him at his first Solemn
Mass on July 29.
Three years spent as a student in
Perryville have shown us the good
traits of Father Morquillas. Having
taken temporary vows in 1951 and
perpetual vows in 1954, he looked forward to his work in Spain. But his superiors had other ideas. The missions
were to be his field.
In June, 1955, he arrived in America
and began readjusting his way of life
to the American way. One instant
stands out. It is humorous, but indicates a spirit of detachment and cheerfulness. On St. Patrick's Day all the
students were hurrying to chapel before the last buzzer sounded for morning prayers. One of the last to appear
was Fructuoso "O'Rojo" with a large,
green shamrock pinned on his cassock.
Since his arrival he has been studying English in addition to the regular
theological courses. His study of English has been put to practical use. In
his deacon year, Father Morquillas
was an assistant at St. Rose of Lima,
a nearby mission parish. This work
consists of cathechetical instruction to
the children of the parish and assistance in church services.
Father Morquillas's spirit of cooperation and cheerfulness have been appreciated by the students. In return
we hope that the parish experience,
the courses in English and Theology,
and our companionship have helped
him to be an effective missionary.

FATHER BAUDE

FATHER PRIETO

His first summer at Camp St. Vincent must have seemed like nothing
more than a continued English class,
but out of it all he gained the tools
that he would use the rest of his days
in America and during his future
priestly ministry.
In his words of parting at the deacon
banquet, Father told us that he was
particularly grateful to the Visitors
of the various provinces for letting him
come to America. In closing his little
talk, Father expressed the anxiety he
feels for the work awaiting him in the
Philippines.
After about thirty days in Spain,
Father Prieto and his priest companions will travel to the Philippines
where they will begin their life work
of teaching and carrying out their
other functions. We're sure that Father
will be a credit to his vocation and
we are very happy to have had him
with us these years here at the Barrens.

'MORQU
FATHER
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REV. JAMES CORERA, C.M.

In these last few words of farewell
to Father James Corera, C.M., we
would also like to say goodbye to his
guitar, a last chord of nostalgia. There
are those who will say that the strumming of the guitar kept them awake
during some of the sleepy days at camp,
and yet they must admit that the tunes
always seemed to cast a more peaceful
mood upon the surroundings.
A Basque by birth, Jamie was always one of those students who seemed
to pour out life in his every action
and movement. His masterful whistling
and low singing as he walked the corridors made everybody feel happy.
Restless and yet serious, quick and&
clear minded, Jamie showed in a few
moments of conversation the knowledge of a well-read person. He wasn't
in America long before he had acquired
a representative knowledge of English
and American Literature.
Open to another's opinion, approachable, and a good conversationalist,
Jamie loved to talk about serious and
formative matters, anything from architecture, music, philosophy, and the
arts in general, to subjects of the
theological courses.
His future work will be in the Philippines. But first he will pay a visit to
his home town where his relatives and
friends will join him in celebrating
the happy occasion.
Father James Corera was born in
San Sebastian, Spain, and there, in
Good Shepherd Cathedral, will say
his first Solemn Mass on June 15,
his twenty-fifth birthday.
For such a double and most happy
event, our most sincere congratulations.
"Adios," Jamie. May you ever carry
with you the Vincentian spirit and may
your missionary work be eminently
successful.

FATHER CORERA

REV. LOUIS HUERGA,

C.M.

The youngest of this year's ordinands, Father Louis Huerga, made his
first appearance on the stage of history
on February 26, 1934 in the little Spanish village of Villaquejida, Leon. At the
early age of ten Father Huerga left
home for the minor seminary. Five
years later he entered the Novitiate
and after the usual two years took his
temporary vows in September, 1951.
After three years of Philosophy at
Hortaleza, Madrid, Father Huerga began his Theology at Cuenca. Much to
his surprise, upon the completion of
one year of Theology, Father was assigned to join the "Spanish invaders"
who were about to set sail for St.
Mary's of the Barrens in the U. S. A.
Here at Perryville Father Huerga
has been known to his confreres as a
lover of studies and the arts. His class-

province, will preach the sermon. After
a short vacation, Father will depart
to take up his duties in the Philippines. Everyone at the Barrens has enjoyed Father Huerga's short stay with
us and we wish him buen viaje y hasta
la vista, best wishes and return again
soon.
FATHER GORDON

(Continued From Page One)
are Dominican nuns. Both of them
will be present to share his joy when
he celebrates his first Solemn Mass.
Father Gordon's mother, who died
March 6, 1935 and who is enjoying her
eternal reward, must be proud of the
son whom she bore and who was
destined to be another Christ. To her
pride and joy we wish to add our own.
FATHER McCARTHY

(Continued from Page Two)
confrere will immediately come to
mind. Who will soon forget the St..
Pat's Day show of this past March?
Father McCarthy will sing his first
Solemn Mass at Queen of Angels
Church in Chicago on June 15 at
12:15 p. m. His ministers will be the
Rev. Edward Holloway, Archpriest, the
Rev. Jeremiah Duggan, Deacon, and
the Rev. Mr. Donald Dohr, Subdeacon. Father Bernard Fitzgerald, C.M.
will preach the sermon.
ORDERS, VOWS AND
RECEPTION

FATHER HUERGA

mates speak in hushed tones of awe
about Father's ability in Sacred Scripture. It seems he has quite a knack
for destroying pet theories of others
and giving his own "advanced ones"
in a few well-phrased sentences. Besides his hard and successful work in
the all important work of scholastic
endeavor, Father Huerga has taken
quite an interest in "the higher things
of life," such as music, painting, and
the theater. Whenever the strains of
Bach or Stravinsky were heard echoing
through the student corridors, you
knew Father Huerga was around.
Father proved his versatility by being
one of the best soccer goalies in the
history of the Barrens.
Soon after his ordination Father
Huerga will leave for a few happy
weeks in his native land. His first
Solemn Mass will be celebrated at his
parish church in Villanueva de Azoague. His uncle, Father Benjamin Huerga, C.M., student director of the Madrid

The following received the order of
Subdeaconate on the morning of May
31: Messrs. Ramson, Boyle, Herrero,
Delgado, Hoyos, Fuentes, and Villarroya.
On the same day, the following received the minor orders of Exorcist
and Acolyte: Messrs. Valencia, King,
J. Golden, Spitzka, Berkbigler, Persich,
O'Brien, Wiesnei, Persil, and Agnew.
Those who received Tonsure and the
minor orders of Porter and Lector
were Messrs. Hurley, Madden, Rohrich,
H. O'Donnell, Scherer, Franszczak, and
McEvoy.
Those renewing their vows on May
31 were Messrs. Scherer, Byrne, Kelly,
J. Gagnepain, Floersch, Martin, and
Jordan.
Messrs. Fuller, Lottes, Phil. O'Donnell,
Fergus, Croak, Cawley, and P. Golden
pronounced their first vows on May
27, and the following pronounced good
purposes on May 31: Messrs. Neophitos,
E. Gagnepain, DeCesare, Lukefahr,
Nawara, Arceneaux, Harden, Chap,
Koncewicz, White, and Stockman.The newly received class from Cape

consists of seven members. They are
Messrs. Block, Pat O'Donnell, Halstead,
Harmeyer, Herff, Moriarty, and Thurman.
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Perryville - The Barrens
The students, in the free days between ordinations and summner school, are
working on the tennis and handball
New concrete surfaces are
courts.
being put down. The project is headed
by Messrs. Boyle and Gagnepain with
the assistance of Brother Edward.

--

New Orleans
Father Pittman reports eight prospective
vocations from the New Orleans area. One
is from Long Beach, two from St. Joseph s
Parish, three from St. Stephen's Parish,
and two from De La Salle High.

St. Louis - St. Vincent's Hospital
The new officers for the CSMC are
Mr. Spitzka, President, Mr. H. O'Donnell, Vice-president, and Mr. Martin,
Secretary.
Father Thomas Cahill of Kenrick
Seminary conducted the ordination re.
treat.
Father Zimmerman arrived in the
United States on May 50 and paid a
visit to the Barrens on ordination
day and the following days. He has
come to this country to act as the
personal representative of the Superior
General at the dedication of the seminary
at Montebello.

The new Laboure Clinic was dedicated
on May 25. .The clinic was pointed out as
"a great impetus to the much-needed expansion of training of psychiatric nurses."
Archbishop Joseph E. Ritter of St. Louis
officiated at the dedication of the $1,000,000
75-bed clinic. Father Joseph McIntyre,
chaplain of the hospital, assisted the
Archbishop.
The dedication launched a three-day observance, which ended with an open house
on May 25
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hicago - DePaul University
the books could be placed immediately
on the proper shelves.

DePaul University began the move of
its downtown divisions from rented quarters at 64. E. Lake St. to its newlyremodeled Frank J. Lewis Center on
May 22. The 18-story structure was
transformed from an office building
to a modern educational center at a
cost of $2t million.

Among other items that had to be
transferred were 5,000 classroom chairs
and 200 desks and chairs from the offices.
Features of the changeover have included:
-- installation of ten new elevators.
-- conversion from DC to AC electric
current.
-- complete remodeling and redecorating of the interior.
-- tuckpointing and cleaning of the
entire exterior.

Fifty men, using five vans, moved
the school's executive and administration offices from the north end
to the south end of Chicago's loop
within six hours.
The remainder of the move--involving the college of commerce, graduate
school, university college, and university library--was made over the
Memorial Day weekend.

Some of the features of the new center
are these:
-- DePaul Center Theater with a seating
capacity of 500.
-- a gross area, exclusive of stairwells and elevators, of 241,000
square feet, compared to 128,000
square feet in the 64. E. Lake St.

One of the key phases of the move
was the transfer of 147,948 volumes
of the DePaul downtown library to the
new quarters half a mile away. Approximately 2,500 corrugated cardboard
boxes had to be packed with books
and carefully labeled-o that when
they were unpacked in the new center
C--- ---- · '- 9
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building.
-- convenience to all modes of loopbound transportation.
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TWO GOLDEN, SEVEN SILVER JUBILARIANS
REV. THOMAS GORMAN,

C.M.

On Sunday, June 15, Father Thomas F. Gorman, C.M., will observe the golden
jubilee of his ordination to the Sacred Priesthood. The highlight of the occasion will
be a Solemn Mass of thanksgiving offered by Father Gorman in the Church of
St. Vincent DePaul in Chicago. Father is well-known to the people of the
Chicago area, whom he now serves as assistant pastor of St. Vincent's, for he
spent a good part of his very busy years as professor, athletic director, and director of student activities at DePaul University. Many of his friends are expected
to be present to help Father celebrate this happy occasion.
As Father Gorman looks back on his lengthy and successful tenure of community life, he must remember that he, like many of his confreres, has been
called to serve God in many and varied capacities. Father Gorman, born on
September 23, 1880, entered the Novitiate at the Barrens in 1903, after attending
St. Ignatius High School and DePaul University in Chicago. He took his vows
in 1905 and was ordained three years later on June 11, 1908 by the Most Rev.
John J. Glennon, then bishop of St. Louis. After ordination Father Gorman spent
two years as professor at Dallas University before beginning his long stay at
DePaul. Following his years of service at the university, in 1928 Father was assigned to St. Thomas Seminary, Denver, where he spent almost twenty years
as procurator, a rather thankless task at times, but a position in which Father
German showed his great charity and kindness towards his confreres.
In 1947 Father Gorman entered a new field of activity when he was assigned
as assistant pastor of St. Vincent's Parish in Los Angeles. A year later Father
returned to the city of his first assignment, Dallas, this time as assistant pastor
of Holy Trinity Parish, and on October 1, 1951, he took up his present position at
St. Vincent's in Chicago.
It is customary in an article of this kind to mention a few of the outstanding
qualities shown by the jubilarian during his community life. All those who have
known Father are unanimous in pointing out the zeal, the activity, the deep interest that Father Gorman has always put into every assignment given him.
He has never been one of those to sit back and let life run its course. He constantly exemplified for his confreres the saying of St. Francis de Sales so often
quoted by St. Vincent DePaul, "Work as if everything depended on you, but
pray as if everything depended on God."
On this happy occasion the DeAndrein wishes to join all the students of St.
Mary's of the Barrens in wishing Father Gorman our sincere congratulations
and our prayerful best wishes ad multos annos.
REV. CESAR GUTIERREZ, C.M.

Our second golden jubilarian of 1958 is a native of Spain. Father Cesar Gutierrez was born in Spain in 1883, pronounced his vows in 1899, and was ordained to
the priesthood at Madrid in 1908. Shortly after ordination he was sent to the
province of Mexico, but in 1913 was forced out of Mexico by the revolutionary
forces of Pancho Villa. Father, with a group of fellow priests, came to the
University of Dallas and since then has been performing his priestly ministry
in the United States. Except for a short period in Denver, Father has spent
these years among the Spanish speaking people of the Southwest and for the
past few years has been assistant pastor at Holy Souls Parish in Pampa, Texas.
Congratulations, Father, on this your golden jubilee. May God grant you
continued success in your priestly labors.
REV. JAMES RICHARDSON, C.M.

James Richardson was born on February 5, 1909, in Dallas, Texas. He spent
his early years in the cathedral parish
in that city, but moved in time to begin his elementary education in Holy
Trinity Parish, a Vincentian institution. After graduating from grammar
school in 1921, he attended Dallas
University Academy for four years.
When Father Richardson had completed his high school training, he
entered the Novitiate of the Congregation of the Mission on September 23,
1925. After completing the ordinary
two years of novitiate training, Father
took perpetual vows and was assigned
to teach English for one year at the
Cape. When he had returned to Perryville, he taught English to the)
novices while he studied the ordinary
scholastic subjects. He received his
Bachelor of Arts Degree in 1929. While
a student, Father was the editor of the
DeAndrein for one year.

He was ordained on June 10, 1933,
and immediately after was appointed
to study Canon Law in Rome. Within
three years he had received his J. C. D.
and was back in Perryville. There he
had a full schedule, teaching Moral
and Ascetical Theology, Liturgy, and
acting as the Assistant Director of
Students. During the summers while he
was stationed at Perryville, Father
helped to conduct the motor missions.
In 1939, Father Richardson was appointed to St. John's Seminary, Camarillo, California, his present appointment. While there he has taught Canon
Law, Sacramental Theology, and Catechetics, and has also held the positions
of Dean of Studies and Librarian. In
1954, he was appointed Superior and
Rector, the post which he now holds.
We at Perryville avail ourselves of
this opportunity to congratulate Father
Richardson on his twenty-five years as
a priest.

REV. EUGENE McCARTHY, C.M.

On June 10, 1933, the Most Rev. Anthony Schuler impressed his hands on
the head of a young Vincentian student. At this instant Eugene McCarthy was raised to the dignity of the
priesthood. All this took place in
Father's home town, El Paso, Texas,
twenty-five years ago. To Father, this
was the culmination of many dreams
and prayers-it was the .apex of his
life, rounded off by long years of
study.
Born on July 7, 1905, Father had
attended St. Mary's Grammar School,
El Paso, and then proceeded to answer
God's call to the priesthood by entering the Vincentian prep at Cape Girardeau. On May 25, 1925, he reached
Perryville and started the last long
phase of his preparation.
In 1938 Father left his first appointment, St. John's Seminary, Kansas
City, and returned to Perryville to take
up the thankless task of director of
scholastics. The characterization of his
six years in this post might be best
summarized by saying he was noted
for his hard work and his understanding and practical nature. These traits
have been characteristic of Father
McCarthy throughout his community
life. To the students of 1938-44 he
was noted for his loyalty as a confrere
-one who would defend his students
when he believed they were right; for
his avid interest in baseball-it was not
unusual to see him indulge in a softball game with the students. During
his stay here he was also noted for
the support and backing he gave several excellent plays. There are many
Vincentian priests today who were imbued with the spirit of St. Vincent
DePaul because of the example of
Father McCarthy.
In September, 1944, he was instituted
pastor of St. Patrick's in LaSalle, and
in 1951 took over at St. Vincent's
Parish in St. Louis. Here, too, Father
his
McCarthy's paternal care for
parishioners was made manifest by
th? great impetus he gave to the
parish by reinstating lapsed Catholics.
It was also through his efforts that
St. Vincent's developed an excellent
social program.
In August, 1957, Father took over at
St. Stephen's Parish in New Orleans.
At present he is assiduously engaged
in a fund-raising campaign for a new
grammar school.
To a very limited degree this article
has tried to point out the fruitful work
past
of Father McCarthy in the
twenty-five silver years. It is our
prayer that he will continue for another twenty-five years with even more
diligent and glowing work-work that
may not necessarily be noticed by many
of us, but surely will not escape the

notice of the Eternal Priest.
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REV. JOSEPH DASPIT, C.M.

On April 27 of this year, Father
Joseph Daspit sang a Solemn Mass to
commemorate his silver jubilee. The
place was the little mission church in
Cotulla, Texas. Father Daspit has been
doing excellent work here for several
years now. Then on May 1 he celebrated another Solemn Mass; the place
was Assumption Seminary in San Antonio where Father has been teaching
classes in addition to caring for the
Cotulla Mission. Here he is working on
teaching techniques for Latin. At the
educational meeting held at Kansas
City this year he reported on the new
method he and his collaborators are
developing. The plan calls for the extensive use of visual and auditory aids
in addition to the traditional teaching.
The main approach is to get the students to actually use Latin and to make
simple sentences, and then to explain
the rules behind their usage. May God
continue to bless his work.
Father Daspit was ordained by
Archbishop Glennon on June 10, 1933,
and since then has taught at St. Vincent's College in Cape Girardeau,
worked at St. Vincent's Parish in Kansas City, and is now teaching at Assumption Seminary and caring for
the mission at Cotulla. His priesthood
has been a fruitful one; we pray that
God will grant him many more years
to serve Him in the future.
REV. EDWARD KAMMER, C.M.

The Reverend Edward J. Kammer,
C. M., one of the three silver jubilarians
at DePaul in Chicago, was born in
New Orleans on April 23, 1908 and received his grammar school education
at St. Joseph's School in New Orleans.
On May 25, 1925 he graduated from
"The Cape" and entered the Novitiate
here at Perryville. He pronounced his
vows in the community on June 20,
1927, and was raised to the dignity of
the priesthood in St. Louis Cathedral
by Archbishop Glennon on June 10,
1933.
During the first four years of his
priesthood Father Kammer taught history as a member of the faculty here
at Perryville. Then, for a year, he was
professor of history at Kenrick Seminary. During those years Father Kammer had spent his summers at Catholic
University in Washington, D. C., and
in 1938 he became a full time student
there. He received his A. M. in history
in 1939, and in 1941 received his Ph.D.
in sociology and economics. Since that
time DePaul University has been the
scene of his labors.
At the University various administrative positions have been entrusted
to him. From 1941-1945 he served as

professor of sociology and chairman of
the department. He was the Dean of
the University for a three year period
terminating in 1946 when he became
Dean of the College of Commerce. Since
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1944 Father Kammer has filled the positions of Executive Vice-President of
the University and member of the
Board of Trustees.
In addition to his work at the University, activities of both local and
national educational associations have
engaged the time and efforts of Father
Kammer. His is an active member of
N. C. E. A., the Education Committee
of the Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry, and the Higher
Education Commission for the State of
Illinois.
On Saturday, May 24, Father Kammer celebrated a Solemn Mass of
thanksgiving to God for the priesthood
God has given him. The ministers assisting at the Mass were the Reverend
Peter Paour, C. M., deacon and the
Reverend Robert McWillians, C. M.,
subdeacon with the Reverend John
Richardson as the preacher of the
Mass. The reception was held in the
DePaul University Alumni Hall.
REV. ROBERT McWILLIAMS, C.M.

Father Robert McWilliams has spent
many years of his priesthood in Chicago. At present he is assistant at St.
Vincent's Parish in Chicago where he
has been since 1951. He was born and
reared in this parish and it is here
that he will celebrate his Silver Jubilee
Mass at eleven A. M. on Sunday, June
8.
Twenty-five years ago, on June 10,
1933, Father McWilliams was ordained,
to the priesthood by Archbishop Glennon in St. Louis Cathedral. His first
appointment was Chicago, DePaul University. In 1938 he became assistant
at St. Vincent's Parish in Chicago.
Then in 1944 he went to Texas, Holy
Souls Parish in Pampa, where he was
assistant pastor for several years. From
there he went to St. Catherine's in
New Orleans where he stayed until
appointed to St. Vinsent's Parish in
St. Louis in 1950. Since 1951 he has been
assistant at St. Vincent's Parish in
Chicago. He has held positions as librarian, hospital chaplain, and parish
assistant, serving the community well
in whatever work has been assigned.
We pray that God will grant him the
grace to continue his faithful service
in the priesthood for many more years.
REV. MAURICE SINGLETON, C.M.
Twenty-five years ago, Maurice J.
Singleton, C. M. knelt before the Archbishop of St. Louis, John J. Glennon,
and by the imposition of His Excellency's hands received the yoke of
the priesthood of Christ. He became a
priest forever, and now he has completed twenty-five years of that forever.
SFather's early life on Chicago's

north side was quite ordinary, and upon
graduation from St. Vincent's Grade
School he entered the apostolic school
at Cape Girardeau.

Th Dende
His first assignment was to the St.
Louis Prep Seminary where he spent
the first three years of his priesthood. In 1936 and 1937 St. John's in
Kansas City was the field of Father's
labors. From 1937 to 1944 he was at St.
Thomas Seminary in Denver. A year
at the Cape followed this assignment.
Father then received his first taste of
parish work when he spent a short
time in 1945 as a Navy chaplain. But
1946 found him teaching again, this
time at the Prep Seminary in Los
Angeles. He remained in this assignment from 1946 until 1949 when he
was appointed to DePaul Academy,
where he taught until 1957. In January,
1957, Father Singleton embarked upon
a new "career," that of a parish priest,
when he was appointed assistant to
the pastor at St. Leo's Parish, San
Antonio.
Father Singleton celebrated his
jubilee at St. Leo's on May 31 with a
Solemn Mass at 10:00. Fathers Oscar
Huber and Raymond Ruiz assisted him
at the Mass, and Father Frederick
Martinez delivered the sermon. Father
will also celebrate this jubilee year with
a Mass at St. Vincent's in Chicago on
the twenty-second of June.
REV. PETER PAOUR, C.M.

The Reverend Peter J. Paour, C. M.,
who was ordained to the holy priesthood twenty-five years ago this coming June 10, celebrated his silver jubilee
of ordination'on Sunday, May 25, by a
Solemn Mass of thanksgiving. The
Mass was sung by Father Paour at
eleven o'clock in St. Vincent's Church,
Chicago, Illinois. The deacon and subdeacon of the Mass were two classmates who are celebrating their jubilees
this year: Reverend Edward Kammer,
C. M. and Reverend Robert McWilliams, C.M. After the Mass a reception
was held in the parlors of the Faculty
Hall at 2233 Kenmore Avenue.
Father Paour's pre-seminary days
must have been interesting ones, for
he saw much of the country during
that time. He was born in Matthew,
Indiana on January 15, 1906. But the
public schools of Salem, West Virginia
and Danville, Illinois were the scenes
of his elementary education.
His first assignment was to the Preparatory Seminary in Los Angeles. In
1934 he was sent to DePaul Academy
where he taught French and began
post-graduate work at the university.
his postFather Paour continued
graduate work during the scholastic
year 1935-1936 at McGill University
in Montreal, Canada, from which he
received his degree of Master of Arts.
The following year he returned to Detaught
Paul University where he
French while he finished his postgraduate studies with a year at the

University of Illinois. Since that time
Father Paour has taught French at DePaul University.

